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WITH HAMMER AND COWBELLS

MAHI-_-R'BSIXTHCOMESTO A._KIOA

By GABRIELENGEL

The prolonged, spontaneous ovation accorded the belated American
prermereof ]Vhhler's$/x_ at each of its three performa_nce_(Dec. I l-13,
1947) by the N. Y. Philharmonicunder Mitropoulos° br_liant direction,
should go a long way toward proving that this sadly neglectedwork is
in realityone of the most vital and appealingof all Mahler'ssymphonies.
Given perhaps less than a dozen times during the two score years of its
existence, mostly during Mabler's lifetime (i.e., before 1911), it is not
likely that any living American reviewer had ever heard it before. Of
course, the premiereat Essen, as well as the performancesthat followed,
had dicited the usual raucous chorus of critical abuse heaped upon any
Malder achievementby a world in which petty jealousieswere busy every
moment producing fresh axes to grind. Yet even had it been a new work
by Beethoven or Brahmsit could scarcelyhave better survivedthe heavy
cross of rejection laid upon it by apologetic extenuatiormon the part of
confessedMahler devotees. "'Mytime vdll yet come , Mahler used to say,
commentingupon the failure of his contemporariesto understandhis works.
He meant hostile critics and musicians,no doubt, but so far as the Sixth
was concerned, he might as well have induded most of his friends. Sig-
nificant in this connectionare some wordsArnold 8chcenberg spoke about
Mabler's art:

"In place of many words, it would perhapsbe best for me to
my, "Ibelieve firmly'andunshakablythat GustavMabler was one
of the greatestof men andartists'. Forthere areonly two posm'ble
ways to convinceanyoneof an artist s quality: the firstand better
way, to produce his work; the second, which I must now use:
to communicate to others one's own faith in that work. . . .

"In reality there is only a single towering goal for which an
artist strives: to ¢x/_esshim._elfi If he mcceechin that he has

the greatestsuccessaa artistmayachieve;besidethat every-
thing elseis minor. 8df-czl_remionembracesall: death, re_ur-
maion, fate, etc., as well as the lesser, thoughnot unimportant
human problems....

"I believe that Mabler simply did not notice that his themes
were banal. And, to be sure, for a single reason: thit they are
not banal. I must confemhere: I also belongedat first to those
who found these themesbanal. I believe it important to admit
that I was Saul before I becamePaul, for it mayhe deducedthere-
fromthat I too was misledby that free sense of di_m;,,_tinn of
which h/s opponentsareso proud. Rather,only now have I come
to heed that _ne sense no longer, since my ever growing impre.s-
slon of the beauty and grandeurof Mahl_'s work has convinced
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2 Chord and Discord

me that such judgments ar/se not from a truly fine senJe of dis-
crimination,but on the contrary, from the total lack of ability
to di_:riminate.

"I had found Mahler's themesbanal, althoughthe work as a
whole had madea great impreu/on upon me. To.day I could no
longer maintain such a stand, even with malice. Just think! If
those themes were really banal, I could not help find them m'll
morebanal to-day than I did at first. Banal meam rustic, sign/ly-
ing a retarded state of culture. Such a state of culture does not
imply anything bador false. It merelyrepresentssomethingsuper-
seded, e.bsolete,once-r/ght, but no-longer-true. The peasant be-
haves not badly, but in an out-dated manner, aping those of a
once higher cultural state. Banality, then, implies an out-dated
state of mannersand outlook, once really the mannersand outlook
of the more cultured; not banality from the outset, but merely
grown to be such when supplanted by the succeedingstratum of
Culturalprogress. But it can never becomevalid again; once ren.
dered banal, it'must remain banal. And when I now declare that
I can no longer find these themesbanal to-day, I know they could
never have been banal; for a banal idea, that is an idea that strikes
meas outmoded, trite, can seem to me, upon further acquaintance,
only more banal, more trite. Certainly, never more significant.
Furthermore, when I keep discovering in this idea, the more I
contemplate it, (and this is my experience with Mahler) new
facets, fresh beauties, splendors, then there can remain no doubt:
the idea is the very opposite of banal. It is not somethingthat has
been long sinceby-passedfor reasonsthat cannot be misunderstood,
but rather something the inmost meaning of which has yet to be
fathomed, somethingthat was too deep to permit immediategrasp
of more than its outer form. And in reality it has gone thus not
only with Mahler; almost all the other great composerswere sub-
jected to the censure of banality. I"need only mention Wagner
and Brahms.

"Equally silly is another criticism hurled against bhhler: that
his themes are unor/ginal. In the first place, just as in art the
•isolated detail, so in music the theme alone, is not the main thing.
For an artwork, like a living organism,emergesan entity. Exactly
as with a child, it is not just an armnor a leg that is first created.
Not the themes, but the entire work is the inspiration. Not his is
the true gift of invention who creates a good theme but rather his
who conceives a whole symphony at once. In the second place,
however,Mahler's themesare original. Naturally, one who singles
out the firstfour notes will detect reminiscences,but he is no less
ridiculousthan one who hunts for original words in an or/ginal
poem. The theme consists not of a few notes, but of the musical
products of these notes. The little structurewe call a themeshould
never be the sole yardstick of the large form of wh/ch it is the
relatively smallest element. $chopenhauer once remarkedthat the
most unusual things have to be said with the most UsuAlwords.
That must of necessity be the case with mus/c u well; that the
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most unusual things have to be said with the most usual sequences
of tone. One is almost tempted to go further: that it is unneces-

sary for a musical composition to have an original theme. Other-
wise Bach s Chorale-Preludes would not be works of art. Yet art-
works tl_ey certainly are."t

To some extent Mahler himself must be held responsible forthe timorous
pre-disposition of the musical world, conductors as well as music-lovcrst
toward the Sixth. The references to the work's content and complexity in
his letters are confused and confusing. In 1904 he wrote to Richard Specht:

"My Sixth will pose riddles the solution of which will be pos.
sible only to a generation that has already accepted and digested
my first five.,,I

The work was then complete in concept, but probably still in rough
sketch form.

In a letter to Bruno Walter in the summer of 1906 ldahler, in his usual
exuberant, dated manner following the completion of a symphony, scolds
him with good-natured impatience for quixotically condemning as unsound
one of Wagner's polemics in favor of program-music.

"True, _st as in all art, the utmost purity of the means of ex-
press'ion is desirable. When making music one should not seek to
paint, descnl_., etc. Yet whatever the music one creates it can-
not help being the complete human--feeling, thinking, breathing,
mdlrering.

"In a word, one who hcks the necessary genius should keep

hands off; but he who has it need fear not .hin_. All this arguing
about the exact nature of a work of mumca_ art strikes me as
though one, having begotten a child, starts breaking his head
afterwards over whether it is really a child, begotten with proper
intentions, etc. In short, one has made love and--succeeded: That's
that! And ff one does not and cannot love, why there just is no
child. Again that's that! And if one does and can--well, there
is a child. And again that's that:

"M7 S/xth is done. I bel/eve I have succeeded. A thousand
times that's that:"

And then came the premiere at Fmen, with its hostile critical reception,
nothing new to Mahler, who had learned to take rebuffs from the press in
his stride. Bravely he wrote to Mengelberg preparing the Sixth for its
Amsterdam prem/ere:

t R_de fiber M_hk,r. Translatedby Gabriel l._ngelfrom excerpts included in a
privately printedpamphletisauedby Schoenberg'sfriends and pupils in celebration
of his 60th birthday. The completetext vail be/nduded in the collectionof Schoen-
berg'swritingsto be/smed in the fall of 1948by the PhilosophicalLibraryInc., 1
P. 40th Street, New York, N. Y., under the tide. SrTLP^NI_we^.

t This letter, u well as the others that follow,/s translatedby GabrielEngd from
Mahler's i_/e[e. (Vienna, 1924). by kind permiss/onof Alma Mahler Werfel.
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"My Sixth appears to be too hard a nut for the tender l/ttle
teeth of our crit/csof to-day. Just the same it managesto push
its way through the concert halls."

Shortly after this Mahler sent Ha fr/end Joseph Re/tier, conferringin
Paris with the ctmductor Colonne, who wished to introduce a Malder
symphonythere, the following amazingnote:

"Under no conditionwould I advise the First. It is very diffi-
cult to grasp readily. I would rather recommendthe Sixth or
Pifth."

It seemednow that the 8/xth was notsuch"a hardnut" to crack,after all.

By then, however,the damagewas done. Bogeygoss/phe had unwittingly
helped further by sanctioning dour programmaticallusionsto the score,
added to the snide remarks of jealous music/am of note concerning the
precocious cowbells and hammerand the inanities and/nsan/ties of the
orchestrat/on, had transformed the symphony's hoped-for laurels into a
crown of thorns.

Following the few performancesduring ]vhhler's lifetime the Sixth re,
mained virtually taboo. Most surprisinghas been the attitude of Mahler
devotees toward this mistakenlyneglectedwork. Paul Bekker,author of a
monumentalGermantomeon Mahler'ssymphonies,publishedin 1921, may
be regardedas the spokesmanfor the majorityof these. He said:

"It would not be right, in orderto overcome the antipathy to
it inspired by its exceptionalcontent and form, to call for more
frequent performancesof this symphonyas a separatework-"

Heard as an entirely separate entity, with a messagecomplete in itself,
Mahler's Sixth might well persuade the l/stener that the composer was a
pessimist. Yet the same listener hearing the Fifth independently, with its
enthusiastic messageof joy and love of life, could not help concluding by
the same logic that Malder was the very voice of affirmation. The truth,
however, is that each of these works, indeed every one of Mahler's sym-
phonies, stresses a different facet of the "complete human" mentioned in
his letter to Walter. Man's ever.changing experiencesin life exert subtle
influences over his spiritual alchemy; they cause changes in his "feeling,
thinking, and suffering" which determineh/s consequent spiritual state.

If I may use the apt contrast of Milton's immortal odes, the tragic Finale
of the Sixth. a veritable Ode to Human Suffering, is but the momentary
11Penserosoof an artist, whose inner life was one vast L'Allegro, ecstatic
with the urge and the felicity for self-expression. Viewed from the first
movement's arduous ascent to life's topmost summit, whence the homely
echo of cowbells still tinges the transfigured revelation of eternity with
mundane limitation, this Finale may well reflect Mahler's hopeless struggle
to maintain his lofty ideals at the Viennese Opera against the stumbling-
blocks set in his path by malicious, powerful opponents:,envious of..._s
high artistic authority. For years Malder suffered .unoer"me premomuon.
that this episode would end tragically for him, as _t thO,though not tau
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some seasons after its probable prediction in the foreboding hammer blows
of the Sixth.

Only absolute belief in their indispensability could have caused ldahler
to introduce the hammer and cowbells, w.ored here for the first time in any
symphony. Thc_e who suspect that he might have lilt upon such precarious
tonal timbres out of a desire for sensational effect, need only be reminded
that he would transport a special set of cowbells, constructed according to
his own spedfications for this work, hundreds of. miles to insure accurate
rendition of the desired timbre. Mahler's conception of the hammer blow,
on the other hand, seems never to have been adequately realized. Paul
Bekker, who attended some _of the rare early performances, concludes,

naively enough, that this failure was perhaps intentional_ that it supports
the validity of Mahler's symbolism by suggesting MANS insurmountable
limitations, the vanity of his effort even so much as to mirror the voice of

Fate. The score calls for % short, powe_ul, but dully echoing stroke of
unmetallic character." Paul Stefan hints, 'Like a falling tree." In a letter
dated Aug. 18, 1906, to Mengelberg, in a quandary about the hammer
blow, Mahler mid:

"Too bad you told me so late just how you felt about the ham-
mar blows. I can make no change now, as I gave my imprimatur
to the publisher weeks ago. Frankly, I felt just as you do about

• the matter, but forgot to note the change. Well, let's try it your
way in Amsterdam and perhaps it can be appended somehow to
the seore hter."

The original score show8 that Mahler did omit the third and most fateful
of the hammer blows (as published in the study-score released after the
world premiere). However, the pub_hed version greatly intensifies the
work's senmtional appeal. Perhaps this fact will continue to influence the
conductors of its rare performances to retain the third stroke. Once heard
it cannot be forgotten. Whenever the work is performed listeners will be
told about it in advance and they will await it expectantly. It is literally
the death blow. Why did Mahler clogs his mind about mirroring the
veT stroke of death in tone? Perhaps eupergition had something to do
with it. xet artistic integrity actually demanded that it be omitted. The
two preceding hammer blows were warnings, premonitions, suflidenfly
mmbre to lend conviction to the description "Tragic". The third, fol.
lowed by the mourning choir of trombones, involves an almost photographic
bit of realism, violating the pure symbolism Malder really intended, but
apparently himself understood dearly only after it w'aS too late to amend
the score in pre._

Just another word about the cowbells and hammer. At the American
premiere, in almost every detail a perfect presentation of the work, these
two important symbols, so difficult of realizationin accordance with Mah-
ler's intent, might po_y have been improved upon. The cowbells, rather

somewhat harsh andspasmodically sounding, seemed over-prominent_ The
score etressea particularly that the bells be rung "at a distance." As this

mend, in particular, tends to,produce a distudg_ audience-reaction, aside
from feeding the hostile critic s penchant for _ it should be most met/c-
ulously tested before a performance. The greatest feam31e distance from
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which the bells would be edtidendy percept_le to show that they .are re.
lated to the score would be the proper d/stance. As for the fight timbre,
one would have to unearth Mahler s own specially constructed cowbelb to
know the exact truth in that regard. The wore reveals the unbroken, gently
waving line Mahler nsed for his cowbell notation, indicating that he de-
sired a soft, unbroken tone, but the t/mbre he fanc/ed may remain a mystery
forever. The hammer blow at Carnegie Hall was startling, sharp, and
penetrating, in all, surely hnpressive, yet as a symbol of Fate not over-
convinc/ng.

At first, perhaps, some of the hostile scnl_J were driven b.y urgent dead.
lines to map judgments, the equally ready retraction of w.h/_ nu.ght ha.re
involved some sacrifice of authority and pr/de. With each tresh ovatlon
granted a Malder Symphony their stand grows m.o_.pw_ding, almost seem-
/rig the express/on of a planned; hammer-I/ke attatuoe--'ad,aa'eay notorious in
America in Mahler's lifetime. At any rate, the hammer and cowbells pro-
vided their now very banal remarks about Mahler's alleged banality with
a grateful point of departure. Gleefully, they rose to an all-time low of
superficial condemnation. To them we heartily recommend the telling
words of 8choenberg on the nature of banality (with special emphasis on
Mahler's art). By his own confess/on once in agreement with them, this
man, one of the foremost creative artists of all time, is not merely a great
musician, but a keen esthetic/an as well. Having survived a half-century of
critical buffetings, with his artistic integrity unscathed, he recently viewed
with whimsical pardonable irony a belated American Academy of Arts
award in recognition of a lasting contribut/on to art, already realized in
great measure just about the time of the world premiere of Mahler s Sixth.

FIRST MOVEMENT

Listen/rig to the opening strains one seeks in vain to single out a definite

lesser melodic component corresponding to the traditional concept of "first
theme. There is here no cadence, no marker for the quick, facile analyst.
One is swept along by an impass/oned march-like outburst of lyricism, the
vehicle of a number of motivating sources. It surges impetuously onward
by ramifications rhythmically ever new. Through sixty measures of alter.
hate wide leaps and zig-zag rushes it pursues its breathless way. It is not
just a theme; it is a march-song of symphonic scope, an integral creation
of the process known to musical rhetoric as "'free fantasy". The powerful
forward urge of this march is not the expression of restlessness. It mirrors
the heroic determinat/on of man's will to surmount all obstacles.

A singular motive, of grim, relentless power gives the first hint of a
tragic outcome for all the earth-bound asp/ration just presented. A word
about the origin and nature of this fateful motive, destined for a paramount

role in the symphony, may be of interest. At the end of the opening move-
ment of Mahler s Second there occurs a particularly gloomy_ brief episode,
reflecting the victory of death over life. It involves an instant change .of
mood from major to minor by the depression of the middle tone of a major
triad. The aptness of this harmonic transformation as a symbol of the
shadow of death ever.impending over life must have struck Mahler when
planning the Sixth. No less singular than this fate mot/re itself is the in-
strumental dress in which he arrayed its initial appearance. Trumpets and
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_t oboes sound it simultaneously, the former graded from. _ to .pp_,the latter
, from pp to _', the darkening of the harmony thus. being reinf_,.ced by a
' corresponding darkening of orchestral timbre, as the aimmea tnamancy or
: brass gives way to the in.eased nasal volume of woodwind. Whether or

not one favors such intricacies of dynamics in mingled timbres, this is a
characteristic example of the meticulous virtuosity Mahler brought to the
scoring of the Sixth, that seems worth pointing out. Echoes of the fate-
symbol°s harmonic change haunt the brief, mysterious chorale that follows,
softly chanted by the woodwind. Gradually the air grows more peaceful
and cheerful, to greet the advent of the tight.hearted son.g-theme, which
seems at first nothing more than the idealized chorus of a Viennese popular
song, characterized by short, separated phrases, ahernatdy amorous and
lilting.

Ah, the song-theme, into which symphonists have traditionally poured
the utmost melodic magic of which they were capable{ Yet certainly not
so Mahler, especially in this simple, diatonic song-theme. Obviously its
chief mission is not of a cantabile nature; it is above all the vehicle for two
contrasted motives, destined to high importance in the movement's develop-
ment. Therefore, the listener should realize that instead of compact themes

1 the exposition of Mahler's Sixth is devoted to contrjlsted moods, presented
in freely evolving, song.like structures, the primarY/ aim of which is not
to sing, but to convey the motives, the characters in the symphonic drama
about to be unfolded. ,% numerous are they, espedally in the openin
march, that Mahler, eager to familiarize the listener with these essenti_
particles flashing by with kaleidoscopic swiftness, resorts to the classic de,
vice of repetition. In view of the brevity of this expos/t/on and the en-
hanced comprehension of the ensuing development a second hearing of
the many motives would afford, Mahler s demand for such a repetition
should not be ignored.

As first heard, but a simple melody dothed insimple harmonies, it re-
turns shortly a transformed creation, impetuous, joyful, resplendent in a
luxurious contrapuntal garb of supporting voices. After full, satisfying
expression it subsides in a dreamy cadence.

The extended development section falls into four divisions, separated by
the strongly contrasted moods which hold successive sway. The first of
these exploits a number of varied rhythmical motives drawn from the
march, culminating in a new, more impassioned march-mdody freely
evolved out of those motives. The listener becomes aware of the lessening
weight of conflict, the melodic line almost attaining an air of openeattdtation
as it ascends to a more ethereal plane.

"'Gradually more sustained," says the score. The violins leap jubilantly
upward, to become transfigured in whispered, closely harmonirzd tremoli
suggesting the rarefied atmosphere of a lofty summit. Faintly echoing out
of the valley below rises the homely sound of cowbells_ A choir of eight
muted horns and trombones intones the chorale-theme. This passage, a
marvel of orchestral color achieved by purely indigenous means, is one of
the most felicitous instrumental inspirations of a composer whose pioneer-
ing achievements at the threshold of twentieth century economy of instru-
mental means are still regarded by experts as the supreme models in their

i field.
The song-theme, hitherto only an occadonal, fragmentary apparitioat/n
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the development, now flowers into a full-blown, tender melody in the solo
flute. Inverted it gains immeasurably/n grace and expressiveness. Tnns.
muted by this brightening magic the stormy march re.enters regenerated,
now major, strong and confident, bolstered by a powerful orchestral setting.
The song-theme, eloquent in the violins, ascends to the brilliant plane of
D-Major, where it achieves its fullest, warme._ utterance.

Ominously a shadow of the original, dark march-mood looms up in the [
trombones over aroused, pulsing basses. Alarmed, the entire orchestra falls
upon it with full force, "as though bursting in, furious with anger", hints
Mahler _n the score. In the stirring passage that ensues, Mahler's inex.
haustible polyphonic resourcefulness is revealed in the masterful way he
marshals the multitude of motives in ever new combinations. The brass
now takes charge, dispell/ng every vestige of the sombre elements that
threatened. The song-theme, rising in the trumpets, becomes a _eritable
hymn of triumph. Unbounded joy fills the air as the movement draws to
a dese.

l_,_ler decided that the placid Andante, third movement in the original !iscore, would serve to better advantage if heard immediately following the
dynamic, exciting first movement. Certainly, its marked contrast of spirit
affords the listener grateful relaxation. Yet there is a more valid reason
for the change. The Scherzo includes dark motives that attain full signifi-
cance in the Finale. Closer to the latter in content, it is in that respect a
preparation for it.

The opening theme of the Andante, set in major, and entrusted mainly
to the violins, is a tender love-song, of deceptive simplicity, if one
too lightly over the striking inje_ion of evasive touches of minor in the

melodic line. Those more intimately acquainted with Mahler's individual !i['

characteristics will appreciate their significance. They know Mahler s irre-
dstible urge to parody and satire, sometimes not even sparing the lugubrious
air of a funeral march. Yet the subtle interchange of the theme's major
and minor moments is firmly based on the fate-symbol. Early in its Un-
tolding is heard a plaintive motive, aptly set for the oboe, its rocking rh_hm _'"
much like a lullaby-fragment. This lullaby-motive becomes one of the
principal vehicles of the movement, a dream of love, peace, and content.
merit colored by a profusion of typically Mahlerian instrumental imagery.
In a polyphonic setting enriched by ever-varied re-echoings of this motive
in strings and woodwind the love.song attains increased ardor, gradually
luring the entire orchestra into warm participation. Finally it subsides in
a gracious, leisurely cadence amid a rich interplay of imitative voices.

A few measures in minor cast a momentary shadow, quickly dispelled by
an exultant outburst of the lullabyqhot/ve in the trumpets, over an im-

pressive hymn-like mdody in the horn choir..The mood, at this point is
closely akin to that of the Finale of the Fourth, ldahler s Ode to Heavenly
Joy. Cowbells, heard faintly, as from a valley deep below, bear the every-
day world's last greeting to the intrepid mountain-climber (the human t'

will) on the lonely lofty summit he has scaled. The very gates of Heaven I

seem to open before him, revealing indescribable super.earthly splendors.
Swiftly the veil is drawn. Yet vestiges of the cdesdal v/sion survive in the ..

i'
i
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,, _olin°8 ecstatic countermelody u the love-mag returns with almmt de,
votional fervor in horn and woodwind. Interpolations'of the lullaby-motfve

,if:. enhance the breath.takingbeauty of this passage, one of Mahler's most
! felicirompolyphonic/mpiration_
' Again the melancholyminor theme, horns and deep strings predominat-

_f' ing, yidda to the broad-wingedcountermelodyof the violins, awakening
the whole orchestrato full-throated,ardent partic/pation in the love-s_ag.
Thefirstthemeis notheardagain.Themovementdraws.toa dme.alotn
a free-spun,ever-softerstrand of motives, rising and falling_like. sighing
head.heatsin the breast of the lonely one whoseyearningevoked the song.

.'_ $C,HBRZO i

_" The swiftly changingpanorama of dance dements, by turns graceful,
' lumbering, lilting, whirling, presents a weird, shadowy world of ch_hmic

life gripped by the fantastic spell that sways the So.heft. A vividly p.ic.-
turesquecreation in A-minor, the symphonys re/gningkey, it is the typtcal

goblin-hauntedMahlerscheno,theproving-groundof an almostun_displayof tonal wit. Yet it neverburstsforth into merrylaughter, mstea
of humor it offersthe wq'ldcachinnation of lurking demons; in phce of a

,_ smile of cheer, a gargoyle leer. The opening theme (rather, a suece_on of
varied dance-themes) reveah several salient points in common with the
march of the first movement, the h/ghly serious mood of which it seems
at times openly to parodize.

Especiallystriking /s the delicately constructed oboe theme in major,
corresponding to the trio section in the daraical scherzo. Labeled AIt-
v_.'risch (in archaic style) it pretends to evoke a memory of pre-Haydn
Austrian folk music, where the oboe was the mdody-carrying_ent.
Yet even here the unsettled rhythm, alternately 3/8 and 4/8, shows a

! Mahler not just malting, but rather poking fa_n. Nevertheless, the charm
and pseudo-naivet_ of this passage are irresim_le.

The fate-motive, dormant throughout the Andante, realipearshere, add"
ing an ominous dement to the fantastic spell..At fa_t it.tak_ .the form.of
a sudden, shattering outburst of trumpets, too brie/to clispelthe sprat m
the dance. At the end, with trumpets muted, it is a descendingsuccess/on
of sardonic,nerve-tingling utterances, lending the dose an air of d/re fore,
boding. The scene is now set for the mighty, tragic Finale.

i

i Fnq_
In the Finale the dark dements lowering over the Scherzo bu_t forth

with utmost power to present the fateful solut/on to life's problem.
Hitherto but scattered phenomena, since the content of the earl/er mo,_e-
ments did not require their planned union, they are now subjected to
close integration. The listener becomes aware that all that preceded was
a preparation for this titanic welding of forces. The heroic ascent of the

', mountain-climber (the human will) only to awaken at the summit to the
insuperable limitations of the earth-bound mortal; the idyllic invocation to
love and peaceful contentment, a fleeting, yearningdream; the diabolic
mockery of malidous demons;and over all, the shadow of inevitable Fate,
a warning apparition, briefly glimpsed at widdy separated moments of
portcnk foretelling the tragic outcome.
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Set in a tremendously magnified sonata-form framework, introduced by !
an extended sostenuto passage 114 measures in length, this Finale is the J
longest instrumental dosing movement in symphonic literature. From the
viewpoint of intent, as well as extent, the preliminary Sostenuto is a direct
offspring of the introduction to Mahler's First, that magic spell woven by
young genius over a weirdly colored 64-bar organ-point. That initial haunt-
ing prelude raised the curtain, not on a single movement, nor just on one
symphony, but in fact on that entire enchcanted quartet of major works
knovm to the world as Mahler's WundeThorn Symphonies. The introduc.
tion to the Finale of the Sixth. a grim creation, equally purposeful, more
profound, is the eloquent prelude to tragic disclosures. This Finale is unique,
even with Mahler, being the only tragic dosing movement in all his sym-
phonies. Every other one (the song-cycle Lied uon der Erde excepted) ends
on a major note of dazzling apotheosis.

The Finale's principal divisions are set off by the three much-discussed
hammer blows, the first marking the beginning of the development, the
second its cluse, and the third (the blow Mahler afterwards wished to omit)
buraing in on the coda's opening phrase. This added formal function en- ._::
hances the hammer's tragic symbolism, giving it authority over the form t/
of the movement, as well as over its content. _

The violins leap aloft in C-minor along an impassioned melodic line as
free as the flight of a cadenza. Descending they are overtaken by the fate-
motive, blared forth by the horn choir, and forced to enter the symphony's
ruling tonality, A-minor, foreordained key to the Finale's gloomiest revela-
tions. In no other Mahler symphony does a single tonality play so signifi-
cant a role. Clearly, he regarded A-minor as tragedy's own peculiar tonality,
for he set it to rule over the opening movement, Scherzo, and Finale.

A fresh motive, beginning with an octave-leap, lugubrious in the tuba,
is but an inversion of th_ho_;rfirstmarch-motive. Startled reiterations of an up-
ward-rushing phrase are familiar from the Scherzo. Accentuated march-
motives of brighter cast fail to achieve definite major tonality in the horns.
Fantastic fragments of themes unite ever more closely in polyphonic em-
brace, to flower sombrely in a softly muttered, yet "heavily accentuated"
(Mahler) funereal chorale in the deeper-toned wind instruments. The
march-motives seek thematic integration on a brighter plane, but the fate-
motive, masterful in the trumpets, bars the way. Again and again it frus-
trates them, pointing the way in gradually l/velier tempo to the mighty
Allegro Energico section, the Finale proper.

The first theme, like the march-song of the opening movement, is not a
theme in the traditional sense, but rather a theme-group, a larger song-
structure of almost spontaneous growth, each succeeding motivated portion
of it seeming to issue from the previous one by a sort of dynamic mlf.
evolution. The octave-leap continues prominent in this rhythmic outburst
of stormy passion. The fate-motive sounds more threatening than ever in
an angry rhythmic variation by trombones. An accentuated melody, product
of the octave-leap and the chorale, bravely shakes off the latter's funereal
air and mounts by daring leaps and punctuated rhythms to an exultant
climax in the trombone choir. In this suddenly brlghtenedatmosphere is
born the second theme.

Of combined heroic and lyric cast, the song.theme presents in definite
major tonality the aspiring melodic line denied thematic fulfillment by the
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fate-motive in the preliminary Sostennto. Horm, then woodwind, deliver
its opening phrase_, whereupon the violins, warm and sensitive, transmute
the rhythmic strain into a song of soaring lyricism. A shadow in minor
hovers over the cadence, evoking familiar dire motiveL Yet only for mo-
ments is the smooth tide of the theme stemmed. It rfses again, more im-
pulsive and impassioned than at first, a veritable hymn of joy, luxuriously
colored by alternate instrumental groups of varied timbre, the violins con°
tnl_uting to the background a particularly striking re.rie.sof dow.ly har-
monized tremoli. The very peak of triumph appears at hand--then sud-
denly, the first crushing blow! The hammer of Fate has struck. The or-
chestra reco_, as though paralyzed by the shattering edict. Austere motives

1 of the funereal chorale in diabolic augmentation leap to the foreground,
dragging in their wake the terrifying fate-motive.

What now? Panic--but not for long. Presently, the still indomitable
will to resistance, mirrored in rapid, driving motives in strings and wood-
wind amid excited ripplings of the harp. A new melody, rich in heartfelt
lyricism, brings reassurance in trumpet and horn. In the dash of these
elements of darkness and light the principal song-theme reappears, trans-

formed by inversion and clouded in minor. "Everything with rough
strength , hints the composer, as swifdy pounding rhythms in woodwind

I and trumpet and a depressing motive in the basses strive in vain to thwart
the song's purpose. They are put to rout by the march-song, which now
enters in a "fiery" (Mahler) re-creation, dearing the path for the return,
ing melody of reassurance. Brighter and surer than at first it soars aloft
on broad wing, bearing a message of hope. This time its flight is un-
hampered, attaining completion in an extended mdodic line of transfigured
lyricism, its cadence evoking further affirmation in an eloquent re-birth of
the song-theme itself. Then, at the very threshold of supreme fulfillm.ent,

! the fateful hammer str/kes again. Once more the mighty edict ot t'ate, but
this time unaccompanied by the fate-motive, a psycholog/cally sound omis-
sion, tending to enhance the motive's effectivene_ later in the Finale'a
tragic climax. Again the struggle of the stricken will to survive, reflected
in fleet, panicky runs in the strings,

The trombones, in a broad, powerful, cadema-like passage, inspired by
the oct.ave-leap, parallel the first strains of the preliminary $ostenuto. The
recapitulation here begun is comprehensive, embracing not only the themes
of the Allegro Energico, but the introductory Sostenuto as wdl. In no
respect a mere repetition, this restatement has the air of thematic consum-
mation. It is a fresh presentation of the principal ideas in new, "more ina-

ressive instrumental garb, rich in polyphonic revelations of melodic facets
itherto _:arcely suggested. Here for the first time the fate-motive is granted

full thematic formulation. The octave.leap yidds its noblest fruit in a
heroic four-part fugato in the brass choir. The melody of reassurance be-
comes a hymn of triumph in the horns, last and most convincing reflection
of the human will to win to the topmost summit.

I The violins have just entered upon their final impassioned cadenza, a
restatement from the $ostenuto's beginning, when the tldrd and last ham-
mer blow falls. Yet the cadenza continues on, descending into the un.
fathomable depths. There remains only the dark fundament of tonality--
A-minor, pedestal for the foreordained triumph of tragedy. Gloom invests
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the hushed dosing measurag a brief, mournful epilogue, based on the i
octave-leap,intoned in canon-styleby trombonesand tuba. I

The curtain fails on darkness.Yet there is left not death, but only night,
a night that ends a darkchapterin IVlahler'svastsymphonicautobiography.
Furtherchapters,some brighter than any that have gone before, are }vet
to come---thenew dawn of the Seventh and the transfiguredchoralEighth. t'
"Symphony of a Thousand , aptly calledby one of Europe'sou_anding I
composers"the world'sgreatestTe Deum', roundingout Mahler'ssecond i'

symphonic tetralogy, of which the S/xth, with its sombrefinale.nocturne, .Iconstitutesbut a dark, yet very great, interme_.

IB_NB JE&.qNER8II_GSMAHLERSONGS

• Irene Jessner, the well-known Metropolitan Opera lyric soprano, who
distinguished herself by her portrayal of eu_ roles as Sieglinde, Elsa, I
Elizabeth, Chrysothemis,and notably the Marschallin, made her bow as a
Lieder singer at Town Hall on Nov. 9, 1947. Included on her program
of unhackneyed songs y¢erethree by Mahler: "Ich ging ,nit Lust dutch [

e/hen gn,enen _,,'ald," "'Schektenund Me/den," and "Ich atmet' einen iii_'i

L/ndenduft." These proveda particularly happy choicewith their challenge
to the art/sCs highest capabilities in the interpretive field. Responding to
their challenge, Miss Jessner rose to her full artistic stature, projecting
their deeply felt moods so vividly that the listener was _tly. caught up
in their colorful spell. She revealed these songs to be secondto none in
their richnesaof psychological nuance, indispensable to the vehicle of the
truly great Lieder einger.

Representative of the hudatory commentsby reviewersafter the con.
cert are the following newspaperexcerpts. H. C. S. of the N. Y. Sun
thought that "she should be heardin recital moreoften" and commented
on the beautyof her voice which is "capable,of dynamicsranging froman ;_+
exquisite pianissimoto a ringing full voice. According to ILL. of the
New YorkTimes, she was at her best in the SchubertandMahlernumbers.
"Schubert's,famous Der lungling _n der _ueile was exquisitely done, both
for the spirit of the song and/n matters of tonal beauty, form, and color,
with a beautiful pianiadmoin the top of the voice and sometimesan effect
of glittering ice. Similar qualities were noticeable _ lVlahler'sIcE ging
mit Lust dutch e/non gruenen _l/a/d and lch atmet e/ncn Lindenduft.
given with a delicacyand an elegancemost characteristicof the composer."
A serious singer aspiring to distinction in the concert f_ld might do well
to emulate Miss Jesmer in her wise choice d a group of Malder songs to

enhance the poetic wealth and variety of ha"programofferings.
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BRUOKNER'8 8LOW MOVEMENTB

| By ROBL_TSIMPSON

In his programme-noteon Bruckner's Fourth Symphony, Sir Donald
Tovey aays, "The plan of his adag/oscons_ of a broad main theme, and
an episode that occurs twice, each return of the main theme disphy/ng
more movement in the accompaniment and rising at the hat return to a

.... Iwzllgrand climax, followed by a solemn and pathetic die-away coda . t
J be found instrucfve to look for evidence to support th/s generalisat/on,

consideringthe slow movementsof the symphoniesin chronologicalorder."
The fast and least important is that of the exerciseof 1863. It has a broad
main theme wh/ch is the only really characteristicelement in the whole of
this F m/nor symphony; the work cannot have been intended for perform-

: ance, since in it Bruckner ddl_x-ratelyabates his own individual style, al-
ready present in his mind as the Mass in D minor,written down soon after-
wards. Although the main theme of the movement faindy prefigures

'glories to come, the piece as a whole, ternary in plan, is cramped by a
stiffly formal middle section. The earliest mature orchestral slow move-
ment is found in Symphony No. 1 in C minor.

• There is to be heard all that is finest in early Bruclmer. It begins darkly,
in an F m/norly A fiat, with ominous stirrings in the bass, rising slowly
twice to threatening outcries. After the second of these the air dears,
and in an unambiguous A fiat major comesa very soft chorale, modulating
gradually until it settles on B fiat major. In this key there is a beautiful
curving melody, joined by equally graciouscounterpoints. B fiat, however,
is not secure in its own right and is very soon revealedas the dominant of
E fiat, where the melodyalights, reaching a broad climax in a remarkably
short time. This device of shortening and broadening a design by allowing
the second group to commence while the transition is still in progres; is
derived from Schubert, who often creates g.onderful subtleties that are

' misconstrued as weaknesses by the unwary.
The key remains as, with a change of time, a new idea en.t_.. Tl_i'a:a

glorious flow of really Brucknerian melody, in some ways prophetacol me
famous Moderato in the slow movementof the Seventh Symphony, turns

out to be an expansive central sect/on. Many lovely modulations pass be-

fore thetranquillitybecomesovercastandmysteriousflowing semiquavers
mask thereturnof thedarkelements.The semiquaverspersisttoadd
power to the recapitulation, the chorale follows with shadowy new scoring,
and then the second theme, starting in E fiat and moving to A fiat. The
music then drifts into a serene coda upon which no trace of the original
unrest is allowed to creep. The design is thus an unusual blend of ternary

sonata forms, a sonata exposition be/ng followed by a middle section

_ed on new material; not a development section,but the _ two-thirds.
of a ternary structure which, instead of _mpleung l.t_.f with a..recta,te

ment of its own, returns to the opening of the expomuon. :lhat tol_, like a sonata recapitulation, its keys rebalanced, and is joined to a co "
The slow movementof the posthumoussymphonyin D minor is far lees
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valualblell_ough Brucknerwas rather harsh in rejecting the symphony,
which is well worth hearing The form of this B flat major piece can be ,.¢
describedbriefly. First comesa hymn4ike tune, somewhat lacking in char- ii
acter. This, with its alternations of stringsand wind, establishesthe tonic. t
It modulites towards the dominant, where a second, more graceful theme
appears, longer than the first and tonally more free. The flowing scale J
figuresthat occupy its latter part then move into D flat, the first theme i
joining them in the bassesbelow. The same thing occurs in A flat and then
,_hhrasesfrom the second theme are used to turn the musicback tO"the tonic.

e first subject returns over a l_izzfcatobass. It tends to modulate but is
checkedby the restatementof the secondgroup in the tonic. That merges I
into a codaand the only further reference to the opening theme is at the j[
end. The movement is therefore in sonata form with a desultory "'develop.
merit". As a whole it lacksa senseof climax, a fault rare in Bruckner, but-
it certainly does not conform to Tovey's formula.

The Andante of the.'.fxF.ondSymphony in C minor is of highercalibre.
It is one of the earliest examplesof a way of compositionthat gave rise to
many later and quite diss/milarmasterpiecesby Bruckner. The method is
basedon the very quality that is absent from the A, da,,te of the previous
symphony; the composer's sense of climax lets him raise vast mountain
ranges. This is one of the smallerchains, but it is impressive. A flat major ql

, is the main. key and in and around it the calm first paragraph remains, i
eventually coming to rest on the dominant of F minor. Beginning in F •
minor there sounds a typical soft horn solo against a pizzicatochorale, very
like some passages in the Fourth and Fifth symphonies. This, as the music
soon shows, is not the start of a second group or section, but is a slow link
to an immense counter-statement of the opening paragraph, illuminated
by counterpoint and making the first d/max of the design. The musicdies
away neverhaving left the environsof A flat, and the chorale.likelink re. I_
appears, this time starting in the supertonic. In characterwith the spacious-
neroof the plan as a _hole, the chorale is now heard twice without losing !
its essential transitory quality and the "finalreturn to the opening .is thus
renderedmorestriking by the delay. Decoratedby complexrhythmiccom-
binations, the theme begins again in A flat, which has hitherto not been
challenged. As it soarstowards a great height, there is a magnificentmodu-
htion to the bright key of B major, the first fundamental change in the
whole movement. The rest of the music after this culmination concerns •

itself with reinstating A flat in a gentle and movingcoda. This formwould '__
be like Tovey's ff there were an extensive"episode", The twice-nsedhorn
theme cannot be so regarded since it merely links the three great waves

that constitute the main body of the structure. When Brucknerwrites a ':Idistinct episode it ia always in a contrast&agkey and expands itself on a
large scale. That is not the case here. :_

The Third Symphony in D minor contains one of the grandea of
BruckneFs earlier slow movements. It is large and dear-cut, externally _/
s/mple and internally complex. It bears a Neapolitan rdat/onsh/p to the
main key of the symphony, being placed in E flat major. Not enough at-
tent;on is normally given to the beauty of Bruckners key-schemes;too
often he,is said to modulatehaphazardlywhen in fact he is weaving a fine
tonal net Whichspreads further than the average listenercan at once per-
ceive. Even at this stage of his career there is a striking though compara.
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tively small example of the power In the opening part of this Adagio
showing how he can establish a key by exploring wide surrounding areas
that Brahms, for instance, would call remote. The majestic main theme
soon moves into darker regions, but after rising to two great bursts separated
by a soft phrase the music subsides into E flat again in such a manner as
to show that the tonic has never been disturbed; all "'modulations" have
hitherto been mere links in one thread. The first real change of tonal centre
is felt with a new theme in a different time and tempo (Andante quasi
allegretto) (_). This is the outset of a huge middle section poised, in
spite of many other incidental keys, on B fiat. The new stream flows richly,
anticipating in its harmony the second idea of the Adagio in No. 8, and
its counterstatement leads to another thought ('Misterioso) in 13 flat, an-
other of Bruckner's beloved sugg_tions of chorale style. This receives
separate treatment before giving way to its immediate precursor, which,
launched gently in (2 major beneath smooth semiquavers, gains intensity
as it glides from key to key, arriving at a chromatic canon in the strings.
The dominant of F flat is then treated as a German sixth and the opening
strain returns, this time expanded and developed, accompanied by sweeping
string figures (at first pizzicato), touched with deliberate quotations from
Wagner (to whom the work was dedicated), and at length achieving sym-
metry by delivering two full bursts of cathedral music, separated by the
same soft phrase mentioned at the corresponding point in the first part.
To all this is attached a finely held coda. Here the scheme is roughly ternary
A.B-A; B is naturally less cumulative in effect than A, which is given
added force on its second entry. In every detail this movement has true
greatness.

Although Tovey is sympathetic to Bruclmer, his analysis of the Ardante
of the Fourth Symphony does not seize on what is literally the key point,
Bruckner's use of tonality. Had he noted this he would certainly not have
remarked, "his all-important episode is as slow as his vast main theme.
The result is curious; the thing which is oftenest repeated and always ex-
panded, the vast main theme, is welcomed whenever it returns; while, as
Johrtson would have said, "the attention retires' from even a single return of
the episode". It is surprising to find this great scholar not noticing that what
is at first part of a really gigantic paragraph behaves as an episode only
when it is heard again much later. This phenomenon is entirely the out-
come of Bruckner°s subtle distinction between real modulation and mere

passing references to foreign keys.
The character of the movement as a whole is that of a veiled funeral

march, with the strange effect that the observer's distance from the dark
• cortege seems to vary uncannily. At one moment the action is so far off

that it might almost be static; at another the hearer is himself in the midst
of the procession. Pervading the whole is a sense of dreamlike unreality.
The key is 12 minor and the colo6sal first section is centred firmly around
C, ending in the major. It contains three thematic elements. First there is
a plain marching tune with a subdued accompaniment of muted strings.
C minor is obscured but not banished when this leads to a most solemn
chorale that modulates too constantly for any other key to establish itself.
Dying away, it is succeeded by the most mysterious idea of all, a cantilena
of violas, almost st/ll, with the distant tread of remote pizzicati. Dimly lit
by different key-colourings, it finally settles in 12major, which, miraculously
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sounds as ff its sovere/gnty had never been to question. Truth is that
Bruckner has so far allowed no other key to gain a foothold. One of the
grandest aspects of his art is its way of forcing the hearer to e_darge his
conceptions of nearly all musical devices. This is not megalomania; it is
mastery. It may be averred that this C major is really the dominant of F
minor, but it should be remembered that/n a minor key the tonic major
always sounds as if it might at any moment fall to the subdom/nant.

The change, through D flat to A flat, that follows this section shows at
once how different h the effect of a clean change of key. Starting in A flat,
fragments of the first tune are developed with new shapes, building a big
climax which submdes on the home dominant, awaiting the restoration of
the opening in C minor. At this stage a symmetrical restatement would
be clumsy, and Brucimer treats his recapitulation in an individual way. In
order that he shall he free to reserve his greatest effort for the coda (an
unusual balance of force in a slow movement in any case), the com_
reverses normal methods. His opening expository part is dominated by one
key. It does not move definitely to a new one, as do all sonata expm/tions.
This procedure does not preclude the need for an extem/ve development,
for no sense of form is yet achieved; the music must expand further. Bruck-
net does not, however, wish his plan to end flatly w/th a return of the
ol_m.g; the central development must be balanced by a proport/onate
cooa that is to crown the whole w/th a great climax, which must be pre-
pared if it is not to sound like a mere addition to something already complete.

The surprising solution to the problem is Bruckner's treatment of the
necessary restatement as if it were a pr/mitive kind of sonata exposition;
its end thus left open, a coda grows perforce. The first theme moves out
of C minor, the chorale is omitted (s/nce it would 8/ve the impression of
a symmetr/cal repetition) and the remote _ola phrases are heard, grouped
this time round D minor-mawr. _ key is very exp.ressive became it has
so far been allowed no independence. Only now can this passage be re.
garded as a true "episode '. After this the composer moves with suitable
gravity back to C m/nor for a coda which creates a tremendous mass of
tone. The subdued end conta/ns oblique references to both the chorale and
the viola theme. It should now be dear that Tovey's episode (the viola
theme), far from being "'as slow as the vast main theme" is pmlmedy much
slower, and i_ each time, a much needed period of repose be.lore a return
to action.

In the Fifth Symphony is at last to be found an ,Adagio that Tovey_
formula descr/bes, though it is _ questionable how far the word "pathetic
is ever appl/cable to Bruckner s music. "Solemn" it always is, but it is
too grand for pathos.

D minor is the key of this great movement, whose proportions are as
_mple as they are magnificent. The main subject is on an oboe over a
i_iz_.icamaccompaniment that is also used in the Scherzo of the symphony.
The whole of the first group is qu/etly devotional, rest/ng eventually in F
major. Its rhythms, combining 6/4 with 4/4, have immense potential/tie&
The second part begins at bar 31 with one of the world's greatest mdodies,
the purest and noblest Bruckner; it gathers strength as it climbs to a full
climax, turning majesticaliy in combination with its own/mage and with

_ther aspiring phrases. At its height it is poised on the dominant of C,l ut with a sudden hush the home dominant intervenes.
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There now follows an expansion of the other group, in D minor at first,
but moving with the aid of _,vir|ing quavers through other keys as it be-
comes sterner in mood, ending with dramatic alternations of pp and ff.
It breaks out suddenly and misty harmonies make a beautiful return to the
second theme (Tovey's episode), this time in the tonic major. After passing
through entirely new developments, it slips into a long-drawn link that
brings ahout the last return of the original material with due mystery. The
strings join the woodwind and brass, accompanying them with wave-like
semiquavers, and the whole last section resembles some mighty minster
nave, full of great sweeping curves of breathtaking grandeur. At the end
the light fades into the mystery of the opening. In one important respect,
Tovey's description is incomplete. It gives the impre_ion that the "episode"
is repeated literally and that it is mainly the "accompaniment" that changes
at each appearance of the main theme. In most cases the term "accompani-
ment" can mislead, though here it is just if it is applied to the activities
of the strings during the presence of the first subject.

The next instance needs less description than most, for it perpetuates

Bruckner's mastery of sonata _ructure on the vaste_ po_b[e scale. Tovey
has rightly said of the Ac_g_o of the Sixth Symphony, 'the slow tempo

inspires him to a mastery of the big and supple paragraph .that Brahms
would have been compelled to praise. Though the key is F major, the
beginning is nearer to F minor with its descending minor scale in the bass.
The contrasting group starts with a very gracious theme in E major, but
soon enters the orthodox dominant, C major, sustaining a dimax in that
key. From this comes a calm descent to a grave theme in C minor. There
is no break at the end of the exposition and the C minor tune drifts into
other keys, leading to a deh"oerate development of the opening subject.
The recapitulation is defined by a dearly fixed F minor-major, but the --
theme expands into a ma_'ive crescendo,diminuendo in a manner that makes
it the logical continuation of the development. The second group is re-
stated with remarkable poise and subdety, growing this time from the tonic
instead of from a remote key and having an entirely new set of modulations
besides added beauties in the scoring. There is an optional cut in this
um_ge (from bar 113 to 132 inclusive). Tovey approves of this, but re-

fly; without it Bruclmer's exquisite redistribution of keys in the
second group is lost. The movement cannot be thus truncated; its exposi-
tion is wasted if it is not explained by the restatement. This exposition
recalls that in the slow movement of the First Symphony and aim has its
origin in Schubert. The perfectly shapedco_t is as peaceful and strong
as the summit of Mount E_a_st in the sunlight.

The Adagio of the Seveath Symphony was not, as is often thought,
composedin memoryof Wagner. Most of it was finishedbeforeWagner's
death, and only the todd is funeral music that can definitely be a_r/bed
to Bruckner's sorrow at that event.: The whole degiac movement is per,
hapa the most immediately accessible of all Bruckner s compositions. In
its key-system it is one of his profmmdest essays and can be analysed fully
only at greater length than is pomade here. (This remark applies also to
the Mow movements of the last two symphonies). The opening is huge,
a sombre train of themes, originating in C sharp minor and creating a
climax on the threshold of F sharp minor. After some dark hesitancy, the
tonal trend of the first section is explained by the _end, the famous and
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glorious Modarato in F sharp major. In due course it sinks again to C
sharp minor. This t/me there is a slow growth to a very powerful utter-
ance in G major (bar 127), one of the remotest po_ll_le keys. This O
major behaves momentarily as if it intends to be the dominant of C, but
leads instead to A flat major, in which the second group sounds with fresh
orchestration. Now A flat is simply G sharp, the home dominant, and
consequently the recapitulation of this group ac'tsas an inuner_e dominant
preparation for the restoration of the tonic and the main theme. This is
a new application of the cardinal principle of restatement. Bruckner
rarely restates mater/al to serve mere demands for symmetry. He treats
each case .as a novel phenomenon. Because he sees the true nature of his
material, he is able to use familiar devices to mould it into unfamiliar,
living forms.

The main theme now becomes the bacldmne of an enormous structure,
towering high and crowned with a superb d/max in C major. This key
is directly related to G major, which emphasized the previous somewhat
less prominent peak. The whole mighty design is thus integ_ted at a stroke.
All that remains to be executed is the sublime coda. C major itself, like
t3 major before it, is a link in a tonal sequence and moves one step further
into D flat major (C sharp major, the tonic major). The rest is music of
extraordinary del:th. In examiningthese works it becomes increasingly
obvious that Bruckner's "constant modulation'" is illusory, for he often
circles a single tonal region with many different keys, none of which
a_serts itself abovc the others. They are as dancers in a group; one may
be momentarily in possession of the stage, but the rest are still performing
in support. An iron discipline regulates their movements.

This iron discipline is evident at the beginning of the slow movement
of the Eighth Symphony. The key is D flat major. For the first twenty
bars D flat (or C sharp) persists in the bass, with the result that its re-
emergence at bar 29, after the intervention of remote kegs, comes with real
assurance. Its grip has not been loosened. It then gives way to the dora.
inant of E major, which is a long-distance preparation for the opening of
the second group in that key. Like the Adagio in No. _, this design comes
close to Tovey's dictum. It is conceived on a gigantic scale and the. main

Ooointfor remark is the fact that each return of D flat is convincingly drivenme as an establishment of the tonic. The sum effect is that the whole
vast organism has never really left its roots in that key. The achievement
is the more remarkable when one considers that only once is D flat estab-
lished by dominant preparation. The key relationships are extremely in.
timate and iqtricate. E major in which Group II is first heard is, despite
its sharps, a dark area beside D flat, being in reality F flat major, and the
later resurgence of the same subject matter in the supertonic major, E flat
major, has a distinctly brighter effect. As in the Adagio of his previous
symphony, Bruckner relates the two main climaxes tonally, the first coming
at bar 12_ with a 6/4 chord of B flat major and the other, the result of
one of his greatest passages, at bar 239 with a wonderful 6/4 chord of E
flat major. It is also worth noting that E major is given prominence several
times; first it comes as the key of the second group (bar 47), then again
at bar 119 as a br/ght contrast to E flat minor, and thirdly with tremendous
etfect at bar 211, where it is approached suddenly after a vehement prepa.
ration on the dominant of A fiat. This latter change recalls the so-called



"'Recapitbl_¢i__n thetfifst ._6ve_t OfNo'if'/, fn_ _,e l_Lleed, One of
' this _'comp0ser's_fa_0utit_'_oLlulatfohs_"Of the'_heer'n_j_)," of this move-

• ._, . JP [.. _ ..._ _" ,.._. . . .... ,

:n_ent it is ltn_p(_ble" tor_pea_, _mce such tousle tan'o' described only m
_ft_ ow_ ter_ms._"rt]_ ,,k-it[e0_'dohbt,_'one"of the gre_t_S_oT _.ITsymphonic
•adagz'o_. Mo_: ! than that ¢_hnot':be _aid here• : ....
'_."Lastly, :wha[ c_n be _id 'of the movbment that now has to end the Ninth
:Symphony, 6_"t_e' ultimate _g_ress_on of Bruclmer's art _nd faith? h is a
t:ommonplac_ to•'_q'at_:tha_ this Ninth, like Schubert's B minor symphony,
• • . • ! • . • . . -

ts s_t_sfymg m' t_'uni_nhhed_fornL that there _sa sense of finahty m the
,slow _novetnent_!cbi_nakes an_hing else needless. It has even been
,asserted that Br0ck/_r _!death was somehow opportune, that the work was
•aved fr_)m the encumbrance of a_Finale by a considerate Providence, pre-
,sdmably mter_ly n_us_l and hot g_ven to bothering wtth Long Works•
Had _he Fmdle _en' (_m_leted_'it wou|d probably have combined the con.
'trapuntal l_ill_anc_eL_i:tl_t bf the:Fifth with the massive, granitedike con-
,_/sten*.)_of;that'of tl_e Eighth• S_ch a movement would have made all
existing theories about:the pr_ser_t"completeness of the Ninth nd,culous
and _ts loss _sa"matter-for (leep•re_ret. One must, however, remain thankful

]thae t_e torso'o_fl_ucl_r'_ N_th ' $_mphony ends with so wonderful a
| ! • , .......seose of pead_; ra_her than Wf_ the fierce Scherzo which, hl/e that m the
,Eighth| is pheed _e_ot_:in _order..'- " "
i, The'open/rig of. the _/_rlaF,io of;l_/o" 9 has often been compared with that
"bf Tristan "_nd ;/solde.'.:N0"two: works could be more dissimilar, in spite
tof certain st/rface'¥es_mblhnces; "Th[t Wagner influenced Bruckner tech-
hnical_ is tthe,-but the .A'ustrhn'sethereal music has nothing in common
". I_ . q • " ." . (7 •with Wagner's, r|chl_, _'ather aggressively sensuous mode of expression.
,This plan i_ .fdr:tetnoved" frbra -T_eF's formula. It is, as one expects,
"kigantic,;a_ad begin_ _'ith thd Usual_pair of theme-groups. The first of
tt"hese evolve_ fr6m a'daring leap "of_an_or ninth from the dominant of

I' ' " "" '' " | ' " " "

'E, and as a whoh'thts sect_on:._s_rvaded b_ shdtmg, restless harmomes,
_eaci_ing _ tnight_'strange climax;_th_ mysterious echo of which contains
_a marbelldus use of:'trum'pets.':A_ the mood deepens, a slow chorale moves
_wards the se_nd" groop. _The first group, while it is firmly based upon
_E major, does _ no_ pa.ndd_'that key, which nevertheless is a true tonic.
lBruckner's,well-16ved _hajo_ mediant is the key of Group II, a fine cantabile,
_the last develophent'bf" the 't_pes 'found in the First and Seventh sym-
•phonies. But _her_ there'is a .new'ahsterity beneath the graceful forms.
"Bru'ckner's spit:it" il now. too quiet, too dose to the awesome reality of
death to _nd pleasurd in war/n, emo/ional utterance as in past years. There
is here a soft teals|on, a Iwaiting for an unknown experience. It is this
sense of having been created on a sti'ange threshold that gives the whole
movement its uncanny power, i

The tonality is deliberately'obsolred for long stretches of the music by
the remarkably bold use of chromaticisms, which are carried far beyond
tho_ of any other contemporary c0mposer. It is also notable that all the
big crises of the movement are "momentsof dissonance. On all previous
occasions' they have been. blocks of consonant harmony. This is quite a
'new element in Beucld_er's fimsic, yet moreevidence of the constantly ex-
.panding, forward-looking nature.of-his mind. The second group leads to
a return of the first,'whicli brings itself to a solemn tutti beginning in B
minor, bu_ moduhting freely..Another quiet passage, full of strictly con-
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trolled power, causesa Hg outl_urst on the dominant of C, _hr to the
first high point in the opening paragraph. The myst_ is not resolved by
the entry, in A fiat, of part of the second group, which soon breaks off with '
dejected echoes on oboe and horn, to be replaced by strenuous developments
of chromatic figures from the main theme, interspersed with great chorale
phrases. At length E major takes control once more. This time Bruclmer's
manner of design is quite unprecedented. The second theme, greatly aug-
mented, and with an agitated accompaniment, is sung by the first violins
in the tonic. Very slowly the ag/tatinn and the grandeur increase until the
music reaches one of the most stupendous and terrifying culminations in
all music, with a discord of truly astounding force. This chord, which was
severely diluted by Ferdinand L6we in his "revision" of the symphony.

contains the following notes--E, P sharp, G sharp, A, B s,harp, C sharp.
The migh_ crisis resolves into utter peacefulness and the coda that ends
the movement quietly is perhaps the profoundest passage Bruclmer ever
wrote. Hot only is it a summing up of the whole Adag/o, but it can be
regarded as a backward glance of the old composer at his entire career, as
subtle allusions to themes from earlier works indicate.

The inadequate description of the Bruckner adag/o by Tovey meets i_
final repudiation/n this movement, in which the second group, or "episode'
is used to provide the biggest d/max in the piece. It should not be forgotten,
however, that Tovey's remark occurred in a concert note, and he himself
would, no doubt, have been the first to admit that it was loosely applied.
One should therefore not criticize that remarkable thinker on such flimsy
grounds. It suffices to be grateful for provocation to pursue the matter
further. The above sketches of the music in question must on no account
be regarded as analyses. Their failure to deal properly with at least the
last two cases is only too dear, but, pendiing fuller discussion at some later
date, it is hoped that they may provide still more provocation for others to
pursue the matter further.

WNYO AND WQX1g BROADOABT BRUOKNE1g AND MAHLgB B.EOORDINGS

Performances of Bruckner and Mahler as well as recordings of their
music are being heard on the air with increasing frequency. New York
City's Municipal Station, WNYC, and Station WQXXbroadcast available
Bruclmer and Mahler recordings regularly. Both stations deserve spec/al
commendation for their contributions to the musical and cultural life of
the communities within their radius.

To commemorate the 87th anniversary of Mahler's birth, Stat/on _Yc
broadcast Waiter's recordings of Mahler's IV and IX on July 7, 1947,
while Station WQXa (New York City) devoted its July festival to the
music of the Austrian master. The Municipal Station also took cognizance
of the 16th anniversary of the founding of The Bruckner Soc/ety of America.
On January 4, 1947, wNvc broadcast a recording of Bruckner's Fourth.
Preceding the broadcast the Executive Secretary of the 5oc/ety gave a five

minute talk. During _ptember wN_'c broadcast a Bruckner Festival.
gecordings of Bruckner s Fourth, Fifth, Seventh, and _inth were played.
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ARNOLD SCHOENBERO'8 DEBT TO MAHLER

By DIKA NEWLIN

The superficial observer, unfamiliar with the Viennese musical scene,
would be indeed hard put to it, confronted with one of Schcenberg's twelve-
tone scores and Mahler's First Symphony, to determine what influence the
older composer might have had upon the younger. And yet the influence
of Mahler is ew..r-present in Schoenberg. Indeed, to me, it seems increas-
ingly impossible to understand Schoenberg without understanding Mahler.
If the works of $choenberg are seldom heard and even more seldom under-
stood, it is at least in part because the great tradition of music.making in
Vienna--a tradition of which Mahler was among the most outstanding
latter-day representatives--has not really been understood.

To one who knows the proud and independent nature of Schoenberg,
it is by no means surprising that he did not, at first, succumb to Mahler's
influence willingly. He and young Alma Maria Schindler--later to become
Alma Mahler--were fellow-pupils of Alexander yon Zemlinaky. Often
they saw each other at the Sunday evening musical gatherings of Frau
Conrat, the friend of Brahms; it was on one of these occasions that Alma
asked young Schoenberg if he were going to hear the Vienna Philharmonic's
perfmanance of Mahler's Fourth Symphony.: "Why should I bother?"
replied Sc.hoenberg--or words to that effect. "Mahler already couldn't do
anything in his First and I suppose the Fourth is the same, only more so.e'

But Schoenberg could not hold out forever against Mahler; fundamen-
tally he did not wish to. His relationship with Mahler seems to be char-
acterized throughout by that curious ambivalence of love and hate which,
in a a/m/lar way, always characterized the attitude of the Viennese intel-
lectuals towards Vienna.: That Mab.ler should sooner or later exert a
profound influence on Schoenberg seems inevitable, given the special posi-
tion which Mahler occupied in Viennese musical life from 1879 onward.
The mighty spiritual influence which the powerful director of the Vienna
Court Opera exerted through his performances, not on musical circles
alone, buton every aspect of intellectual life, is hardly conceivable to
those who did not undergo it during Mahler's regime. Performances of
Gluck, Mozart, Weber--and Wagner--became celebrations in a new temple
of art. And the young Schoenberg, though his firm grounding in the prac-
tise of chamber music prevented him from falling into the epigonous al
fresco music-making of so many of his contemporaries, was, like his entire
generation, under the thrall of Wagner. When he was twenty-five he had
heard all Wagner's operas between twenty and thirty times each. Tr/stan
was so ram/liar to him and to his friends that they evolved a game to be

"phyed during its performances, the winner was the one who could find

t January 12. 1902.
t This feeling about Vienna finds characteristic expression, appropriately enough,

in a letter from Schoenberg to Mahler whertin 5choenberg ueea the highly significant
phrase our hated and lovt:d Vienna."

2t
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the most "new melodies" in Wagner's highly plastic inner voices. Else,
where I have discussed the significance of this highly analytical method of
listening for Schoenberg's technique of composition. Does it not also tell
us something important about Mahler's technique of conductingP It was
not the broader outlines and the most obvious melodies alone that were
important to Mahler the conductor; every inner part had to have its own
life, its own plastic form. This concern for the clarity of each individual
voice, ever-present in Mahler's compositional consciousness as well, led
him to exercise the utmost care in the indication of the various dynamic
levels in his scores. At one and the same moment, one instrument might
be playing piano, a second mezzo forte, and a third fortissimo. (But
Schoenberg, though his line ear would delight in distinguishing Wagner's
inner voices in a beautifdly articulated Mahler performance, did not like
these nervous paroxysms of the most varied simultaneous dynamics on the
printed page. He preferred to reduce the dynamics of a given vertical
combination to a single common denominator, and to indicate the relative
emphasis of the different voices by means of his symbols H- and N- or
P and S.)*

It was through Arnold Ros_, Mahler's brother-in-law and the concert-
master of the Vienna Philharmonic, that Mahler and Schoenberg first
came into friendly contact. Mahler, visiting one of Rose's rehearsals of
Verltl_rte _acht in 1903, was impressed by what he saw and heard, and
realized that young Schoenberg was a force to be reckoned with. Then,
Zemlinsky brought Schoenberg to visit the Mahler household, and a rather
lopsided friendship, with many ups and downs, developed among the three
composers. Mahler regarded "Eisele und Beisele," as he called his two
talented juniors, with a mixture of affection and exasperation, while Schcen-
berg Wavered between admiration of Mahler's mastery and irritation at his
frequently condescending manner. At one time, Schoenberg was occupy-
ing a garret in Vienna and'was much disturbed while composing by the
constant pealing of church bells which dinned into his eyrie from all sides.
He complained about this situation in Mahler's presence, but Mahler re-
sponded sehr von oben herab, "Oh, that doem't matter; just put the church
bellsinto your next symphony!" Schoenberg was much annoyed, but bided
his time until chance furnished him with the opportunity for the perfect
riposte. Mahler, about to go away for the summer, remarked that he sup-
posed the birds singing all around his Komponierh_uschen would make life
miserable for him as usual. Schoenberg promptly retorted, "Well, just
put the birds into your next symphony! "s

But the casual bickering could not conceal the fact that Schoenberg's
relationship with Mahler was becoming even closer and warmer. The
friendship was further cemented by Mahler's hiring Zemlinsky to conduct
at the Vienna Opera in 1906. It was during the summer of that year that

sOf coursel am not forgettingthat Schoenbergmust..hav.eheard,i,n his_outh.,
many Wagner performanceswhich were not under the d!re_mn ot Man,er. _u.t,tt
is scarcely conceivablethat Mahler's dynamic concept ol the wagner scores---wmcn,
be it rememlxred;he insisted uponpresenting in their uncut form, as his predecessors
had feared to do--can have failed to accentuatethe influenceof Wagner upon
$chocnberg.

' Hau/_tstimmeand 7qebenstimme: principal and subordinatevoices.
5Of course Mahler had alreadydone so in his First and Second!
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,_hoenberg, who was just finishing his fist Kammersymphonic, found time

to write to Mahler, "Nothing could please me more than your saying that •
we had come closer together. And, during the following concert-season
in Vienna, Mahler found ample opportunity to defend the cause of the

i younger composer. The famous tale of Mahler's rising up in wrath to
quell the opposition on the occasion of the Roses" premi&e of Schoenberg's
First String Quartet in Vienna (February S, 1907) has been too often
told to need further repetition here, but its implications do need further
elucidation. Mahler's bold defense of Schoenberg certainly did not mean
that he completely understood what Schoenberg was trying to do. In fact,
with characteristic intellectual honesty, he admitted that 8c.hoenberg's
concept of music often surpassed his comprehension. Of this very First
Quartet, he said to 8choenberg, "I'm accustomed to reading thirty-voiced
orchestral scores--and the four voices of your Quartet give me at least
twice as much trouble!" And, after a performance of the Kammersymphonie
which he had noisily applauded in defiance of the anti-Schoenberg faction,
he frankly said that he did not understand this music; but he had the
courage to blame this deficiency on his own ear, not on the unfamiliar
sonorities. There is no doubt that his public defense of Schoenberg was,
in spite of his private mental reservations, utterly sincere. In Schoenberg
he recognized a man of his own kind, an intransigent spirit in whom re-
spect for the noblest traditions of music was combined with the courage
to break away from outworn conventions, fic.hoenberg's veell-nigh frighten-
ing sincerity and directness inspired in Mahler a confidence which was not
dependent on understanding alone, but on the emotional response to a
kindred soul. Schoenberg, unavoidably on the defensive in these critical
years of his development, yet felt this confidence of Mahler's and responded
in kind. In his last letter to Mahler (July S, 1910) he reveals himself

; completely under the spell of his mentor; he begs l_hhler to pardon him
for his one.time contrariness which had so often forced him into contra-
diction for its own sake. That forgiveness had long since been granted.
Mahler, during his last illness, often thought of 8choenberg and begged
Alma and her stepfather, Carl Moll, to stand by him always. The fund for
the support of young composers which was established as a result of this
forethought of Mahler's frequently benefitted $choenberg. How fitting
that this last gesture of Mahler's helping hand should have been recipro-
cated by $choenberg's supreme act of devotion, the dedication of the
Harmonielehre to Mahler's memory!

The friendship between Schoenberg and Mahler is a matter of record;
but it is more important for our purposes to asse_ the specifically musical
influences of Mahler on Schoenberg. What are these and where may they
be found?

Let us consider first the knotty question of tonality. Schoenberg's identi.
fication with the process whereby individualized tonalities are fused into
the larger system of "pantonality'" (a term which he prefers to the in-
accurate "'atonality") is universally known. Less well known, perhaps, is

' the fact that Schoenberg himself credits Mahler with playing a significant

I part in the preliminary stages of this process. To be specific, it was Mahler
who first introduced into the symphony a concept which I have called pro-

I gressive tonality. The classical symphony either began and endedin the

same key or, if beginning in minor, frequently ended in the parallel major.
t
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Bruclmer was quite satisfied with this prindple of his forebears;e Mahlcr, ..
however, was not. In the F/rst Symphony he applies his new prindple to
one movement only. The 8ong.cyde on which the symphony is based, I:
Lieder eines/ahrenden Gesellen, began in D minor and ended in F minor. !
Mahler now transfers this idea to the Finale of the symphony, which begins
in F minor and ends in D major. But the principle must now be extended
to the entire symphony instead of being limited to a s/ngle movement. This [
happens in the Second Symphony, which begins in C minor and ends in ,!
E fiat

major. Of course, this is not a very striking modulation, for the }
relative major is as dosely related to the minor as the classical parallel major [
would l/ave been. Mahler finds his way to a more radical application of Ithe principle in his succeeding symphonies, with the exception of the Third,
Sixth, andEighth. The Fourth Symphony moves from G major to E major,
the Fifth from C sharp minor to D major, the Seventh from B minor to C
major, the Hinth from D major to D fiat major, and Das Lied yon der Erde
from A minor to C major." Mahler follows the class/c pattern of ending I
a minor symphony in a major key (the tragic Sixth is the only one of his
symphonies in which he did not do this). He seems to have a particular
fondness for the tonal progression of a half-step from beginning to end
of a symphony, a preference which he evinces in the Fifth, Seventh, and
Ninth Symphonies. In the Fifth and Seventh Symphonies the half-step is
ascending (Ct---D, B---C); this ascending motion gives these symphonies I
a certain forward impulsion which is synonymous with an optimistic aly [
proach to life. This impression is strengthened by the fact that in each of ithese cases the beginning key is m/nor and the ending key is major, as well
as by the busy and energetic tone of the Finales. On the contrary, the
descending half-step in the Ninth Symphony (D to D fiat) seems to I
strengthen the feeling of resignation which imbues that work. I

What has this to do with Sehoenberg's dissolution--or expansion--of _
tonality? That quest/on is answered ff we turn to Schoenberg's Second "i
String Quartet, the first work in which he completely transcends the limits .:.
of the tonal system. The s/gniticant thing here is that Sehoenberg composed '_
the first three movements in dearly defined keys with key-a/gnaturex--F ii
sharp minor, D minor, E flat minor--and did not enter the realm of "pan- _.
tonality" unt_ the Finale. Beginning a work of symphonic proportions i!
"tonally" and ending it "atonally" is surely the next step beyond beginning
it in one key and ending it in another very distant one. In the preceding
paragraph, I indicated that the concept of progress/re tonal/ty in Mahler
has something to do with expresdng the emotional climate, as it were, of
each individual symphony. For Mahler, each symphony was a world in
itself, Which had to be constructed according to its own laws; as this applied
to form, it applied to tonal progression also. How, the progression from
"tonality" to "'atonality"/s closely involved with the emotional content of
Schoenberg's Second String Quartet, especially insofar as thisis expressed
in the text of the last movement. Attention has been drawn before now

to the rdationship'betwecn the idea of the Stefan Gcor_y poem which
Schoenberg chose, "Ich f_de Luft yon anderen Phneten, and the con-

of a new musical world in which the old laws of tonality are tram- _cept
cended.

,I
s Obviouslythe endin_of the Ninth Symphonlrin a differentkey ;- a special¢atu.akin to that of Schuberts UnJlni_hed. I

I
L
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Th_ very Second Quartet of Sehoenberg's seems to be the meeting-place
of a number of different trendS, all of which may be traced, in one way
or another, to the influence of Mahler. I mentioned the t_t of the last
movement. The use of the soprano voice in the third and fourth movements
of this quartet may surely be attributed to the influence of Mahler's sym-

:i phon/es. It was, of course, quite typical of Schoenberg to introduce an in-
novation instead of slavishly copying the older composer, as some other
leu independent spirit might have done. Instead of composing another
"choral symphony" more or leas succe_fully, Schoenberg chose to intro-
duce the human voice into a new genre, that of the string quartet; thus he
continued that tradition of innovation /n chamber music which he had

I' begun with his Ver_Hrte _acht, the fL_ symphonic poem for chamber
ensemble. He did not, however, repeat this particular experiment a second
time, although his preoccupat/on with the infinite expressive posm_ll/ties
of the human voice is well known.

In the Second Quartet, there also arises that problem of "'quotat/on"
which plays so prominent a role in Mahler's work. All students of Mahler

J are faro/liar with his practise of self-quotation, which also extends to the
quotation of familiar extraneous motives. (The most famous example of
this latter development is the third movement of the First Symphony, with

! its all-pervasive Frdre Jacques motive.) What is not always realized is
that such quotation, either of one's own work or of other familiar themes,
is in its essence operatic. Classic instances of this are the citations of Una
cosa rata and The Marriage of Figaro in Don Giovanni, and of Tristan in
Die Meistersinger. Every such quotation in an "abstract'" work of music
represents an expansion into the dramatic field. Hence, when we consider
Mahler's lifelong preoccupation with opera--even though he never corn,

i posed a dramatic work in his maturity--it is by no means surprising that
i the use of such quotations became bas/c in his concept of the symphony.

From him, this idea passed to his great Viennese succ_,ors--both music-
dramatists--Schoenberg and Berg (but not to Berg s great co-disciple
Webern, whose musical nature was to lead him along paths far removed
from opera). Berg used such quotations more often than $choenbcrg; we
might cite his quotation from Tristan in the Lyric Suite for string quartet,
and his use of the Bach chorale Es ist genug in his Violin Concerto, as well
as numerous quotations (both from his own works and from others') in

i his two operas Wozzec_ and Lulu. However, it is 8choenberg's use of such
material which primarily concerns us here. The most characteristic example
of it is precisely in the Scherzo of the Second Quartet, where Ach, du lieber
Augustin makes an imexpected appearance. I have always felt that this
idea was, at least indirectly, suggested to Schoenberg by a particular move-
ment of Mahler_the above-mentioned third movement of the First Sym-
phony, that very symphony which Schoenberg had long ago cons/tiered a
prime example of Mahler's incompetence! I have often heard Schoenberg
discuss this movement in terms of the deepest admiration; he likes to char-
acterize it as the first consciously wrought expression of irony in music.
One might be tempted to apply a similar interpretation, then, to the Scherzo
of Sehoenbcrg's quartet--a movement which is, perhaps coincidentally, also
in D minor; but the composer specifically repudiates such an interpretation.
To Sehoenberg, the words "Alles ist hip., • so characteristic of the old

w

0
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..V/enfle_. _song_,._ere'utted3rmvithotit ironic drsit/ric'a[ intert_ :b_ ,h_d':a

.real. and deep !emot/onal-.s/gnificance,;:: .:_ t:'._ e,,,:_.--,._i:-.._' ._!._.,4_ ._......

r _-.Finally|:i_' _ing. the ,!nfluence _of"Mahler iipon. 8clk_nber_, .we'.mu_t
approgch. 3he ..problem':of occEestratidn._ "Irhist_ha__ tum.refftirtly 4t_ffe4ent
.aspe_s..AOnthe .one q_and_Mahler_seeldbratedMo'tv_moftM|ns_medtat,'on ,(
certainly, _lffedted tb._ ,orcllestration :oP $¢hocnhdrg_'. greate,t essay m 'the
"monuinental style,'the'Gfirre-L/eder. It _ true that _theoriginal'conception
of the Gurre,Lieder. antedates Sch6enberg'_ cohversi6n vo belief in Mah|er;
oli the"other Jiand;..the',entire periticl 6f:its!in'str_mentation _overs 'those
years.._hen"Mahler's influenc_.on ,_ehbanberl_ wgs iteai:lily incrdasing'. 'This
,m0aum6ntal 6rchostralfst_le,.whl_tlier,in .Mahle/'_o'r in Schoenberg, is cha,r-
acterhe_l by, a'wfllin_ne4s'.t0 inff6d_/ce.any _id !evety _ffect ;ntce._ry' for ,l_
theteompl_:te)_xpressi6n.'of [he musical qdea,vevth, if_it requires "the:me"of
.inmTu_ents ne_.lxffqr6.h£-ard in:h. convehtional or_estra. In th_s _elase,
M_hlelr's.,coh_bdh:in the Sixth Syml_hon_; are therlxndant to $choenbefg's

heaw iro/_ clmid.4in'.the'Oarr_-/.a'eder:.t,Thuh we _ee/bar bo_h"Schoenb_rg•and'_hler M,_.'_fw'"f_m.-_tie gmf:at/t_;of, tl_ _ofi_entionai rea'dy-"ma'de
larga orchesL_r_.whichlmist._erve fcJr-th_._xpression of every sotS'of idea
or emotion., i-Wh/le .the. mo/minentaF orchestrk' is. sometimes consid_rdd to
be'infle='bl_-in its, modes!oE ¢='pressi6n;'this_ obviously not true If it p_r-
mira thk:add_on bfispecial-instri_ents'fdr special :purposes, ¢l'hii_process

'will _¢entira.Ily-l_d to!th_crcatioh" of a. _p'ecializo8 ensemble :for each new !compo_'.'tion .according- to ira lffart/cular"musidal"needs. It is to Schoenberg
and his di_eil_leS that v_-dwe the mos_ stimhlating devdlopment_sof this
idea, v_hich is a logical "ogtgruwthof Mahldr's feL-'iingtl/at each syml6hony
•is a s_parate world with.its ow/i laws of construction. Nor is Schocnberg's
use of chamb_r-m'usit combinations for :this purpose in any si:nse a r_pudi,
ation "of the Mahlerian 'tradition'--this in spi[e of the'fact' that Mahler
was not a comix_ser of[chamber m_ic' in the. ordinary sense. Works like
the KhMertomalieder c_r_ainly hav_ the character of chamber music_ and,
e_6n in' Mahler.'s :mosd_fully.orchestrated tc.oies, many" passages may be
found-in- which 6nusual combinatiohs of solb instruments play together i
with the uhnbst fu_sse. ' It'is from the influence' of passages such as these,
combined with that of such w6rks of Brahms as the Horn Tt:io and the i

Clarinet Quintet, that music'like" Scl/oenbe,,,g's two Chamber Symphoni_
"and Berg_s Chantber Concerto is deri_d... ':

Unavoidably, an essay of this cl/aracter can only scratch the surface of
the subje_ which it purports to discuss. However, if it induces in those
readers who already know and love Mahler a new interest in becoming
better acquainted with the _,'orks of his supreme spiritual disciple Schoen-
berg, it will have served its purpose.

r in connect/oq with this co.ncept of. quotation we m/ght also cite $choenlxrg'_
use of the Beethoven victory motif in the" Ode |o 7qapolion.

• . . . . • . . . , • .. y..

i



BRUCKNER AND MAHLER AND TONALITY

,r By WARREN STOREY SMITH

What was the attitude of Bruckner and of Mahler toward'tonality, both
as to keys they preferred and their method of employing them? Before
attempting to answer the first part of this question, it would be profitable

•to examine that of certain of their predecessors, Prior to the nineteenth
century the choice of keys was governed largely by exped/ency and by

_' custom. With the advent of Romanticism we encounter definite key-

f preferences and key-antipath/es, often directly traceable to the composer's
temperament and personality. Are we to believe that Mozart disliked' the
key of F-sharp minor because he chose it for only one of the hundreds of
movements that he wrote, the Adagio of the Pianoforte Concerto in A
major (K. 448)? Probably not. The key was usually avoided at that t/me,

t even though Haydn did make use of it in the Farewell Sym/_hony.
But how about Chopin's seeming aversion to D major and D minor?

His tonal scheme obliged him to use them both in the Preludes, Opus 28.¢
Othervdse, the former turns up only in a single Mazurka, Opus 33, No. 2,
and the latter in the insignificant and posthumously-published Polonaise,
Opus 71, No. 1.

For these particular keys Schumann had an especial fondness, and Men-
delssohn was certainly partial to them. You might sum it up by saying
that, whereas Chopin and Liszt inclined toward the richer and darker
tonalities, M'endel_sohn preferred the dearer and brighter ones; and that
Schumann occupied a middle ground. The mere mention of Mendelssohn

| in this connection suggests the keys of A and E, major and minor: the
' Italian and Scottish Syml_honies, the Midsummer.7_ight's Dream Music,

the Violin Concerto and sundry piano pieces. A psych/atria would have
no difficulty in showing why Felix, the Happy One, avoided the nocturnal
key of D-flat, for which both Chopin and Lint had a natural affection.
And now for Bruckner and bhhler.

Of the two, I would say that Mahler had the more pronounced key-
affiliations, but the case of Bruckner is by no means uninstructive. When
the latter would be portentous he turned instinctively to D minor, the
key of Beethoven's Ninth, as _tness his own _inth and Third Sym/_honies.
For Beethoven this was also the key of storm and stress, _side_he Piano
Sonata, Opus 31, Ho. 2; wh_e a storm, whether at sea or on land, turned
Wagner's thoughts D minor-ward. At first Bruckner favored the keys
with fewer sharps and flats; later he courted the richer ones, particularly
in his slow movements.

E-flat major was for Beethoven, and later for Strauss, the manly, the
heroic key. It is no mere coincidence that this is the key of both the Eroica
and F.in Heldenleben. For Bruckner it spelled romance. To transpose the
magical opening of the Fourth $:onl_hony would be to thwart entirely the
composer's intention.

The significance of E-flat in the music of Mahler/s, of course, enormou&
To him it stood for nobility, loftiness of utterance, exaltation, triumph

27
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over despaErlthe victory over death. It is the key of his two gr_t_t
climaxes, namely, the concluding pages of the Second and Eighth Sym.
phonies. It is also the key of the rapturous "'Ewiger Wonnebrand" of
Pater Seraphicus, wherein the theme of the finale of the Eighth is first dis-
closed. As the key of consolation it sheds, in the idyllic Andante moderato
of the Sixth, almost the only ray of light that falls upon that tragic work.
That there/s no natural affinity between that key and A minor, the tonality
of the other three movements, makes its use here the more striking. In.
cidentaUy, in choosing A minor as the key of the Sixth, as well as of the
despairing first movement of Das Lied _n der Erde, Mahler aligned him.
self with'the Ghopin of the morbid Second Prelude.

If E.flat spelled triumph for Mahler, so did D. But the latter sounds
for him a brighter, a less solemn note. One need only instance the finales
of the First and the Fifth, though they exult in very different ways. Does
it weaken the argument to recall that the infinitely sad opening of the
_inth is also in D major? Or to remember that what Bruno Walter called
the "radiant Rondo" of the Seuenth and the end of 'The Song of the Earth
are both in C major? I think not. Joy and sorrow are of nearer kin than
we are sometimes inclined to believe. Schubert knew this and so did Mahler. /
Indeed, these two, who had so much in common, who were in so.many
ways alike, shared the profound knowledge that the major mode could
be sadder by far than the minor. You can forget the end of Tchaikovsky's
Pathdt/que once you are outside the concert hall; the closing pages of Dgs
Lied _on dec Erde may trouble you for days. If we consider this, for some
Mahler's most treasurable page, Sehubert's Am Meet and the Dead March
from Handel's Soul, we can well believe that no key can be more ehxtuent
of grief than bright O major. Again, in that treasury of sad songs, Sehu.
bert's V_1intecreise,the saddest of all, Das Wirtshans and Die Nebensonnen.
are in major. Nor am I forgetting that Der Wegweisor is in G minor, t.

While on this matter of key preferences, it should be noted that ff two
of Bruckner's symphordes are in D minor, no less than three of them are
in C minor: the First, Second and Eighth. The others are, respectively,
in E-flat, B-flat, A and'the rarely-encountered E major. The nine of
Mahler (ten, if we indude Dos Lied _n dec Erde) exhibit a wider variety,
though we should recognize that the First begins and ends in D, that the
'Third begins in D minor and concludes, serenely, in D major and that,
as noted above, the Fifth ends and the _inth begins in the last.named
tonality.

The nineteenth century, saw a gradual rdaxing and widening of the
old concept of key relationship. Haydn and Mozart actually initiated the
process, though they respected convention in the matter of their second
subjec_,sand side subjects and the respective keys of the several movements,
whether in their sonatas, their symphonies or their chamber works. We
must not forget, however, that Haydn wr_e apiano sonata/n E-flat with
a middle movement in E, the boldest stroke of the kind until Beethoven
turned to that key for the Largo of his C minor Piano Concerto.

So far as I am aware, Schubert vraa the first to use three keys, or rather,
three tonal centers in a four_t symphony, his Third, in which
the several movements are _vely in B.flat, E-flat, C minor and B-flat.

Mahler went him one better. Iris _inth Symphony has four movemenm I
in as many keys, and the five-movement Fifth presents _ unorthodox

I
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!. array: C-sharp minor, A minor, D major, F major and D major. Curious
relat/onsh/ps are to be encountered in both the Third and the Seventh.
And surely Mahler was the fnlt to begin a symphony in one key and finish
it in another. Thus we find the Second commenchag in C minor and end-
hag in E-flat; the Fourth beg/nning in G major and ending in E; the

r Seventh having an E minor first movement and a 12 major finale; and the
_inth beginning in D and concluding in D-flat. A like procedure in the
Pitthhasjust beennoted.

' _ The finale of Bruckner's l_/ghth Sym/_hony starts off in F-sharp, though
its main tonality is C minor with a C major dose. This trick is common

., , with Mahler and might be set down as a personal idiosyncra_ and as his
most stnlting contn_out/on to the widespread disruption of the tonal con-

vent/one so characterist/c of the twent/eth century. We find it in the finalefla;°ft)thePirst (F minor to D major); in that of the Second (t2 minor to E-in the first movement of the Third (D minor to F major); in the
finale of the Fourth (G major to E); in that of the Sixth (12 minor to A
minor) ; and in the initial movement of the Seventh (B minor to E minor).

Beginning with Beethoven, composers broke away from tradition and

t their second in other than the dominant and relativeplaced subjects keys

major. Here Bruclmer occasionally outstripped them all. The Fourth.• Symphony is in E-flat, yet the w.cond theme of its first movement hegira
t in D-flat, in the exposition, and in B major in the recapitulation. In the

first movement of the String Quintet he went even further. The key is
F major and the _econd subject enters in F-sharp and modulates to C, the
expected dom/nant.

Nevertheler_, in the last analysis neither Brudmer nor Mahler can be
regarded as tonal anarchs, something that Wagner very definitely was in
Tr/stan. They adhered to the classical media, the classical forms, and their

1 breaks with the past were incidental nther than fundamental. We can
say of the music of both that it was rooted in the tonal system and that

: their musical thinking, like that of Brahms and Strauss, was essentially
diatonic rather than chromatic. Beyond question, this has hdped to gi_
their music its permanency. Tonality and d/atonicism are the bedrock of
music, let the atonal/sts protest as they may.

!



MAHLER'S FIFTH SYMPHONY

By WOLFGANG STRESEMANN

Mahler's Filth is a masterpiece. Its music is tremendously vital, passion-
ate, and exuberant, traversing the widest possible scope of human emotion_.
Never again did Mahler take so firm and positive an attitude towards the
problems of life; never did he write more optimistic music than in the
Finale of the Fifth. This work surely deserves a permanent place in the
repertory of our orchestras. When played by Bruno Walter and the New [t._
York Philharmonic Orchestra in 1947 it was received with tumultuous ap- |
plause. 8o great was the impression it made everywhere that "Columbia" [
decided at once to have it recorded by Walter and his or_estra. These ]:
recordings, now available, are truly magnificent. They should help greatly
to increase the popularity of the work.

The Filth is, indeed, a monumental symphony in every respect. Its five .5!
movements, divided into three parts, last more than an hour, each part _7_
containing music of the first order, representing a "high spot" in Mahler's !
creative achievement. Unlike his preceding symphonies, the Filth has no
program, yet, like all the others, it is a true expression of his own beliefs.
Moreover, it has an enhanced sense of spiritual unity. Prokofieff's remark
that his own Filth reflects the "spirit of Man" is equally true of Mahler's .
composition. There is a great difference between the Filth and the Fourth. f
The latter sings of "Heavenly Joy", while the Filth is, in the best sense of F
the word, earthbound. It deals with the eternal stru_le of mankind _':
against the heavy blows of Fate, mirroring man's titanic defiance of the
dark dements and his final victory. In spite of its two big sections in |:
"'minor"the Filth is the work of one who believes in himself, who is de-
termined, audacious, and dating. Here, more than ever before, Mahler
follows in the path of Beethoven. Therefore, it is not surprising that in
this work he adopts Beethoven's symphonic principles to a degree not met
with in his former s3.mphonies.

The Fil_h marks a notable change in Mahler's creative activity. Sud.
denly, he now turns to "absolute" music. With the unerring instinct of
genius he finds a new technique, suitable to this new species Of symphonic
writing. Compared with its predecessors the Filth is far more polyphonic.
It has a gready expanded development section of increased symphonic
scope. In addition, it contains several lugati, as well as a world of contra-
puntal phenomena unp_alleled in Mahler's earlier symphonies. It is in.
teresting to note that Mahler later changed the entire instrumentation of
the Fifth, something he never did in any other case, before or afterwards.
This is especially agonishing as the composer was (and deservedly) con.
sidered one of the greatest experts in orchestral writing. Yet the Filth
meant such a bold step into "new territory" that, although successful in
realizing the right form, blamer failed at first to find the right orchestral
garb for it. _.

The symphony begins with a funeral march, which bears the notation "1_
"_,Vie ein Konduilt" (hkc a funeral proce,_fion). Because of its spiritual J30
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significance this funeral march represents a sort of prelude to the _m-

found vision of a funeral procession, with its tatetul a_
its inherent, but momentarily suppressed grief. The march consists of
three parts, of which only the short middle section rises to a passionate
lament. The rest of it is **dead", i.e., devoid of open feeling. This *'dead"
music belongs among Mahler's greatest inspirations. Not only does it
afford a graphic picture of the passing of a funeral procession, it sym-
bolizes the (temporary) deadness of the human heart and spirit at the
moment when the hammer of fate has struck. How _._,'q awakens from
this state of torpor, how after a long struggle he finds his _ay back to
himself, how soul and heart revive, all this is set forth in the following
movements. Though the Fifth, as stated before, has no set "program"
(music must always follow its own laws), yet throughout the symphony
the fundamental idea of human resurrection is clearly perceptible.

The second movement, thematically related to the *'prelude" Oooth
forming the first part of the symphony) is marked "Stilrmisch bewegt, mit
gr6sster Vehemenz" (stormy, agitated, with utmost vehemence). As though
tormented by pain, the music mounts to the utmost peak of _fiolence, re-
flecting despair, anguish, and terror. This agitato phrase is fnllocas] by a
beautiful cantilene, one of the saddest, most expressive mdodies ec_r written

by Mahler. Later there is unfolded a third mood. The knife of "gd_" .hk_eblunted, but its wounds unhealed. There remains an empty,
atmosphere, symbolizing the dawn of a dead morning after the great blow.

The second movement closes in this completely desolated mood. Its coaa
is one of the most ingenious inspirations of the entire symphony, cuntain-
ing measures unforgettable to one who hears them with keen ear. Yet this

I dark, despairing movement would not be a true M ahl._opiece _ it not
'_ also include a few signs of hope and encouragement. Mamer, opummt _nm

a bleeding heart, has the strength of conviction needed to glimpse the light,

i even midst the torment of this raging music. When, in the developmentsection (though only for a few bars) as well as near the end of the move-
ment, a chorale-like melody makes its dramatic entrance, it seems as though

_s the douds suddenly part and the sun breaks through. At this moment the
music rises to even greater heights. Yet this brief vision of light must re-

main a phantom (like the triumphant episodes in the second movement of
Beethoven s Fifth). The mood of despondency has prevafled too long to
be dissipated at once by the advent of the chorale. As the Pata blorgana,
impressively and movingly set forth, fades away, the music resumes its
previous character, this time seeming even more ghostly, shadowy.

The third movement (the second part of the symphony), in a scheq_, of
huge dimensions, in D-Major, apt tonality for symbolizing armgth aria
vitality. Its unusual length is justified, for it is in.tended to fm-m an im_
portant (correspondingly extended) contrast to the gloomy last part or

the symphony. Although it is one of btahlefs favorite hindler type _x.
pressions this scherzo is not a huraoresque, but a forceful piec_ loa ed
with tremendous e.nergy. Like a mighty storm it scatters the darkness of
the preceding movements, immediately establishing an atmosphere of vigour
and buoyancy. The untamed forces of nature are shown rem_xl in this

exuberant music, which spreads a vernal influen.ce with all its wondrouslymanifold moods. The eternal mirade of rebirth is its great theme. For
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soL1, a sol,joel there c_,vl,:l 1_ no better form than the dance, symbol of
;,cqiv;_). ;rod ai,tmd._.t strength. Mahler succeeds here in vitalizing this
it.'m tt, a dcg,'ce unknown before. Almost unending is the stream of his

inve_Jtive power and imagination, both resulting in music extremely richin expr, ssivencss and rhythmic vitality. Its pulse varies. At first it pounds
violently; it is equally strong at the end of the movement. Yet between I,
tht_: the I_eats grow softer and, in the dream-like horn episode, seem to
_.or.,,. to a hmporaty standstill. The way Mahler combines these extreme
moods withi_ tht. framework of a dance, and creates an entire world full
of ever.changing colours without abandoning the moving pattern of the

time, shows a greatness of conception as yet unsurpassed. The third
movement is an integral part of the symphony, for it is, on the one hand, j
juxtaposed to the oi,elling sectioiL _n.'.! it also seI_es as a bridge to the
Rondo.Finale. itself preceded by another "'prelude", the short Adagietto.

The fourth movement, scored for strings and harp only, is thematically
related to the Finale. which follows without pause. This is only logical
as there is also a definite spiritual connection between both movements.
The great storms have passed. The ro__ to a new life lies open. But before
u^N sets foot upon that path (Rondo.Finale) he abandons himself to a 'i
few moments of blissful rest (Adagietto). The fourth movement opens .._'
with a beautiful, tender melody. However, it is not entirely free from
melancholy undertones. A veiled sadne.s'shaunts this yearning, soulful music.
At first it sings quietly, later rising to ecstasy, but always maintaining a
kind of mysterious, transfigured mood, as if man's conscious and subcon-
scious voices were both sounding simultaneously.

In the Finale, however, the latter voice has no place. There is nothing
left of sufferings and struggles. After a gentle awakening from repose the
music moves on, assuming a serene and cheerful character. This movement
combines the moods of the finali of Beethoven's Eighth and Brahms' Second. "_
Again Mahler overwhelms the listener with the great vitality of his music,
but unlike that of the third movement this vitality is no longer an unre-
strained force of nature. It serves a definite purpose. Now the symbol of
human optimism, its powerful drive is transformed into open joy and
strength. This new purpose is characterized by the extensive Fugato.expres.
s/on which gNes the Rondo-Finale an immense impetus. At the end of the
movement the chorale-like song is heard again, this time no longer a phantom
but a triumphant reality. Its reappearance creates a mighty bridge to the ]
first part of the work and one is, therefore, justified (as is done in analyses
of Beethoven's Filth) in emphasizing the underlying spiritual idea of the i
symphony.

Mahler's Filth is a stirring, exciting work, doubly eloquent, as a purely
musical witness to the great symphonic stature of Gustav Mahler and as'
a mighty human and poetic document, mirroring the struggles and suffer-
ings of his life. This symphony is far more than a spiritual self-portrait.
It contains a universal message which cannot fail to move anyone not
totally indifferent to M^N'S life on this earth. Do not blame Mahler for
having written another Per _spera acl astra symphony. As long as there
/,5music, composers will, again and again, express the longing of mankind
to pierce through the darkness and conquer fate. Only to few may it ever
again be given to reach the monumental heights of the Fifth. Only few
may everbe ableto matchMahler'stremendouspowerof conception,or
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his noble, genuine exaltation. Our musical era (and the maneholds true

forour timein general) is not richin comptmn of truly outstan_alherU_dstature. For that reasonwe shouldcherishall the moreGustav Mameran
his music.

DISCRIMINATING TASTE FOR GOOD MU8IO IN IOWA

Prom The Des Moines Tn'bune, Pr/day, May 9, 1947
Reprinted by permission of the publishers.

(ByaMemberof TheTribune'sEditorialPageStag.)
It's news when any symphony orch_ tacldesBruckneror Mahler

compositionson a program. !t's bigger news when a college student,or-
chestra performsthem, and it s really somethingwhen music pa.uym m a
small,midwestern town demand both Brucknerand lvlahler on the sau_

program! •
Yet that s what happened when Simpson college invited the Iowa Uni-

versitysymphonyorchestram give.a concertin lndianola last Sunday.
Recognition

Brucknerand Mahler symphoniesstir suffer somewhatin this country
from the adversecriticismwhich greeted their first performances. Their
length has seemed unforgivableto some conductorsand audiences,and the
technical difficultiesof Malders works, at least, have posed problems.

However, most leading music/am and conductors, and Bruno Walter,.
particularly, regardBruckner as elign_leto be counted among the great
"Be". They kalowthat blahler's music, heroic in proportionsand dramatic
in development, entitled him to his proper phce among the greatest com-
posers of all time.

Theyknowthat the only thingneededm accordboth of themthe wide
recognitionthey deserveis simply morefrequentperformanceof their
compositions.

Dtscxtmfugtlon
The Indianola audience demonstrated that this is true. It thorougldy

enjoyed the university-orchestra's splendid performance of Bruclmer's
Seventh Symphonyaad the exquisite Adagietto from Malder's Fifth.

The concertwas *'news"from beginning to end. For one thing, it didn't
include the usual *'programpieces" which are often included on concert
programs as a sop to undiscriminatingmusical taste.

The only other offeringwas Bach'sOverture in D Major which, en the
manner of Eighteenth centuryovertures,consistsof several movements
rather than the single one that is typical of overtures today.

' The audience wasideal. The listenerswould have satisfiedeven Toscanini
,_ in their quietness, attention and genuine appreciation.

The fact that a program including Bach, Bruclmer and Malder was re-
quested and really "went over" is indeed a tribute to Simpson collegewith
its long tradition of leadership in music, and to its music d/rector,Sven V.

• Xkbg.
r The splendid performanc_of a program that .wpuldha.re been."heav_/"

even for a professionalorch..e_rais a tribute to the high stanOa_ros.m_.-
tained in th_ state univer_ty s musicdepartment and to the outstand/ng
musicianshipof the orchestra'sconductor, ProfessorPhilip Greeley Clal_P.

It eeems particularly"appropriate that the concert was perto.rmea_ me
first day of National Music week, for it dearly demonstrated that iowa
is in the vanguard of music appreciationand accomplishment.



BRUCKNER'S SEVENTH

- By NEVILLECAKDUS

The followingartide, which appearedin the Pebruary.March194'/issue of Hall/,
is reprinted by permissionof the author and the publishers, The Hall_ Concerts
Society, Manchester, England.

It is one of the richest ironies
of music that Bruckner should

ever have fallen amongst Wag-
nerians. They used him in the
controversy with Brahms; they
set him up in a high place; they
even altered his orchestrations,
making his adagios sound like
the Trauersmarsch, and his first
movement climaxes like the
God's entrance into Walhall.
He was the simplest and least
political man; Mahler found the
perfect description of him--
"halP, god, half simpleton."
Varied Nature herself could not
create two men as unlike as
Wagner and Bruckner; Bruck,

•ANTON" BRIICKNER ner was unworldly, naive, "God
AND '*THE _IASTER" intoxicated," without a hint of

sex in his music, not Protean
but always himself. And if he had nothing in common as man or artist
with Wagner, so is it a mistake to relate him closely to Beethoven in par-
ticular or to the German symphony in general.

The instrumental symphony came to consummation through Haydn and
Mozart. Beethoven fertilised it with drama; and the denouement was
achieved by strength of an heroic conception of man's destiny. He created
what the Germans called the Apotheosen.Finale. But from the Beethoven
conception the classical symphony branched away in two directions: Men-
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ddsschn, schumann and Brahmsgave the stampand $timm_g _ Mi_l-
deuts& bourgeoisie;after his fir_ symphofiy, B_ a_ls the Al_e-
&sis" finale and the "heroic" gesture; the finale to his Fourth is a strictly
musical apotheosis. Mendelssohn, Schumann and Brahms each composed
German music', and observed the symphonic logic of .the great _hool in
which they wcrc nurtured. Bruckner did not grow from this branch. With
Schubert was born the Austrian symphony, less academically logical than
the German, not heroic but inspired by nature.worship and poetry of heart,
and as untrimmed as the V_lienerwald. To the Schubert symphony (repre-
sented by the "Unfinished" and the "C t_ajor") Bruckner brought not an
abstract ethic of humanity (Mtnschlich_eit is untranslatable, hut that is
what I mean) but a personally-felt religious note, deep-toned, trustful, and
patient. The climax in fact of a Bruckner symphony is the adagio; Bruclmer
has little to add to his slow movement; his scherzi are genial and psycho-
logically not exactly important; and his finales are too obvious "durch-
komponiert," to_ plainly a matter of music-making---as in the finale of the
Seventh symphony

Bruckner is really a curiosity. In Vienna he came to be ranked with the
greatest--far above Brahms. Outside Austria he has led a chequered pos-
terity. No Italian could sit through music so un-vocal, no Frenchman could
listen for long to music so little of the world of wit and women. He has
recently enjoyed a vogue in the Woolworth's Store of music.,wh/ch is the
U.S.A. In England he is invariably dismissed as a "bore," and an "organ-
ist" thrown in (Bruckner was indeed a very great organist). "Bruclmer,'"
writes Frank Howes in Full Orchestra, "may be described as a Wagnerian
operating in the sphere of symphony, though his own musical origin was
the organ." Bruckner, it is true, frequently uses the orchestra like an
organist; he cuts-off suddenly a mass of block-harmonised tone, thenyou
can almost see him pulling out a stop--consider, for example, the middle
part of the adagio of the Seventh symphony. The recurrent pauses in a
Bruckner symphony, especially during an adagio, are as though born at the
organist's fingers and feet; but Bruckner uses them with absolute rightness
in the development scl_emeof the Austrian symphony, which, as I say, is
not of a German rigidity of logic. Sense of improvisation, or of a reflec-

i tiveness that turns so raptly inward that the outer world and ira prosaicconsequentiality, is forgotten--here is the unmistakable mark of a Bruckner
adagio.

Adagio in music is not merely a term indicating a certa/n tempo; the
word has come to mean a certain kind of musical emotion conveyed in a
certain style. If you were to play quickly the adagio of the Ninth symphony
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of Beethoven, it would btill remain an adagio in feeling; a real adagio is a
meditation alo-g labyrinthine ways; and it must sound with a spaciousness
of harmony, a,ld the melody must be broad and unhurried. ,So, the adagio J
of the Seventh symphony of Bruckner, the greatest I think since the adagio
of Becthovc,gs Ninth: it begins in this noble way:

"" I"" -'-I "°
_:_!-:: ,. , ! J -

This is not only a noble and symphonic sound; it is a noble idea, expressed
with a power not forcible, but simple, ewn though Bruckner conveys it to
us by means of two Wagner tubas, t_\o bass tubas and contrabass, tuba |
and violas.

It runs almost imperceptibly into-- '_
¢res. ""- - - -

_lt,_,._ ; . _ r--n

..... -, - "--
I"

These quotations do not represent separate themes; rather they are sentences
in a continuous paragraph, with the suggestion of a pause, the semi-colon.
After Bruckner has "stated" a thematic group, he quotes phrases from it
and contemplates their significance_ at his organ. There are devout intak-
ings of breath during the sequential treatment of--

____,__ r__. -5_,.-_ ..- ,-r-'rl,_ -......... _ff--_::ll_"b'-l--rt-_t__ ", 'l " ."-L_; : V ," ' ",L : " : .*_ )
iin T, - _ • i I I I /1"1 • I l I IBi:' _ I I I "11 I I I I _ -- I v_
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Next, after a modulation nail,ely Bruclmerian, comes one of the most sera-
phic melodies in existence, a song entirely at peace and lost to the worM,
which goesits w-aysechoing,in the wood-wind,its ownhearmasingcadeaom:

Sucha melodyis not only beautifulas music; it containsthe quality of a
mindunburdenedwith earthliness.If any mortalmanmaybesaidto have
held communionwith blissit is here; themusicis in a stateof grace ....
Promthemundanepoint of viewof composition,I mayadd thatthemelody
is scoredwith a perfect feeling for string and wood-wind tone count_r-
point and responds.

The length of the development-section in a Bruckner symphony has
served as the basis of much complaint, but critics have seldom taken the
trouble to understand that development-sectionsin Bruclmer are elaborate
because of the elaborate and rich nature of his material. Even musicians
who belittle Bruckner as a whole are prepared to admit that his themes
are magnificent. There are none moremagnificent. Take the theme that
begins the Seventh symphony

----2- ""
and so on, for twenty-one bars. Bruckner certainly does not build from
straws or bricks,.he handles rocks, and encompasseshis symphonicworld
in one sweepingglance. But the point is generally overlookedthat not only
are his themes broad and long; more than that, he goes beyond the two
complementary and contrasted "themes of classical usage and instead, he
gives us two theme groups, each group consistingof separategerm-melod_
To refer back to the image I employ above, Bruckner thinks in terms of
sustained paragraphs or periods, each sentence a related idea or nuance.
Inevitably he needed to widen the scope of the development-section;and
many times he is unable to support the heavy wheel of his universe. He is
reduced often to "marking time," deluding himself that he is moving from
point to point when as a fact he is remaining in the same place, employing
sequences,--sentences taken from the organic paragraphs and rendered
rather lifelessby this process of.fission. None the less, we must realise that
the length of a Bruckner movementis not just the consequenceof prolixi_,
he is not deliberately garrulous. There is another aspect of this matt_" of
duration in a symphony not as a rule co_dered with enough"musical or
psychological insight.

• To object to the duration of a symphony, and of a Brudmer adagio
especially, is irrelevant, if no doubt only natural at ti_ Duration and
stature are necessary to the truly symphonic style; yon_can no more ha_
a short adagio than you can have a _ crescendo tlta.t goes on for half
an hour. If there is a recurrent tedium in a Bruckneradagio, here again
is an attribute which is part of the sublime manner..A sleeping sort of
grandeur falls over sublimity; only the artist who is always aware of an
audience remembers to make points bar by bar. Bruckner was never a
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c_ms,'iou._artist; he ._khlm tried to arrest attention; he composed with no
heed t_f tile phcnonaenal and transient universe.

This music is called "old fashioned" nowadays. Possibly. But perhaps
llimlcmith Brittcn, Stravinsky and Bartok may one day become "old-
fashiot_ed," to_. Bruckncr was advanced enough in 1880 to assimilate
tcclmic,d ideas from Wagner (note that I say "technical ideas"); and Wag-
ncr was then as "advanced," to say the least, as any of the present-day
C_l,crimcntalists. Nothing matters except genius. And perhaps greatnc_
of spirit is something even abovc what is generally understood as "genius."

Mahlcr was right--"half god, half simpleton." The way to the heart of
Bruckncr is through love; you must get rid of the idca, so prevalent amongst
tile young today, that nmsic depends ou clcvcr,css or a fornmlatcd aesthetic. (
Bruckner's music was the man himself, the man who was born whcn Bce-
thoven walked the earth, who died in Vicnna, ill at the age of seventy-two,
still a rustic by nature. When his Fourth symphony was conducted in
Vicnna by Richtcr, Bruckner went round after the performance to the
artist's room and shyly gave Richter a four-shilling piece as a tip--a
Trinkgeld. He was so grateful. !

The adagio in the seventh symphony was once supposed to have been
written after Bruckner had heard the news of the death of _ragner; but i_
later researches suggest that the movement was nearly finishcd before Wag-
ner died, and that the coda is really Bruckner's tribute to the composer he
always called,"The Master." But the approach to the coda is one of the
majestic crescendi of all symphonic music, built on rising sequences and
the second theme quoted in this es&'w; the climax is achieved by a stroke
on the cymbals which elevates this usually anonymous instrument to a radi-
ant height. It was with this cymbal clash probably in mind that Hugo Wolf
uttered his infamous "One cymbal clash in Bruckner is worth all the sym-
phonies of Brahms, with the Serenades thrown in." i

The coda begins with brass echoes from Walhall and Wotan, and now
like a benediction we hear the ineffable cadences of

_,,e _ -- ret"r!... ! z ::- -

Bruckner made the adagio both the musical and psychological apotheosis
of the symphony. His scherzi, are redolent of Upper Austria, not grotesque
in the Beethoven way, but homcly with the Lokal tone. The middle section
of the scherzo of the Seventh symphony is a nostalgic memory of little
Styrian villages, cosy low-faltered interiors and check tablecloths at noon,
and bird-calls and hazy distances. But the great first movement and its
magnanimous exposition, and the subsequent adagio have exhausted the
underlying imaginative conception; for the rest, Bruckner has to be con.
tent with "music," excellent and resourceful enough, but unable all the
same to achieve a synthesis of the grandeur that has gone before. The con-
ception of the symphony as a continuous unfolding activity of the imagina.
tion, each movement not only a musical form complete in itself, even if
under the obligation to go into a conte_'t and serve the uses of contrast, but ]
as an act in a drama carrying onward a creative shaping energy--this is a !i
conception that has not troubled mat_y symphonic composers in England, I!
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France and Russia; but Beethoven was awake to the problems presented
by such a conception. He wrote no adagio after the Fifth until the Ninth
symphony, then he was urged to call in massed voices for the finale. Bruck-
ner lcft his Ninth symphony unfinished, without a finale. Mahler, a pupil
of Bruckner, ended his Ninth, as Tchaikovsky ended his Sixth, with an
adagio.

An age very much in a hurry may not wish to stay long enough to absorb
Bruckncr's secret. It docsn't matter really. And it is not of major import-
ance that Bruckner does not command audiences in every land, Who has
heard "Gerontius'" in Vienna? How many musicians anywhere know by
heart the "'Requiem" of Faur&? As a lover of the Wessex novels, I am not
a bit dismayed whenever I am told that Thomas Hardy is unknown in Italy,
France and Central Europe.

HANS RICHTER conducting the Fourth Symphony, in Vienna,

and receiving the homage of the Composer.



GUSTAV MAHLER AND HUGO WOLF

By DONALDMITCHELL

The followingarticleby DonaldMitchellis printedwith the permissionof the
authorand editorsof Mandr_e. a Reviewof the Arts. publishedat Wadham
Collrge.Oxford.

In Alma Mahler's recentlypublished"Life and Lettersof Gustav Mah,
lerTM there are some extremely interestingnotes on the early friendshipof
these two composers. The fact that Mahler and Wolf lived together at the
beginning of their careersas musiciansseems not to be widely known and
has attracted little attention. According to Alma Mahler, her husband's
version of the affair was this:

"Their friendship went back to their early life, when, with an-
other man called Krzyzanowsky,' they shared a roomfor a few
months. They were very poor and, as all three were musici_s,
extremdy sensitive to noise; so when any one of the three had
any work on hand, the other two had to tramp the meets. Once
Mahler composed a movement of a quartet for a competition
while the other two spent the night on a be.nchin the Ringstrasse.

"Mahler gave lessons; Wolf did not, or only very few. When
their money ran out, one of them gave a pupil notice. The plan
was to ring the bell, say he was suddenly obliged to go away and
request payment for the lessonsalready given. The ready money
providedmeals for all three fora day or two. On the other hand,
a pupil was lost forever."

Alma Mahler's account throws a revealing light on both Mahler and
Wolf as Wagnerians:

"The three friends made their first acquaintance with 'G6tter-
d_immerung'together, and in their passionate excitement they
bawled the Gunther-Brunhilde-Hagen trio to such effect that
their landlady came up in a fur_ and gave them notice on the
s t. She would not leave the room until they had packed up
_e'_ scanty belongings, and then she locked the door angrily
behind them.

"One day, as they were talking, Wolf got the idea of writing
a fairy-tale opera. Th/s was long before Humperdinckand un-
doubtedly an original inspiration. They consideredmany themes
and finally hit On Riibezahl. MaMerwas young and impulsive
and he began on the h_retto that very night and finished it next
day. In all innocence he took it to Wolf for him to see. But
Wolf also had made a startand was so put out by Mahler'shaw
ing stolen a marchon him that he threw up the whole idea and

1JohnMurray,1946. Trans.BasilCzeighton.
t I havenot beenableto trace_ mmlcian.

40
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never forgave him. Outwardly they remained on friendly terms
for some time longer, but they avoided each other's society. Many
years later they met on the way to the Festspielhaus at Bayreuth
and passed by with a curt: "Hallo'. "'a

There it appears that the friendship between Mahler'and Wolf ended.
They both pursued very different paths and their association was nesa_
again as dose. Mahler must have seen Wolf for the last time in 1897.
According to Alma Mahler:

"Soon after Mahler had been made Director of the Vienna

Opera, Wolf was announced: and there he stood, lean as a skele-

ton, with bu_ing eyes, and imperiously demanded the instant
production of Gorregidor .4 Mahler, knowing the.work and its de-
fectn, made the usual evasions: no singers suited to it, etc. Wolf
grew obstreperous and Mahler did not like the look of him. He
had a special bell within reach for such occasioqs. I'Ie pres8t_l it
and his man came in with the prearranged me,_zage: "The Super-
intendent wishes to see you at once, sir'.

"Wolf found himself alone. He rushed downstairs and along
the Ring. His mind gave way; he thought he was the D/rector
and on his way home. When he arrived at Mahler's flat, 2 Auen-
bruggergasse, he rang the bell; and when the servant opened the
door, he shouted at her to let him pass---he was the Director. b-'he
slammed the door in his face in terror. Shortly afterwards he was
shut up in a lunatic asylum . . ."

Mahier and Wolf are hardly ever spoken of together. In the case of
Mahler, our academicians have classed him inseparably with Anton Bmclk-
ner (1824-1896). Both wrote nine immense symphonieS, both _w.re Aus-
trians, both neo-Wagnerians, both, say the critics, huge bores. Those whom
the music-critics have joined together, let no man put asunder! Wolf is
tacked on more fittingly to the Est of great Oerman lieder writers: not
that he fits particularly easily as his conception of the song did not in-
dude any reference to folk-melody whatsoever, s

To hear Mahler and Wolf talked of in the samt_breath, to hear their
music discussed as being sprung from very much t3a'esame soil, is a ra_

s I doubt whether this trivial quarrelover a h'brettois the whole explanation. It
seems more likdy that Wolf disapproved,and was possiblyjealous, of Mahler's
growingreputation as a conductorand composer. Alma Mahler recounts that Idahler
obtained an engagement at Bad Hall when he was eighteen.- "Wolf would not ac-
cept any job and said arrogantlythat he was going to wait until he was made rood
of the Southern Hemisphere';and he went hungry tmtfl his death."

4 Alma Mahler states that the first performanceof "13orregidor°"took place on the
12th of February. Unless she means the first performanceunder Mahler's dirtctio_
her statement is inaccurate. The first performancewas at Mannheim on the 7th
June 1896. As an opera it is hardly a Success. Alma Mahler remarkstruly that "a
seriesof songs, howeverbeautiful, does not make an opera". In this connection /t
..... • . [is interesting and mgmficantto recall Mahlers completion o Weber's sketchca for
"Die Drei Pintos". I have always thought it a pit,/that Mahler did not write an
originalopera.

s A good point made by H. 13. O,olles in the Oxford Hist. of Music VoL VII.
O. U.P. 1934.
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occurrence. More important, they shared a commolt attitude, to life and
their music is the product of a similar type of musical consciousness. They i
might well have agreed with Berdyaev that "'being is suffering",a The
realizatlon of this truth, says Berdyaev, "is already a step towards deliver-
ance from suffering, from the bitterness of being. It is salvation through
knowledgemself-salvation ". Both Mahler and Wolf sought escape from
their suffering through music: music was their own kind of self.salvation,
attd they were men who had suffered deeply and tasted the "bitterness of
being".

Mahler and Wolf were brought face to face with suffering in their early
years as children. Mahler was born in the small Moravian village of
Kalischt in 1860. His father, who was a brutal, domineering man, owned
a distillery. The marriage was an unhappy one, complicated by the pres.
ence of twelve children. Five of these children died of diphtheria, the
sixth, Ernest, died in his twelfth year; Mahler's eldest sister, Leopoldine,
after a wretched marriage, died of a tumor on the brain; Otto, This elder
brother, a frustrated musician, shot himself in a frenzy of Dostoievskian
philosophy, Alois turned forger and had to flee to America. Justine, s
Mahler's second sister, lived with him until his marriage. She was a neur-
otic, morbid woman, and Alma Mahler tells how when she was a child
"... she stuck candles all round the edge of her cot. Then she lay down
and firmly believed that she was dead." Such then were some of the fan-
tastic figures that peopled Mahler's youth. Fortunately his talent for music
was discovered at an early age and he was sent to Prague to study.

Wolf was also born in 1860, and as he too made his way to Vienna,
he was subjected to exactly the same musical influences as was Mahler.
He was the fourth son of a prosperous leather.dealer and was born in
Windischgr'iz in Southern Styria. His father was a competent musician,
but in spite of this (or perhaps because of it) he would not hear of his
son taking up music as a career. He determined that his child should
follow a more settled and safe profession. Until he was fifteen Hugo went
from school to school--and in each one he was a disastrous failure. What-

ever else was accomplished in these miserable years, at least his proud
spirit was not broken. At length his fathers resistance collapsed and
Hugo went to the Vienna Conservatoire. He lived with an aunt until
the worst blow fell in 1877 and he was expelled from the Conservatoire. °
From then until 1881 he had to endure realpoverty and hardship: he left

e "Spirit and RealitY"Bias, 1939. Berdyaev himself would seem to have a high
opinionof musicas he writesof "The triumphof music,the greatestof the arts...",,
in "Slaveryand Freedom"Bles, 1943.

T"His promisingyounger brother, Otto, of whose musicalgifts he thoughtveT
highly, shot himself in 189L Two Symphonieswere found in his desk, partsat
one of whichhad beenperformed.... Therewere a numberof songswithorchestra,
three books at songswith piano accompanimcnt.... . while a third symphonywas
near its completion. Bruno Walter, "Oustav Mahler'"Kegan Paul, 1937. It
would be interestingto know what these compositionswere like.

s Bruno Walter, in the prefaceto his book, speaksof ]ustine as a "'loyalsister", j
0 It appears that Wolf was blamedfor some act of indisciplineof which he was

notactually"guilty. _
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his aunt's l° and was dependent on his friends' charity. 11 Wolf never forgot
his struggle for existence as a young man.
• Vienna, a city with which Mahler and Wolf were much concerned,

was a curious place at the end of the nineteenth century and the begin-
ning of the twentieth. Divided, as it was, into factions and warring
groups arguing over the merits of the particular composers they championed,
Mahler and Wolf had to make their decisions as to which they should
support.

Wolf was the more vitriolic of the two and as music-critic of the Salon.
blatt TM he was able to enthuse over Wagner and Bruckner and rage against
Brahms. Mahler and Wolf certainly mu_t h_ve been aroused by Brahms'
needlessly rude "boa-constrictor" condemnation of Bruckner. Mahler was
inclined to stand aside from these c_nflicts; he had his own troubles as
anti-semitism is was already appar,:nt m the opposition he met on attempt-
ing to gain public appointments. TI_e position being so confused perhaps
it is not surprising that Mahler and Wolf did not appreciate their own
common basis. Wolf was certainly no Mabler fanaticand Mahler in later
years said to Oscar Fried: "Of Wolf's one thousand songs, I know only
three hundred and forty-four. Those three hundred and forty.four I
do not like."

Nevertheless, it is time that a companion other than Bruckner 1_ was
found for Gustav Mahler, and time that Wolf was freed from the com-
ment of "perfect miniaturist" by showing him alongside a great (in every
sense of the word) symphonist. The squabble.5 in Vienna are forgotten,
Mahler's stricture t5 on Wolf can be disregarded, and their music considered.

At first sight a Mahler-Wolf comparison seems to be grotesque. Wolf's
concentration on the song was as intense as Mahler's on the symphony, and
possibly no clearer division than th;,t between the song and the symphotw
cxists for the critical mind. The dill'e,'ence in size of Mahler's and Wolf's
compositions can be a considerable obstacle, but it is actually a superficial
one. Mahler's forty-odd songs and Wolf's symphonic poem "Penthesilea'"
are significant dcviations from their respective obsessions.

Also to be remembered is Mahlcr's quite definite interest in the function
of the human voice in music. There is not much truth in the stock phrase:
"Mahler's symphonies are inflated song-cycles" but there can be no doubt

xo It was probably at this time that Wolf joined up with Mahler and Krzyzanow_ky.

it One friend who _ided him wa_ Franz Schalk, lhe conductor. Mahler later as.
sisted Sehalk by giving him an engagement at the Opera.

a2 Wolf was appointed in January 1884. Hans Pfitzner, the German composer
and a keen Wagnerian, is the only contemporary figure to approach Wolf in sheer
critical vehemence.

_3 Strangely enough, Cosima Wagner was one _,f the foremost exponents of ;hi_
racial discrimination, in spite of Mahler's magnificent productions of Wagner's operas.

1_ Apart from the' fact that Mahler wrote symphonies for large orchestras and
that his works take as long to perform as do many of Bruckner's, I fail to see any
real connection between the two composers. "Child.like and naive" is a fawJurite
phrase of English critics when describing Mahler's music: the phrase can m,ch
more properly be applied to Bruckner. It seems to me that the gulf between, say,
"Das Lied yon der Erde" and any one of Bruckner's symphonies, early or late, is
immense.

1_ In any case, Mahler's verdicts on composers _,'ere _'d_l,. fo hc ,Ji_c, mcet tlnl:, lie

wrote in a letter to his wife in 1904: "Now that I',,..,,,,ked m_' _ay Ihr,ul,,h

Brahms, I've fallen back on Bruckner again. Ar_ ¢,.I3 .,air of _,',',,l_,l-t.tters. "°

I
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as to the importance he attached to the voice as an instrument. At certain
moments Mahler felt that the introduction of the voice was a necessity if
his musical conception was to be realised to the full, and use is made of it
(in various forms--choirs, soloists etc.) in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 8th Sym-
phonie_ and Das Lied yon der Erde (which Mahler specifically entitles a ¢
Symphony for Contraho, Tenor and Orche_a). There are the Kinder.
_otenlieder and the Lieder sines fahrenden Gesellen. Already, by means
of this vocal bridge, Mahler can be brought half way to meet Wolf. The
Mahler of the enormous Eighth Symphony and its Veni creator spir/tus t6
does not overshadow the Wolf of:

"Auch /tleine Dings /trnnen uns entzfic/ten,
Auch Itleine Dings ItSnnen teuer se/n. ''av

Yet Wolf could be magniloquent. As H. C. Colles points out: ""Pro,
methus "aSis a setting which could only have been made in the Post-Wag-
nerian era.TM When heard in its orchestral version, the repeated chor_ at
the opening are as striking as the vigorous theme given to the horns in
the first bars of Das Lied yon der frde? °

It is not suggested that Mahler and Wolf shared any points of style in
their music: both of them were too highly original and independent as
creators for such similarities to exist. But it is peculiar how some of the
very early Wolf songs (published posthumously) sa have something in
common with the early _ngs of Mahler. There is the same feeling of
anguish about them, sorrow at the swift passing of all earthly beauty and
the impossibility of achieving permanent happiness. Mahler in "Hans und
Grethe "2s asks:

"Und ist doch der Mai so grfin!?" 'I

with extraordinary emotional force, almost as if the wonderful greenness
of May was too much for him to bear--Wolf echoes it with his: '

ra tI''aa"Gesegnet sei dos Grfin und wet es t g.

"Wenn du reich raft den Augen strei[st TM has the breathless drive of the
fourth of Nlahler's Kindertotenlieder: 2s it may be difficult to imagine the
comparison, but mentally orchestrate the Wolf and the task is simplified.

Mahler and Wolf possessed what might seem at first to be a sense of
humour; but it is cynicism rather than humour, or a twisted smile nearer

as This Symphonywas advertised_an "The Symphony of a Thou&and"owing to
the vast forcesemployedin its performance:Mahlerhimself calledit the "Barnum
and BaileyExhibition".

aTBook I. No. 'I. ltalienischesLiederbuch. (Paul Heyse).
as Book II. No. 49. Goethe Lieder.

•aoOxford Hist. of MusiC:Vol. VII.
soDa_ Tr/nltliedyore Jammerder P.rde.
sa MusiltwissenschaftlicherVerlag. Leip_.ig-Wien1936.
aaBook 1. IAeder und Gerdinge.Schott's.
2eBook III Ho. 39. ltal. l.iederbuch.
s, Book III No. 38. ltd. Liederbuch.

as "Of t d'en/t'ich. s/e8/ridnut ausgegangen." (.R_ckert)
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tears than laughter. The scherzi of Mahler's Symphonies are packed with
this kind of sinister buffoonery. An excellent example of Wolf's mock-
Romantic manner is "$dig ihr Blinden ''26 where the words are mmg above
a descending accompaniment that is much like a bare trombone-part lifted
from the finale of Mahler's Second Symphony. If not humourous (and
Wolf's "Storcho,botschaft TM certainly can qualify for the term, as can
Mahler's "Des Antonius von Padua Fischpredigt es) Mahler and Wolf
can be gay. They both delighted in landscapes of green fields and blue
skies. Wolf could sing happily of the town he wandered through with
his lute:

"Ich sing' und spiele, dass die Strasse schallt,
so manche lauscht--voriiber bin ich b_ld. ''_°

and Mahler :

"Ging heut' Morgen iiber's Feld,
Thau noch auf den GrSsern hing,
Sprach zu fair der lust'ge Fink:
"El, du! Gelt?"
Guten Morgen! El, Gelt? Du!
Wird's nicht eine schSne Welt? TM

Mahler and Wolf had some of the same characteristics. Both were
egotistical, abnorm,_lly sensitive and nervous, quick to lind insults where
none were intended. Both could be unbalanced by quite ordinary noises,
Wolf by a barking dog or cabmen cracking their whips, sl Mahler by the
mournful lowing of cattle, s-_ As types, they were alike: reflections in the
same mirror. It happened that Mahler was the public figure with a
miraculous command of rhetoric; he was a big man in every sense other
than physically. He held important public appointments and wanted to
speak for the World: in his own music he tried to embrace the Universe.
Wolf was retiring, had no patience with publicity and was not one for
making grand statements in the grand manner. His oratory (a legacy
from his Wagnerian environment) was persuasive, intimate, and extremely
subtle. Wolf wanted nothing to do with the world. "If only," he wrote
to Franz Schalk, "1 were a shoemaker like the incomparable Sachs. Cobble
on week-days and compose on Sundays just for myself and two or three
friends."

Neither Mahler nor Wolf were able to compose in long, unbroken
stretches. Mahler, torn between his conducting and original scores, could
work only in his holidays. Wolf had periods of complete creative sterility
which lasted on one occasion for three years, ss Both died young. Wolf

se Book I No. _'. Ital. Liederbuch.
2vBook IV No. 48. Mbri/_eLieder.
_sUniversal Edn.
20Book II. No. 27. Ital. Liederbuch.
soLieder eines fahrenden Gesellen. No. 2. Weinberger, 1946.
al Gerald Abraham: "'Livesof the Great Composers" Vol. III. Pelican.
as Bruno Walter: "Gustav Mahler".
s3 1892/4. Wolf wrote in this time only the [amous "Italian Serenade" for small

orchestra
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in 1903, after just over four years in an asylum, Mahler in 1911 of heart- ,;

failure. Perhaps it was that Wolf in his exhausted condition felt like i
Lcopardi: "Non posso, non posso piu della vita.""" Mahler, the public
man, had to keep up appearances and died more conventionally if more +LI
peacefully. His epitaph is to be found in a song of 190_: I(

"Ich bin gestorben dem Welt getfimmel
Und rub' in einem stillen Gebiet.
Ich ieb' allein in meinem Himmel, ]
In meinem Lieben, in meinem Lied."" +

Wolf in his: 1,
"$terb' ich, so h/ilk in Blumen racine Glieder...""

Mahler and Wolf often joined hands in the "lied": but they deserve
to be remembered together, not for any chance similarities in their music,
but for their profound belief in the tragic attitude to life, which is no easy

philosophy to hold. They expressed, in their own personal ways, the samefundamental truth that slowly developed to be the centre of'their artistic Iconsciousness and the fountain of their inspiration.

s+"I cannot, cannot endure life any longer".
3S"lch bin der Welt abha.den gel_ommcn". CF Kahnt, Leipzig.
soBook III, No. 33, ltal. Liederbuch.



IN MEMORY OF MANLV.R

MAHLEB'S EIGHTH (_VMPHONY OF A THOUSAND)

By LAWKENCE GILMAH

The following articleby the late LawrenceGilman, publishedby the New York
HeraldTribuneon May 10, 1931, is reprintedby permisa/onof the HeraldTribune.

Twenty years ago this spring, Gustav Mahler abandoned his arduous
and stormy activities as conductor of the Philharmonic Society of New
York and returned to Europe, an embittered, a .heart-sick, and a dying
man. On the 18th of May they buried him in the Grinziger Cemetery at
Vienna. Was it to observe the death of the remarkable composer, the
singular tone-poet who is still a storm-center of dispute among the musicians
of two continents, that Mahler's climactic score, the so-_lled "Symphony
of a Thousand," was chosen for performance as the outstanding event of
the Cincinnati Festival that has just been brought to a close under the
direction of Eugene Goossens?

Whether by accident or design, this rev/val of Mahler's Eighth Sym.
phony marks the twentieth anniversary of the composer's death. The choice
of the score was a fortunate one. The Eighth Symphony, according to the
composer's friend and biographer, Richard Specht, was for Mahler "the
complete expression in tones of his own inner vision. He regarded his
preceding works as preludes to this great "Hymn of Love.' " It was not
quite his last work. Mahler completed the Eighth Symphony in 1909, and
in that year he composed his Ninth and sketched his Tenth Symphonies.
The. poignant "Lied yon der Erde"_perhaps his"least uneven production--
was _vritxen while he was still at work upon the Eighth Symphony.

Mahler, says Richard Specht, "spoke proudly of the Eighth when he
called it "a gift to the people'; and he said this in the glad hope that the
work, in contradistinction to his other less accessible symphonies, would
win the hearts of all his hearers by a single appeal. The overwhelming
impression made by the premiere of the gigantic work under Mahler's own
direction, the storm of enthus/asm, as of an immense cry of gratitude, that
broke loose at the dose of the performance, seemed to be a fulfillment of
this hope."

It is gratifying to think that the triumphant prem/ere which Mr. Specht
recalls must have brought deep solace to the eelf-torturing, hypersemi/tive,
unhappy Malder. The event took place in the autunm before hie death,
at Munich (the date was September 12, 1910). "After the performance,*'
wrote Leopold Stokowski, who was present, the vast audience sprang to
its feet, and a scene of suds enthusiasm earned as one _eea only once in a
lifetime. To those who real/zeal, in part at least, the inner sadness of
Mahler's life, there was something infinitely tragic in hm figure at that
moment of supreme triumph."

It was Mr. Stokowski who introduced the "Symphony of a Thousand"
to America in an extraordinary aeries of performances with the Phila-
delphia Orchestra which he undertook in the spring of 1916. The.work
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was producedon March 2, and had a run wHch, for a mere symphony,
was almost equ/vaJentto the triumphant persistenceof "TEe Green Pas-
tures." The Academy of Mmic was jammedat all the performances.For
hours before the doors were opened, a line of intending ticket-huyerl
6tretchedaround tee corner of Locust Street and far up the block along
Broad, w'a/ring patiently in the raw spring wind• Even the traffic police,
men outside the Academy were exc/ted about the attraction, and spoke of
it almost as respectfully as if it had been a prkellght, s

In the following month, the Society of the Friends of Music imported
Mr. Stokowsk/with his army of executants to New York and the work
was disclosed to this capitol at a memorable concert in the Metropol/tan
Opera House.

Them Malde.r returned as a conqueror to the country which he had left-
in sorrow and defeat. That he happened to he dead was merely, of course,
a fulfillment of the traditional and familiar destiny of the artist.

It cannot be said that he is generally accepted here at the valuation
which is placed upon him as a composer in Central and Horthern Europe.
But there are many enthusiasts for hie mmic hereabouts, and it is perhaps
_,n/ficant that his most exacting and formidable work .should have been
selected for rev/val last week in Cincinnati.'

•If this is to be viewed as another triumph for Mahler_d doubtless
it should be so regarded--it must be said that the triumph has not been
won by inexpensive lures, by any debt)erase address to the groundl/ngs.
The Eighth Symphony is austere and remote in subject (pace Mr. Specht) :
it is an expression, conceived upon the loftiest plane, of a supremely exalted
theme. Again one must wonder if it was by chance, or by felicitous de-
s/gn, that Mr. Goossem chose this symphony of Mahler's for performance
in the year which marks the hundredth anniversary of Goethe's completion

Concerningthe nine performancesof Malder'sBighth in Philadelphiaand New
York,Mr. S_kow_ki relates:

When we played Mahler's Eighth Symphonyit made an impre_/on on the
publicunl/keanything riseI have¢_erexpcr/enced.Thereseemsto be a human
quality aboutthis work which so deeplymoved the public that the greater part
of the listenerswere in tearsat the end of the performance.This happenedat
all nine performanceswe gave; so it was not due to an accidentalemotionon
one particulardate•

In an interview with William Eagle, featurewriter of the Hew York World Tale.
gram, Mr. Arthur Judson describedthe above series of performancesas the most
memorablemile.stonesof his managerialcareer. Only two pertormanceenan oeen
scheduled. Quoting the Telegramof December19, 1933:

Philadelphia, the tlnt night, was dumfounded•Then it was jubilant. Instead
of two performances,ten were given and the town ._.lebratedu though the
Athletics had won the pennant. In Hew York the. Paunch,o.f Music .neeae.a.
They engaged Mr• |udson to bring the producti'onhere: ano m a speoal tram
the huge cast came to storm and conquer the Metropolitan.
• We have seldom seen an audience display such enthusiasm as did this audience

in Music Hall. We have never felt the claims of Mahler and his disciplesto have
8o much justification....

The writer heard the symphonyfor the first.time . He could listen with a
dear and unpreparedmindto the sheer effecto! musicand pedormance, and that
effectwas overwhelming....

• . . He (Mahler) nw mightyvisions and he believed, and there is that in hit
music--at least when it is presentedas it was this evening--that makesfault-finding
with dee.nilor measuringwith a yardstickseem somewhatpetty....

Olin D0wnes,N. Y. Time*,May 7, 1931,
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of the Second Part of "Faust": for Mahler in his symphony has essayed ,
nothing less than a musical projection of the Final Scene of "Faust," pre-
faced by an elaborate setting of the Latin hymn, "Veni Creator $pirittm."

The composer sought to link his setting of the anc/ent hymn of Hrahanns
Maurus--which Mahler conceived as "'a song of yearning, of rapturous
devotion, an invocation of the creative spirit, the love that moves the
worlds" with the concluding scene of "Faust," which he viewed as the
invocation's answer, issuing from those trandigured apparitions wherein

the poet's visions "are made to pass before us as in a glass, and the heavenly
wisdom is unfolded in a divine ascent. For Mahler s inner life was a per,
petual and agonized interrogation of the magnum mysterium: it was his
impassioned aim to achieve those states of transported reverie and mystical
apprehension wherein the consciousness is disengaged and enfranchised.
As Goethe observed of Filippo Neri, Mahler "sought the gift of ecstasy,
that hovering of the spirit above the earth"; and there were moments when
he achieved the spiritual lfl_eration, this "standing outside oneself in free,
dora," and became the Pater Ecstaticus of his own enraptured vision.

It could never be said of Mahler, as a foreign writer once amazingly
said of Schumann--apparently in praise_that "Schumann, in his music
for 'Faust,' doesnot attempt to compete_k,ith the poet, to convince the
world that a musician can be "a thinker'." Mahler had no suchcontempt
of intellectual activity. It 6eemdto him not impossible that a musician,no
lessthan a poet, could be a thiqlcer without doing irreparable injury to his
work. lie was not impressedby the siagular theory that music may be
benefitedby purging it of ideas. Indeed, it is precisely its width of refer-
ence, its contact with the great intellectual and spir/tual currents of the
nineteenth century, that givesMahler's art its prime distinctionand interest
as a contribution to the musicof his time, whatever ot_emay think of the
outcomeof his attempt--in l_ossetti'aphrase--to "mix his colors with

It is no affair of the critic's, so far ashis function asa suggesterof values
is concerned, what meansan artist elects to usein embodyinghis concep-
lions. A good deal of witlesscommenthas beenprovoked becauseMahler
in.ghis choral "Symphony of a Thousand" (or symphoniccantata, as you
choese) asks for extraordinary forces--for two mixed choruses,a boys'
chorus,eightsolovoices,and a hugeorchestra,comprisinga piano,an organ,
and--a mandolin: in all, about a thousandpe.rformers.The fact is inter-
eating, but irrelevant. The point, since one is discussing not a circus but
a work of art, is rather: What has lvlahler succeeded in doing with his
multitudinous choristers and his eight soloists and his immense orchestra
---and his mandolin?

Well, it is indisputable, we think, that he has handed them like a
master: with a constructive technique that takes the breath by its surety,
its address, its resourcefulness, its imposing command of mass and its
fertility in detail. Here is a superb piece of tonal architecture: maj_'ic
and harmonious in plan, noble in its amplitude and sweep of line. But
what of the stuff within---the spiritual and poetic content of the score,
and the character of its musical inspiration?

It must be evident to an_ sympathetic student or ii_ener that Mahler
has been sensitive to the spiritual greamess of Goethe s conception, and
that its quality is reflected in certain pages of his score. This music, in its
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best moments, has caught something of the unique ecstasy, the mystical
pass/on, the otherworldliness, the ineffable serenity and tenderness, the
rapturous exaltat/on, of the original. Such moments are the speech of Pater
Ecstaticus; the line, "Wenn du hehr gebietest," in the speech of Doctor
Marianus, with the succeeding interlude and choral passage; and the lines
beginning "Neige, neige," of Una Poenitentium--especially the music, of
exceeding loveliness, to the ecstatic "Er kommt zuriick!"

In the non-Go_,thian First Part of the symphony, the setting of "Veni,
Creator 8piritus, one does not easily forget the overwhelming tonal plan-
gency of the Gloria Patri.

That the texture of the music is not throughout of this rich and glowing
quality is scarcely remarkable. Mahler undertook a venture that would
have taxed the genius of Wagner--the one musician who was fully quali-
fied not only to apprehend but to complement the universal mind of Goethe.
Would that Wagner had accomplished in his maturity the "Faust" Sym-
phony of which he had dreamt as a young man!

Bayard Taylor reminds us that in Goethe's poem are "Circles within
circles, forms which beckon and then disappear; and when we seem to
have reached the bottom of the authoFs meaning, we suspect that there is
still something beyond." How, indeed, Shall any music save the greatest
convey, without numerous haltings and lapses and futilities, Goethe's sub-
line phantasmagoria, with its transcendent allegory of the mystical inter-
penetration of Beauty and Divinity? ,So one need not be surprised to find
Mahler stumbling and groping in his music, and writing passages that are
empty or dull or commonplace, or even trivial--as when he transforms
C,oethe's "Mater Gioriosa" into an insipid tonal nonentity who m/ght have
stepped from the pages of a cantata by Gounod. There is no need to
specify these passages furthermthey will be identified by those who are
most deeply moved by that in the work which is indubitably choice and rare.

It is curious that Bayard Taylor, half a century ago, should have spoken
of the dosing scene of "Faust" as "a symphony": "an ever-rising and
ever-swelling symphony, with its one theme of the accordance of Human
and Divine Love"; as, again, "this mystic Symphony of Love." It almost
seems as if he had previsioned the tonal possibilities of the poem--possi.
bilities which Mahler, in this symphony of today, has in so large a measure
realized and fulfilled. For here, take it all in all, is one of the noblest
scores of our time. In it, now and again, are pages unforgettable for their
superearthly beautyminspirations of which their creator might justifiably
have said, with the singer of the Odes of Solomon, "So are the wings of
the Spirit over my heart, and I have been set on His immortal pinions."



WHY NO AIR PREMIERE FOR MAHLER'S SIXTH?

Many who read the momentous announcement _iade by the!Philharmonic.
Symphony Society of N. Y. late in 'September, 1947, that Dimitri Mitro-

Ulm would conduct the American premiere of Mahler's Sixth in Decem-
were undoubtedly, cheered by. the thought that at last this great sym-

phony, completed forty-two _ears ago, would be heard by the large Ameri-
can r_dio audience. What happened later to cause a change of plans is
not hard to guess--the Malderworkdidn't fit into the music.news-mus/c-
news broadcast pattern C.B.S. had established' for the Sunday afternoon
concerts. Numerous letters were written urging that the work be broad-
cast, which, incidentally, would have been a world radio premiere, but the
Philharmonic,Symphony Society or C.B.S. remained immovable in this re-
spect? At least two writers of radio and music newspaper columns pre,

•sented the case for the listener.. On two successive Sundays Mr. B. H.
Haggin, in his column "Music on the Radio" in the _.'T. Herald 'Tr//mnc,
gave prominence not only to the fact Mahler No. 6 had not been broad- ",
cast but also to the general state of affairs regarding serious music on the
major networks. The/mportance of what he bad to say cannot be under-
estimated and by permi_on of the _. T. Herald Tribune Mr. Haggin's
column of Jan. 4, 1948, is reprinted in full below.

Mr. Jack D/ether--who,se complaint about the Philharmonic's
failure to broadcast Mahler's Sixth and other new works I dis-
cussed last Sunday_sent me IrisOct. 24 column on the subject in
"The Malibu (Calif.) Times," which contained some interesting
material that.l think worth giving here.
• Quoting from the Philharmonic brochure for radio I/steners the

statements "How Amer/ca's cultural life has grown during the last
century! Radio is respons_le for the rapidity of the growth in
the past few decades," Mr. Diether wrote: "Those who take those
.remarksto heart . . . occasionally may wonder wistfully how the
growth of culture v/a radio is faring in other hnds. For their

benefit I would like to _ the last three months' offerings,
in this field, of another country s radio, that of Britain, as gleaned
from the B. B. C.'s weekly "Radio Times.'"

The three months were July, August and September of last
summer; and thoee of us who can recall what the great American

networks offered in that period are in a position to appreciate the
B. B. C. s presentation of "a number of indusive musical ser/es...
including the complete sets of Haydn's, Searlatfi's and Debussy's
piano works, Momrt's v/olin _m'tas and Sehubert's and Brahms's

• aThe B.B.C.two'weekslater on Deoemher31, 1947, gave Malder'sSixth its radio
prem/e.re.Apparentlyunable to broadcastthe concert performanceat the t/me it
was given and |uUyawareof the significanceof the symphony,a transcr/ptionwas
madeand broadcmt:The performancewas given by the Orchestraof the Nordwest-
deutscher.Rundfunkunder Hans _dt,lmentedt. Partierin the year the B.BC.
broadcasta performanceof Malder,s)0nth by the tameprchestraand conductor.
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chamber mmdc phyed by 8z/geti, Pourn/er, Sc.hnabel,etc.; nine
programs of s/xteenth and early seventeenth century chamber
and vocal music, nine of eighteenth century chamber and orches-
tral music, twelve programs of modern British music and four
song recitals by Lotte Lehmann. Excerpts from four operatic
festivals were tranmdtted, those :at Edinburgh, Glyndelxnane,
Salzburgand Lucerne;and among the operasthat were broadcast
twice or more in their entirety were Mozart's "Figaro"and 'C,osi "
fan Tutte" (four t/rueseach . . .), 'Don Giovanni,' Beethoven's
'Fidelio,"Strauss's"salome,'"Elektra"and 'Arabella,"and Einem's
'Danton's Death'." ?dso broadcastwere the performance of
Mahler's"L/edyon der Erde" by BrunoWalter and the Vienna
Philharmonic in Edinburgh, a performance of Mahler's Ninth
Symphony in Hamburg. And "from the other orchestral concerts
• .". I will mentiononly one work, the American composerWil-
liam Schuman's Piano Concerto, which has never been heard on
the American networks."

Turning backto America, Mr. Diether concluded: "'The man-
ager of the New York Philharmonicwho wrote me that the first
American performance of Mahler's Sixth, in December,cannot
be broadcast because of its "unusual length" said moreabout the
true state of American radio than the sweepingwords of the PM-
harmon/c'sprinted brochure. If our radio were really the measure
of our cultural growth, as the brochureclaims, we would have
little cause to be proud of its rapidity."

As a matter of fact one can observe in radio'sgrowth a step
backwardfor almosteverystep forward. Twenty yearsago WOK
was broadcastingthe Hew York Philharmonicon Thursday nights
and later on Sunday afternoons;a few years afterward it was
broadcasting its own BambergerLittle Symphony for an hour on
a weekday night and the Perole Quartet for a half-hour on Sun-
days; still later it broadcast ser/esconductedby Wallenstein; last
-year its only high-cah_er program was the Cleveland Orchestra
11:30 on Mondays; this year it isn't even doing that. C. B. S.
took over the Philharmonic from WOR and still broadcastsit;
but other programsthat it has added--the BudapestQuartet, Egon
Petr/, and now even Invitation to Music--it has dropped, leaving

only Bigg's organ recital early Sunday mornings and Eileen Far-
tell s vocal hodge-podgeslate Sunday nights, lq. B. C. organized
an orchestra for Toscanini which it stir maintains at enormous
cost, but apparently only to be able to say it maintains an orchestra
for Toscanini at enormouscost, for it has shifted theprogram to
the dinner hour on Saturday when people tell me they cannot
manage to listen, and somehave to hear a rebroadcastof a defec-
tive recordinglate at n/ght when they cannot operate their radios
at the necessaryvolume-level.

All thisprovides the answer to the talk about the blessingscow
ferred on American music lovers by the American system of com-
mercialized radio. Certainly it g/yes them performancesby the
great orchestras and the Metropolitan. But it gives them these all
jammed into Saturday and Sunday, except for the Boston Sym,



phonyon Tuesday.Andit givesthemalmostnothingbey'end
these orchestrasand the Metropolit_l---nothing remotelylike the
B. B. C.'s coverageof the entire musical literaturedescnl_edby
Mr. Diether. Nor do the differencesend there. A friend wrote
me from Switzerlandabout the broadcastof BrunoWaiter's cow
cert in Lucerne: it was late in starting and therewas furtherde-
lay in the intermim/on,which led her. after her experienceshere,
to expect the finalwork to be cut off before the end Insteadthe
work was completedand the news programthat followed began
twen_ minuteslate. "Could you imaginethis happeningin New
York? she wrote. What happens herewas describedby a reade;r
who listened to the Boston Symphony brmdca_: of Berliozs
"Harold in Italy" recently: as a result of delays in startingand
between movementsthe finale was cut off about half a minute
before its condusion--"6nal hurried armouncements[being]
made with the orchestraplaying in the background."

On January 4, 1948. the N. Y. PhilharmonicbroadcastJeanne d'Arc au
Bucher, a dramaticm'atorio,by Arthur Honeggerand Paul Claudel. The
broadcastbegamat 3 and, w/th commentaabout the work, ended at 4:20
P.M. It was followed by the usualhe, recast. The broadcastfrom London
was omitted.

Lq his article in the N. Y. Herald Trt_a_, December28, 1947, Mr.
l'hgginwrotein part:

}vlahler'sSixth Symphony,which was given its firstAmerican
i_dormance recentlyby the New Yorkl_l_mlc underMitro-
lxmlm, was heard by severalthousandpeople who were able to
attend the concert on Thursday. Friday. and Saturday.but not
by sevend _ all over the country who are mid to listen to
the Philharmonicbroadcastson Sunday dtmmma.

One such person in Syracuse,N. Y.. who wrote the Philhar-
monic about this. sent me what he r/ghtlycalled the "stupid an,
phonyer"which explainedthat the phying-t_e of the Mahler sym-

.67 minutes,made it impma'bleto fit the work into a Sun-
day broadcastprogram. The entire broadcastlasts 90 minutes.

. whichisenough to containawork lasting6_; but the _onic
waw_t tative was speakingfinn the point of view of C. B. 8.;

symphonydidn't fit into was the style of the bx_de_t--
ap_uximately 4_ minutes of music. 10 minutesof intermimion
with a speaker,and another 30 or 3_ minutesof music.

The Phtlhaxmonicfouad a way to broadcastthe Honegger work. Lack
of time seems to be a lame excuse for the eymplxmiesof Bmckner and
Malder. The Phtlharnmnicor C. B. & muld, ff necemry, omit the news

•casts. Audiences can hear news and cmnmentatonon any station several
timua day. The,/har_y seed the Pht'lhannmic'snew_ l_od to keep
abreastof the timesespeciallyff the ne_mcut dein/ves them of the oppor-
tuni'tyto hear tardy phyed works.

The questionmightalto be raisedu to why • popularprogramof fain.,
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fliar music was arranged for the January 25, 1948, Sunday a/'ternoon con-
cert. when a performance of the Bru_r Eighth, which was played on
the concertsof January 22 and 23, and is not otten broadcast,would have
given the ndio audience a welcome change from the customary fare, for
_Talter's readings of Bruclmer's Eighth have always been _ hi_y
and received enthusiastically (see pages 56-58 tier re_ ws of tue tore-
mentioned performance). One month after the F,igh_ s premiere per,
formance in Boston in 1909 it was repeated by request. Many listeners
will recall that in January, 1941, the Bruckner Eighth was put on the air
by the Philharmonic-Symphony Soc/ety in resp_., to a tel .e_graphic.re-
quest sent by interested students at the State Unive_ty of .toyra when
they learned it was not to be broadcast and a di_erent program subeftuteo.

BEUOKNEI_--MA m._._-_OHOENBEBG

By DIKA NEWLIN
ASSISTANT _tOPESSOR OF _VJUSICs _VrESTI_RN _,ARYLAND COLLBGI_

The above new bookwas publishedin 1947 by King'sCrownPress, a division of
ColumbiaUniversityPress, 2960 Broadway,New York27, N. Y. The following
informationconcerningit is reprintedwith the publisherspermission.

Arnold Sehoenberg, on September 13, 1944, achieved in his exile the
age of seventy. The year when Hnneker could write of the first per_,,orm-
ance of Pierrot Lunaire that it was "the very ecstasy of the hideous' was
thirty-two years behind him. Even further behind was the time when a
critic yelled "Stop it!'" during the first performance of the F/rst String
Quartet. How the moment had come when the possibly greatest living
composer could be considered in relation to his musical heritage, and that
is what Dika Newlin has done in this book.

The author's thesis is that, contrary to general opinion, Sehoenberg does
not stand apart from the past but is the present heir of the great Viennese
tradition. He is, she demonstrates, in the direct line of that modern p_hase

of the school of Vienna which began with Bruckner and continued with
Mahler.

Since the mus/c of all three men is inseparable not only from their her/,
tage but also from the social, religious, andpol/tical milieu of the Hapsburg
capital, this book becomes a full-scale presentation of the music and per._
sonalities of three composers about whom a great deal of controvermal
opinion has been written. It is an unusually able and well-written work
of scholarship, amply illustrated with thematic material.

CONTENTS: Preface. Introduction: The Continuity of Musical Tnd/-
t/on in Vienna; Aunt/an Convent/on and Revolt; I. ANzON BgucxNmt--
Conservatism and Catholicism--l. The Problem of Bruckner; 2. Back-
grounds; 3. Vienna; 4. Symphonic Style; S. Sources for Bru&ner's Theory
of Harmony; 6. Church Composer; 7. Chamber Muaic; 8ymphonist; IL
]_tiLF.it--l. Mahler, Bruclmer, and Brahms; 2. Malder as a Young Man;
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3. Das Klagendt Lied: 4. Literary Influences on Mahler; _. Lyricist; 6.

t Opera Director; fiymphonist; III. $C_O_B_ AND BEYol_---Decad_ ofDecision--l. 1874-1899; 2, 1900-1907;3. First Sty,, in Atonality; 1907-
I 1911; 4. 1911-1917; 7. To the "Twelve-Tone Scale --and After; 6. Tri-

umph, Catastrophe, Reorientation: 1924-1944. Bibliography. Index.

REVIEWS

"Miss Newlin's book provides good biographies of the three men. She conveys
that authentic sense of the personalities involved which results from a real under°
standing of the resolution o71many apparent contradictions, in the course of each
composer's development. She has added new material to the old biographies, par-
ticularly in the field of theoretical and esthetic speculation, and she gives a number
of illuminating examples o1 the influence Viennese composers of the 19th and 20th
centuries had on one another.

'"]'he great virtue of the book lies in the fact that, because the author is herself
a competent composer, she deals with the dynamic alementa in each man's work,

instead of making a desiccated analysis. "Ht'NtY _ITELLs trhe MttsJca] ,_IJI4'_'Vly

_. "Dika Newlin'e Bruckner, Mahler, Schoenberg is a line, well written and admir-
! ably reasoned piece of work. It can be unreservedly commended to those who admire

these masters and even to those who do not. The authoress, herself a pu.pfl,of
Schoenberg, has a i:rofound knowledge of h_ subject _d commm}i'_tes it _vtdly
to the reader .... As a very positive contrtbution to the story ol three stm con°
troversial figures of musical experience, the volume commands wholesale admiration."

Mtmical Amef/e_

" . . Interesting chapters on the work of Bruclmer and Mahler, and those on
Newlin's teacher, Schoenberg, are well worth reading and digesting. .

FELIXBoR6wsr,J,_kago bun

"... Her subject is of great contemporary interest and her research worthy of
I respect." Ha_l_er's Magar,/_
I
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BRU_R'S EIGIPI_ AND T W_. REVIEWERS (1948)

A M£JOR TRIO AND A MD_OR DUO

If a vote is ever taken on _ season's 10 best symphonic performances, /• my guess is that Bruno Walter s reading of Bruckner s Eighth Symphony

Jwith the Philhammcaic-Symphcayin Carnegie Hall last night would be
up on top.

• Anyway, as of now in mldseamn, it has my vote for a place ,among the
three m_ gr/pping performances since last September. I don t think I

wouldsurpriseanybodybycreditingArturoToscaniniwiththe two .o_,..
Mr. Walterwould doubtlessinsistca sharingthehonorof lastnights

renderingwiththe Philharmonicpersonnel.Certainlytheorchestraow
open.,ted beautifully, and the conductormust have felt special pride in
lmding it completely en rapport ca all deta_s. They played like a band
of perfect Brudmeritea

For the main impreuica was of a group of men working by _mmca
inspiration towards one goal--the goal of giving one of the world e most
unfairly neglected composers the kind of hearing that would compensate

for alltheridiculethatpursuedHm whilehe fired.
• The performance made you wonderwhy this man s music has been slow

in gaining headway among public and critics. True, the symphony is long,
but during those 72 minutes so many exciting" things happen that dissenters
ought to be very few in number.

There are stirring moments all through the symphony--ep/sodea of giant
conflict and eerie solemnity; moments of sky-blue calm and poetry, and
pa_mges of broad symphonic humor that prove that Bruckner could pause
amid his cosmic musings for a little homespun spoofing.

On the whole, though, the symphony moves along the higher planes of
discourse. One theory is that the last two movements are concerned with
the idea of divinity. This claim is plauml)leenough, considering that Bruck-
net dedicated his next symphony to God! _
• Mr. Walter once told me he regarded Bruckner's symphonic world as _
a complete cosmos-that is, it left nothing to chance or mystery, and an-
swered every quest/on it posed. You felt that last n/ght in the wondrous
unityand clarityof theperformance.

Them wereno dark areas anywhe_ or, rather,whe_ spa_ of mystery _:+
arme, the Hight that was .Bruckner s own certainly soon spread over them.
The doubts were scattered and the simple man--half-peasant and half-seer . .

Mr. Walter must happy last night in the assurance that both
the orchastn and the audience were with him--the orchestra proving it
through its splendid teamwork, and the audience by way of one of the

aeasca'a most fervent ovation& Louts BXAICCOLLt,7_. "Jr'.W'oyld-Telegram

This listener is deeply grateful to Bruno Walter for his uncut perform. :[i_

ance of Bruckner's Eighth Symphony with the Philharmcaic, Symphcay r,._

'+ i!
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Orchestrain CarnegieHalllastn/ght,a performancewhichobtitentedthe
unfortunate impre_/on made by Serge Koussevitzky s emasculated versiou

! of thh work given here earl/er in the aeason with the Bost_. Symphony
J Orchestra.
I But there was more than gratitude due Mr. Walter for letting m hear
' every note of this truly sublime creation: it seems strange that over half a

century after the completion of this wonderful symphony it should be nec-
essary to call attention anew to its greatnem For there are still many muai_
lovers and musicians who are I_qled by Bruckner's arch/tecton/d: by hb
utilization of groups of themes instead of following class/cal procedure in
his comer movements. But the breadth and depth of his ideas made such

_; _ formal procedure ineluctable.
; It is diOicult for me to comprehend how a hearing of this stupendous

product discoursed as it was last night can fail to bring with it conviction
of its timelessness and the purity of its inspiration. Not only the angel/c

: Adagio, but the three remaining movements are the emanations of pure
gen/us. Mr. Walter has interpreted the Eighth Symphony here before with
impressive results; but on this occas/on his conception was of such surpass-
ing perceptiveness, so inward and so doquent in turn that it marks a pin-

i. nade in his long and distinguished career. Nor has the Philharmonic ever
in my experience played better; the translucent sensuousness of sound which
pervaded the performance will linger long in the memory of all who were
fortunate enough to be present.

Jz_ouE D.BoaM, New ToTI_HeraldTribune

For the Eighth symphony towered over everything. It was given without
a cut and it lasted seventy.two minutes. Despite its weakness and discrep-

} ancies of structure, especially in the final movement, the I/stener was not
dismayed, or impatient, or less than absorbed in the essential grandeur and
beauty of the revelation. True, the first movement also has cracks that can-
not be eradicated, even when such an inspired interpreter as Mr. XValter is in
control. The movement has also a loftiness and a vision that far surpass its

i technical limitations. There is the supplication, the mystic fervor, the innerconflict of him who cries out, "Lord, I believe. Help Thou mine unbelief."
, There are the three titanicclimaxes which occur/n the development of this
I movement and seem as if they would rend the orchestra in twain.

Of the form of the immensely expanded scherzo Bruckner is completely
and unqual/fiedly the master. The movement has the smell and savor of the
good earth. Itsvigor and joco_ty give place in the trio to a passage fully
worthy, in its tenderness and vision, of Beethoven. Then comes the lyrical
slow movement, the movement in which the artist speaks as simply as a
child of the sublime. It is in the finale that the symphony again and again
falls to the earth, picks itself up, stumbles forward toward the light. It is
curious that such weak and redundant writing could be part of the score
which includes three of the greatest movements in the literature of the

] romantic symphony. This weakness is the more striHng, and the more
touching, because of the conclusion, wherein Bruckner appears to be groW
ing for a summation after the cyclical manner--a summing up of themes
previously heard--which lesser composers than he have _frecluent_yacHeved.

TI_ method, or a hint of it, only emerges in the final pag_ in which

I
t
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there is reference back to the opening theme of the first movement,and a
final combination, very magnificent, of themes of both the scherzo and
adagio--a flash of sheergrandeur,after a chaosof floundering. For all that,
with every defect granted or multiplied, the symphony, so magnificendy
revealed last night, was a thrilling experience.

The orche_., played magnificently. The conductor missed nothing of
the composers thought and its devoted revdation. He laid us all under an
obligation which will not be forgotten or lessened as time passes in the
memory.

OuN DowNes, The _qew 7ork. Times

After intermissionMr. Walter and the orchestrareturned for the hour-
and-a-quarter panorama of Brudmer's Eighth Symphony. Mr. Waiter's
devotion to Bruckner, which has earned him the medal of the Bruckner
8ociety, is well known. As a matter of fact, conductors in general appear
to be fond of Bruckner,posst%lyfascinated by the mechanicsof bringinghis
elephantine scoresto fife. Listening to them is something else again. The
Eighth 8ymphony's splendor or orchestral dress is exceeded only by its
banality of subject matter; it is like devising a magnificentFlorent/ne tooled
binding for the collected worksof EdgarA. Guest. At that, the comparison
/s probably unfair to Mr. Guest; not even he could match Bruclmerplati-
tude for platitude.

JOHNBIUGGS,Hew Tor/_Post (Copyright 1948)

The notion that a thing said loudly will enforce its truth has an echo in
such music as Bruckner'sEighth Symphonywhich was played by the Phil-

Orchestra under Bruno Waiter's direction in Carnegie ],harmonic-Symphony
Hall last night. Like others of th/s composer'sworks, it has its felicit/es,
but consideringeverythingit is hard to see how the work as a whole can ,
be taken seriously.

A recent performanceby Koussevitzky left the feeling that something
moreauthoritative m/ght add to its meaning. The only mysterythat Walter
disclosed,however, was how this awkward, well-meaning but essentially
second-ratemus/chad survived as long as it has. Sincerity it has, and im-
posing scoring,but also laboredthematicmaterial,sprawling structure and
climaxesrepeated incess_,tly. _ dignity the scorecontains was broul_ht
out, in a perturmance ot great Eddity.

H. C.S.,7qew7=r_,%.
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AMERICAN PREMIERE OF MAHLER'S SIXTH

Mltropoulos Conducts Philharmonic Symphony, New York,
in Brilliant Performances

Audience Cheers

The following reviewsappearedin the New York papersafter the firstof three
performancesgiven December11, 12, and 13, 1947.

Co-featured in odd contrast on last night's Philharmonic program in
; Carnegie Hall were George Gershwin's "Concerto in F,'" with Oscar Levant

as soloist, and the American premiere of Gustav Mahler's Sixth Symphony.
Dimitri Mitropoulos conducted.

The one thing in common was the excellent performance. Mr. Mit.ro-
poulos added two dazzling readings to his Philharmonic score card, and
Mr. Levant re-ass.:rted his claims to being America's chief custodian of the
Gershwin legacy.

J There comparisons ended. For the Gershwin _.qre is about as dose to

) the Mahler Symphony as Tin Pan Alley is to Kaqachatka. But the modern
orchestra accommodates all comers, so it was all bne world on last night's
program.

\Vhile there were many ways of viewing the Mahler Symphony last
night, there was only one for the Levant-Gershwin episode. The fabulous
Oscar made this coiling scroll of the Roaring Twenties live all over again
in the'moody mekxly and biting rhythms.

Reaction to Mahler°s massive 70-minute span ran all the way from
ecstatic accolades to blistering gibes. Most complaints were that the sym-

! phony was too long, too loud, and too much of the same thing.

" Yet, the symphony was given a strong ovation. Many rose in their seatsand shouted "Bravo!" and Mr. Mitropoulos was recalled for repeated bows
with the orchestra.

How much of the response should be credited to the performance and
how much to the symphony it would be hard to say. Certainly the 41-

year-old score packs many orchestral thrills, among them the three-hammerblows of the finale.
I

There Mahler pictures his future in harsh prophecy, using an actual
hammer to accent the per_nal horror to come. The orchestra shrieks in
terrifying tones, and some of the blackest pages in all music follow.

I frankly liked the symphony--the march-like beat of the o_ning, the
pastoral quiet of the slow movement, the odd, zig-zagging rhythms of the
Scherzo, and the shattering Judgment Day of the Finale.

Maybe Mahler wrote one or two better symphonies, like the Ninth and
"The Song of the Earth;" but the Sixth crams a power of its own in its
fierce heartsick moods and tragic foreboding.

And Mahler wasn't wrong in his bleak prediction, for the fatal hammer

t struck three times, just as he dreaded--his young daughter died; his ideals
and hopes as conductor crashed; and he died an untimely death in 1911.

With the grim prophecy fulfilled, life had finally imitated art.
lOUIS BIANCOLLI._. T. World.Telegram

} "
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rev/ewer, who has always considered himself a devout Mahlerite, ]
must confess that a first hearing of his Sixth Symphony performed by the IPh_armonic-Symphony Orchestra under Mr. Mitroponlm's direction in

Carnegie Hall last night brought with it a tempo r_'y defection.. .. IAlthough dubbed by Mabler himself as "tragic symphony, this Ustener F
could find little in the work which required seventy minutes in traversal to
justify this appellation. For all the daborate symbolism which has been
associated with its cow-bells and hammer-blows, the former supposedly sug-

esting unutterable loneliness, the latter, the ineluctable blows of fate, very
ttle that is genuindy affecting and firwrate musically is to be heard in

this expan_ve product.
In none of his other symphonies is one made so aware of the com.poeer's

eclecticism. Some of his ideas come straight out of Schubert, including the
principal theme of the first movement of the "Unfinished" Symphony. But
not only Schubert but Bruckner and even Richard Strauss enter largely
into his thematic scheme and are dealt with at length. Mabler's well known
affection for march rhythms is exploited ad infinitum in both the first and
last movements s_ith fatiguing results; for the subject matter utilized is
incredibly banal.

The best movement is the Andante moderato, in which the serenely
bucolic some depicted is peopled by sentimentally inclined beings. There
are characteristically /tonic touches, too, in the Scherzo. But the monu- I_
mentally conceived finale, which takes twenty-nine minutes to unfold, is
lvlahler at his mcet magniloquent and tiresome, i_'

What can be admired unreservedly is the orchestration, which is superb ]
throughout the symphony. Combinat/ons which must have sounded start-
ling when the symphony was first heard in 1906 are still strikingly effec- i
tire and highly original even today. But despite the truly overwhelming L
mastery of his technical resources rewaded, this is the weakest and most '|_'
commonplace of Mahler symphonies. fNothing but praise is due Mr. M/troponloa for rids exhaust/re discourse ::
of a highly exactiag work, which was conducted without benefit of a score _]"
and was fully deserving of the prolonged applause and cheers bestowed
upon it by the audience. The _ regrets that because of the late _.t_
hour he was only able to hear a few measures of Mr. Levant's interpretation
of Genhwin'aPiano

O°ncert°'j_to_ D. Bo_, _. T. Hcrald-TrOaune

• The gigantic, 70.minute Sixth Symphony of Mahler was pedormed for '_ '::
the first time in this cmmtry at Carnegie Hall last evening, and the dam- I:',
omtration afte_qrard for Dimitri Mitropoulm and the Philhara_ni.'c.Sym. ._i:

• " i"phony suggested your rev/ewer was not the only one who found zt a pro-
roundly moving exper/ence.

Since earlier and later works of Mabler are known here, the piece merely
what we already knew rather than d/w.loees new aq_ects of the

composer. The atasgering inmumentation of the Sixth has beenmatched
in other worlm lvlabler's morbid sensitivity to cmnb/mtion8 of inm-u. _.'."
mental tone has been revealed ehewtme. Hie prderence for emotional _,_;_""
/mpact rather than formal deaigu aim has been demb_tratecl in his "Lied !
yon der Erda," in that unforgettable passage for the tenor--"Dunkei /st
das Leben, ist tier Tod.' And in fact the final movement of the Sixth is i,';
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predsely that mood of overpowering melancholy stretched out to thirty
minuted length. Yet Mahler's stylized despair also is music of such beauty
that it leaves the listener depressed, but curiously exhilarated. It is a

. quality to be found in Mahler's contemporaries, in the febrile, introq_ctive
writing of Stefan Zwe/g; it is the expression of a neurotic civ/l/zat/on, an
inbred culture that achieved craftsmanship and refinement at the cost of

t overstrained nerves.

The program ended with George Gershwin's Concerto in F, with 0 .scar
Levant playing the solo part dextrm_ly. I cannot help thinking that me
juxtaposition of the two works by ao imaginative a musician as/dr. Mitrn-

poulos was not merely a coincidence.

The Concerto is crude, brash, unpolished in almost every attn_te in
which the Mahler Sixth reveals excellence; but it has an alldmportant

: power to touch the hearts and emot/ons of listeners. The merit of the
iI s3anphony is mature sophistication; that of the Concerto is youthful energy.

i . Mahler was the magnificent autumn of Viennese music.. The musicalmathematicians who followed were dry leaves falling from a plant that
- ceased to flower. It may be that Gershwin is the imperfect, tentative bud-

't ding of an equally magnificent plant which some of us may live to see inbloom. JOHN BrdoOS,_. T. Post, (Copyright 1947)
1

• The first performance in America of Mahler's Sixth Symphony was
given by Dimitri Mitropoulos and the Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra

i last night in Carnegie Hall. This performance brought cheers and long-sustained applause in its wake. Mr. Mitropoulos kept returnin."g to. the
stage, bowing graciously, at last gestaLringto the orchestra to rme anti now
with him. And indeed it would be hard to imagine the symphony played

'_ more brilliantly, theatrically, as is its due, and with such immense fortis-

f simos that some supersensitive souls were dumbfounded. But the multi-tude was delighted, and the performance a triumph for composer and
conductor.

And what of the symphony, per se?
Mahler averred that he detested program mus/c, that an audience must

I reach its verdict on the basis of its react/one to the music as music, and
: not because of some story or special meaning connected with it. If we take

, the Sixth Symphony from this standpoint it is dear that like every one of
Mahler's overextended works in the form it is of uneven merit in the dif-
ferent parts. The first movement of the Sixth is weak, banal in i_thematic
material, repetitious, anything but convincing in its medley of tragical
march rhythms and bucolic tones. The best movement is certainly the-
glOW one.

It has pleasant if commonplace and harmo/i/caUy uninteresting melodies,
and a lofty mood. The melodies soar and foliate more cnntinuously and

1 with less sagging in the middle than is usual with Mahler. There are noble
effects for horns and answering trumpets, where the music seems to ascend

l and unfold like vision. No doubt that this is one of the finest lyricalto a

movements that Mahler penned.
Musically it is the summit of the symphony. The scherzo affects again

the l_ndler style and the pea_mt accent, with the false innocence that it
often pleaece thie compoeer to assume, as ff he were eaying, "See how

i
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naive,how ,gay,how innocentand pureof heartI,thetragic,thefated
one,canbe! "rhisbecomestriteand tiresome,and therepetitionsonerous.
The finaleisthreetimesaslongagain----incrediblydrawn out,inflated,

redundant in the way admirably descn_x-d by Richard Strauss when he
mid that Mahler "dampened his fortiss_m" and "smothered his effects
in the last movement.'" Everything comes in, all the melodies, motives, de.
velopments, all the instruments, which are multitudinous. The orchestra
includes doubled horns, augmented trumpets, trombones, woodwinds, cow-
bells and a hammex---fortunately without a sickle, or Mr. Mitropoulos
might be in the custody of the FBI at this very moment.

Now it appears, despite Mahler's coyness on the subject, that this m/m.
phony has an underlying program, and one that is deeply tragic. This is
unfortunate, because the finale sounds very brilliant, indeed triumphant.
Undertones of tragedy are lost in the din and the commotion, the hosannas
of the brain, the flamboyant melodies that soar from strings, horns and
what not, and reach climax upon climax. The audience seemed to feel
victorious too. Pexha_ they had not read the program book.

Regardless of these constructions, one is constrained to conclude that
this is on the whole a patchy, diffuse and uneven symphony, with the
customary bombast and inequality between its pretensions and actual ideas.
One more symphony by the grandoise Mahler.

The symphony was followed by a work which on the whole has more
originality and inventiveness in it. We mean George Gershwin's Concerto
for piano and orchestra, played smashingly and with new authority and
power by Oscar Levant as soloist. But the concerto seemed to have caught
one bad contagion from the symphony. Its whole performance was exag-
gerated in scale. In the middle movement it missed a large measure of the

try with which it was invested in more than one performance that we
rd from Gershwin him._elf.

The piece was over-played, over-blown, over-climaxed. Now that the
very gifted Mr. Levant has shown his ample mastery of its pianism, let
him please give it more intimate and imaginative treatment when next he
plays the work and let not Mr. Mitropoulos conduct Gershwin as ff he
were Mahler.

OLIN D0wN_, N. T. Times

Taking music for granted can be a temptation in a city which has as
much of it as New York; but in what other art could the violent contrast
of last night's Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra concert in Carnegie Hall
exist side by side? Gustav Mahler, over-driven and introverted; George
C.w.rshwin,easy-going and extroverted, each portrayed by a self-likeness as
distinctive as a thumbprint.

This audience had the experience of hearing a Mahler symphony--the
8/xth--wh/ch is not merely unfamiliar, as most of his still are, but actually
new to this country. Some opinion holds it the weakest of the nine, which
might be an explanation; but it is hardly so inferior to the others that no
one should have ventured it in the forty-one years since it was written.
The oversight, if such it may be called, was rectified by Dimitri Mitropoules
last night.

To one who finds the best of Mahler's symphonic works patchy and in-
sufficiently worked over, only one element of the occasion was truly ab-

t
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sorbing--the consistently magnificent workmanship of Mitropoulos.
Phenomenal memories are not new to us; but lditropoulos left one in-
credulous of the blueprint he drew for the orchestra with no score in sight.
{There was none for the Gershwin, either.}

This symphony has a lovely songful slow movement--and very little
else that is not dismally over-written. The finale alone is a twenty-six
minute morceau--a time span multiplied by the repetitious elaboration of
ideas mostly dreary and second class.

There is scarcely a page that doesn't have its quota of ingenuities, some
of them still unique with Mahler, but the totality suggests a completed
jig-saw puzzle of an unintelligible design. The ultimate paradox is that
the audience received the phying with remarkable enthusiasm.

IRVINGKOtODIN,Ncto Torlt Sun

Thatsotremendousa work asGustavMahler'sS/xthSymphony should
havewaited41 yearsafteritsEuropeanpremiereforan Americanperform-
anceisacuriousreflectionupon thewaysofourmusicalworld.Thissym-
phony istheautobiographyofa greatsoul;and itssubjectivityofstyleis
atonceitsstrengthand weakness.Mahler,likeBalrac,simplypouredhim.
selfontopaper,withHttleregardforacademiclawsor theemotionalre-
servesofthebourgeoisie.

Thisistorrentialmusic,filedwiththehorrorofdeath;thedesperatere-
sistanceof a creative spirit unwilling to surrender to final oblivion; the
struggles of a mind which longs for eternal peace and yet is still torn by
doubts. In listening to it, as in listening to the music of Wagner, one either
surrenders to the hypnotic spell and understands, or one doses one's ears,
and hears only turgid rhetoric instead of the heartbreaking eloquence with
which the score is filled.

Purely as an achievement of formal devdopment and orchestration the
Sixth Symphony is monumental. The use of cowbelh to symbolize the peace
of mountain heights, of the celesta, glockenspiel and other coloristic dev/ces
never cheapens the work. And the almost unprecedented battery of brass
and percussion enables the composer to create a whole new vocabulary of
sonority. The exquisite mdod/c curve of the ,.low movement and the ghostly
trills of the finale represent string writing at its subdest. And the chorale
passages/n the deep brass are overwhelmingly majestic. The symphony is
tender, savage, capricious, rebellious by turns; almost every human motion
is expressed in this dramatic poem. Yet even the gigantic finale is Iog/cally
worked out; the length of the work is inevitable, I/ke that of Schubert.

Mr. Mitropoulosconductedma_tly, andtheorchestraimiaed on
his taking the first few bows alone. The tremendous ovation was richly
deserved by the conductor, the orchestra--and the music!

: ROBOT Strum, Mus/cal Amer/ca



Mawr.leR'S SIXTH

Bare Symphonic Work Inqn'e_es Critic in _ Americanperformanco

By WARREN STOREY SMITH

The |ollowJngart/de appearedin the Boston Post on December21, 1947 and is
reprintedby permissionof the Boston Post.

That weare too faro/liar with certain important works and woefully

ignorant of others was the burden of last week's discourse. The composi-
tions chosen to point the moral were Handel's "Messiah,"/mmediately im.
pend/ng from the Handel and Haydn 8ociety, and Mozart's "Idomeneo,"
which we get this afternoon, atthe Opera House, from the New England
Opera Theatre. The point could have been made just as well by citing
two symphonies, each their composer's sixth, one of which had just been
played here for the hundredth time (spea.king in .round numbers), wh_de
the other was receiving in New York its lxrst Amen .c.anperronnanc_, t.ne
pieces in question? Tchaikovsky's "Pathetic" and the so-calleO -lraglc
Symphony of Mahler.

Back in 1933 Dr. Koussevitslry proudly announced lds intent/on of play-
ing the only Mahler Symphony still unknown in this country, but it re-
mained for his one-time protege, Dimitri Mitropoulos, as acting conductor
of the New York Philharmonic-Symphony, to turn the trick. Some difficulty

with the Symphony's Leipzig publisher was the reason given for Kousse-
vitsky s fa/lure to come across with the threatened premiere, blitropoules
had his troubles, too, but they were slightly.different. Nlahler's mus/c is
now in the public domain, but it seems that the orchestra parts of the Sixth
went up in smoke when Leipzig was bombed. Scores of the work are
scarce, but one was forwarded from London and from it the parts, were

copied. And so, 41 yea_rsand six months after the Sixth was f_'st hen.m1
at Essen, the brilliant and indefatigable Greek maestro gase it to the onitecl
States. There were three performances, on Dec. 11, 12 and 13, and it was
the hst of these that your deeply impressed correspondent heard, as one
of a Carnegie Hall capacity audience that received the work with cheers
and shouts of "Bravo," fully deserved by composer, director and orchestra.

Even in Europe performances of the Mahler Sixth have been few and
far between. From the very outset, it was destined to be the black sheep
of the Mahler flock. Not because it was weak--it is, in fact, one of the
most firmly-knit, most consistently lx_erful of his creations--but because,
unlike its fellows, it bids us not to hope but to despair. There are, of
course, relieving episodes: the slow movement is an idyll, serenely beauti-
ful; the second subjectof the otherwise somber first movement has sweep
and passion; the trio of what may be termed the grimmest of symphonic

scherzos, is pleasant, if not exactly ,gay. But whereas the other eight sym-
phonies and The Song of the Earth have their bitter, their sorrowful or
their ironic pages, they neverthdess all end in major, whether the mood
be one of triumph, elation, calm resignation or blissful contentment. The
Sixth alone withholds this ultimate consolation.
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"The symphonic gradations and climaxes of the final movement," writes
Bruno Walter, Mahler's most devoted disciple, "resemble in their dismal
power the towering waves of the ocean that rush at the ship and wreak
destruction." Nor does Mahler soften the blow through a merciful brevity,
as does Tchaikovsky in the finale of the "Pathetic." On the contrary, this
concluding movement lasts dose on half an hour, with only a passage here
and there to offset the prevailing gloom. Without resorting to hyperbole,
you can call it both terrible and terrifying. It has at times a nightmarish
quality. Were a contemporary composer possessed of Mahler's remarkable
powers, both of musical Lavention and of orchestration, he might thus paint
the darkest side of our unhappy day. The three New York audiences that
cheered the symphony could hardly have enjoyed this finale. Enjoy is not
the word. Let us rather say that they responded instinctively to something
by which a more innocent generation would have been shocked and repelled.
In fact, we know that in the past the Sixth has had this vest effect.

Like most of the Mahler s3"mphonies, the Sixth calh for a huge orchestra
---incidentally, Mr. Mitropoulos conducted it, as he does everything, from
memory--and included among the percussion instruments are cowbells,
(used with enchanting effect in the Andante, as a symbol of londiness), a ,
"rute" (a sort of a birch brush applied to the bass drum) and a hammer.
"'Thus Fate knocks at the door," said Beetho':en of the opening of his
Fifth Symphony. In the Mahler Sixth it strikes us down.



AN AMERICAN BRUCKNER PREMIERE

HOOSIER8INTRODUOEFOURTH (OBIGINALVEBSION)

Fort Wayne,_ .Tan.21 _ 22, 19a8

This week has brought another big achievement by the Ft. Wayne Phil-
harmon/c Orchestra of some 80 amateur and semi-professional music/am.

Under the energetic gu/dance of D/rector Hans Schwieger, the orchestra
won cr/tical acchim Tuesday and Wednesday with an American premiere
of, Bruckner's Fourth Symphony in its original unedited version. The two

concerts represented not only a big forward stride for the orchestra itself,
they also indicated increasing demand by the Philharmonic s audience for
more and more substantial music.

"I wouldn't have dared to present the Bruckner two years ago," Mr.
Schwieger told me. "We used to do things like 'Carmen" excerpts or
Liszt's "Les Preludes.' Nowadays I'd put them on a pop. concert program,"
he added.

HENRYBUTI.m_,The lnd_napolis Times

Awe and reverence were apparent in Mr. Schwieger's conducting as he
guided the orchestra and the audience through the massive tonal edifice
reared by the devout and simple.hearted Austrian. It was a reading founded

on a deep-seated realization of the power and the glory inherent in the music.
In the first movement of his "Fourth Brucl_ner meditates now and then

on some of the beauties of nature." The "'Scherzo" leads the listeners out
of the cathedral and lets them disport themselves for a t/me in the company
of hunters and happy Austrian peasants. The greater part of the work,
however, is impregnated with profound mystic/sin. Bruckner's "'Fourth'"
is filled with nobility and loftiness of utterance. It is, to borrow Bruno
Waiter's apt expression, "a kind of musical Gothicism.'" Brahms, it is true,
called Bruckner a "'fraud," and Eduard Hanslick laughed the peasant from
Upper Austria to scorn; but there is reason to believe that Brahms knew
better, and some scholars are convinced that Hanslick was not completely
honest in his diatribes.

The playing of,,the orchestra was not always accurate, and the tone was
sometimes lacking in the sumptuousness which the character of the com-
position requires. Nevertheless, Mr. Schwieger imbued his reading of the
symphony with warmth, sincerity and devotion. H/s feeling for vitality of
rhythm was keen to the highest degree, and his thorough acquaintance with
the structure of the work in all its many detaRs kept him from presenting
a gnarled and misshapen performance such as is bound to result when a

conductor with no insight into Bruckner's way of writing undertakes to
expound the Austrian master s scores. It was a memorable performanceN
memorable because of its dignity and its honesty of purpose, memorable be-
cause it made h/story in Fort Wayne and in the United States. The or-
chestra has never played better.

WALTI_RA. H^NSEXq,The ?_ews.Sentind (Fort Wayne)
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The Bruckner Symphony dates back to the last century, but has suffered
from the lack of appreciation long applied to Bruckner'8 work in general,
a neglect nobody seems to understand when said work ia given competent
performance in a concert hall.

The premiere American performance was better than competent. The
array of part.time musicians led by the energetic Mr. Schwieger played the
massive score with an alert sincerity that more than compensated for occa-
sional technical flaws in recreating Bruckner s sprawling, cathedral-like
structure. Mr. Schwieger s thoroughly informed, carefully prepared read-
ing disclosed both the composer's heavenly vis/on and the peasant earth on
which his feet were planted. He found vitality and character in music too
many authorities heedlessly dismiss as simply inflated. It was a masterful
achievement.

The young and willing Fort Wayne Orchestra is founded on lines pio-
neered by the Indianapolis Symphony in its earlier years under Ferdinand
Schaefer. Most of its members are gainfully employed at other occupations
--in fact, full time positions in local business and industry, are the induce.
merit K, H. Wangerin, manager of the orchestra, uses to bring many quali-
fied musicians to Fort Wayne.

• CORBIN PA'fRICK, el'he Indianapolis Star

The greater portion of the evening was dedicated to the work of Anton
Brucimer's Fourth {Romantic) Symphony, in E Flat Major. Bruclmer was
a Nineteenth Century composer and organist. In this decade when the
formless music of moderns receives so much acclaim and attention, it was
soul-satisfying to hear the music of a long-neglected man--one who might
well be worthy of being called the fourth "'B."

Bruckner's conception of' music is absolute. His form is classic, as op.
posed to the oversize-orchestras and impressionism of the Strauss school.
That Bruckner was a devoted student of that master of instrumentation,
orchestration, and harmony--Wagner--was readily felt. The solidity of
structure (especially strings), the breadth of tone, the boldness of contrasts,
and the variety of coloring were nerve-tingling. Yet it was all subsumed
under the framework of the sonata form. This is genius: a composer who
binds himself in chains, and then proceeds to caper as an acrobat with a
moving counterpoint. The first movement contained a triple counterpoint.
8hades of "'Die Meistersinger!" Yet of far greater importance is the fact
that in this symphony are united intellect and emotion. One knew that
this music was created by a person of depth. The themes, so simple, were
always bold, and the last movement, militant. To follow the intricacies of
the counterpoint demands tremendous concentration. But even without
so doing, the deep faith and conviction of Bruckner himself shone forth.

Mr. Schw/eger's conducting, and the visal_leearnestness of the orchestra-
members, were effective throughout. Mr. Schwieger never is a time-beater.
Nor is he a mere shownran--despite his prodigious memory. While details
never escape him, he is not a detail-hounder. HIS aim, and ability, is always
to convey. This i/because he grasps the inner meaning--intellectual and
ideal--of the composer. The orchema responded well in most instances,
especially the strings, winds, and French horns. That Mr. $chwieger had
the courage to undertake a premiere m in America m performance of a
neglected work shows the possibility of having eclectic tastes without lower-
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ing standards. Schumannis creditedw/th rayingthat his own development
began when he got it into his head that there were other counu/e_ than
Germany in the world. Perhaps Fort Waynes mm/cal developmenthas
begun in earnea, now that we realize that there are othercompmersthan
Beethoven,Brahms,and all the other famil/arnames. For this. thankyou,
Mr. Schw/eger.

R_m_T V. S_AB_, Fort Wayne Journal_a_tc

s

LiST OF BRUCKNER AND MAI_BR PERFORMANCES

SEASON IO47-1948
BRUCKNER:

II Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra, Efrem Kurt_ Conductor; Jan. 27
and 28, 1948.

IH New Haven Symphony Orchestra, Paul H/ndemith, Conductor; Jan. 12.
1948.

IV (Original Version) Fort Wayne Philharmonic Orchestra, Hans Schw/eger,
• Conductor; Jan. 21 and 22, 1948.

VH Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Re/ner, Conductor; Feb. 20 and
22, 1948.

VIII Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge Koussevitsky, Conductor; Boston, Nov.
7 and 8, 1947; New York, Nov. 13, 1947; Boston, Dec. 30, 1947. (Last
performance broadcast over A.B.C.)

Cleveland Orchestra, George S_II, Conductor: Dec. 11 and 13, 1947.
Philharmonic Symphony Society .of New York, Bruno Walter, Conductor;

Jan. 22 and 23, 1948.
_TRD_O _.UD_TET Httle Orchestra Society, Thomas K. Sherman, Conductor;

New York, Nov. 3, 1947.
Friends of Music, San Diego and La Jolla, Calif.

TE DEUM The Mozart Orchestra, assisted by Henry Street Settlement Music
School Chorus, RcJ>ertScholx, Conductor; New York, Mar. 14, 1948.

MAHLER:
I Cinc/nnati Symphony. Thor Johnson, Conductor; Jan. 2 and 3, 1948.

Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra, Efrem Kurtz, Conductor.
Baltimore _ymphony Orchestra, Reginald Stewart, Conductor; Oct. 29,

1947.
1I Boston Symphony Orchestra, Leonard Bernste_n, Conductor; Harvard and

Radcliffe Chorus; Feb. 6 and 7, 1948.
Cincinnati Symphony, Frict Busch, Conductor; Cincinnati May Fes_val.

IV Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra. Efrem Kurtz, Conductor; February
1948.

Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, Pabien Scvitzky, Conductor; Eleanor
Steber, Soloist; Feb. 28 and 29, 1948.

LIEDER ED_£S FAHRL_DE_ GESELLE_
Columbus Sympho.ny Orchestra, Izler Solomon. Conductor; Carol Brice,

Soloist; Feb. 17, 1948.
Rochester Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, Erich Leinsdorf, Conductor;

Dorothy Maynor, Soloist; Dec. 4, 1947.
VI Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y., Dimitr/Mitropoulos, Conductor;

December II, 12, and 13, 1947.
VIII Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor; December 1948.

Hollywood Bowl Symphony, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor; Summer, 1948.
DAS LIED VO_ DER ERDE

Cleveland Orchestra, George Sz¢ll, Conductor; Nov. 6 and 8, 1947.
Philharmonic Symphony _ociety of N. Y., Bruno Walter, Conductor;

Jan. IL 16, and 18, 1948. (Last performance broadcast over C.B.S.)
KD_DERTOTID_LIEDER

Little Symphony Orchestra Sot/sty, Thomas K. Sherman, Conductor; Kartn
Bran_eli, Solo/st; New York, December I. 1947.



MAHLER'S FIFTH ON RECORDS

PROBLEM OHILD

By GABRIELENGEL

The followingreviewwas publishedin theSatu,day Reuiew of LiteratureNovember
29, 1947, and /s repr/ntedby permission.

Dazzling orchestral clarity and a spirit of high jubilation are the most
striking musical and emotional indices of lvlahler s extremely polyphonic
"Fifth Symphony," just released by Columbia in this superb recording
under Bruno W'aJter. Listeners acquainted with his earlier symphonies
(the "'First," "Second," "'Fourth," and "Ninth" have been published in
fine recordings in this country) may wonder how so sudden and apparently
total an upheaval in the composer's human and artistic make.up came about.
The explanation of the amazing transparency of the massive orchestration
is simple. Fifth in number, the work is, from the viewpoint of orchestral
idiom, in fact Mahler', last symphony. The following note dated 1911,
written shortly before his death, proves that he brought to the scoring of
this "problem-child" of his fantasy, all the technical skill and maturity of
artistic judgment he had gathered throughout a busy life's vast symphonic
labors.

The "Fifth" is finished. I have been compelled to reorchestrate
it completely. I cannot understand how I could have at that time
(1902) written so much like a beginner. Clearly the routine I
had acquired in the first four symphonies failed me altogether,
as if the new message called for a new technique.

Spiritually, the "'Fifth" seems only at first a revolutionary Mahler expres-
sion. Repeated hearings reveal it to be a closely related sequel to the earl/er
symphonies--a comparatively gigantic follower, to be sure, but neverthe-
less a symphony undeniably of the same basic emotional, as well as musical,
fibre. The "Fifth" employs-no themes transplanted entire from Mahler
songs, as do the earlier symphonies. Its method of melodsc generation is
mote elemental .Its principal themes arise out of subtle paraphrases of
melodic fragments, dominant motives, borrowed from the Rueckert songs
composed by Malder before the "Fifth."

S_y, the first movement, the Scherzo, and the stupendous rondo-
finale are magnified re-creations of the corresponding sections in the pre-
ceding symphonies. Beside this frankly joyous scherzo, which might be
called the symphonic apotheosis of the Viennese waltz, the earlier scher_
seem almost miniatures, parodies of _ quay' _. by f_quent.touches of
bitter, spiteful irony. Like the "Second, the Ftfth. .el.gins.wtm a. t.uneral
march. In the form_ the entire movement fit swayed by the tragic Orama
of the "Death Celebration." In the "Fifth," however, the funeral march
is in the main a serene song of sorrowful resignation., _. brief as a prologue,
uncomplicated by symphonic development. Culminating m a song based
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on a phrase borrowed from one of the "Kindertotenlieder," where it is
significantly set to the words 'Treudenlicht tier Welt" ("joyful light of
the world"), it suggests the happy goal to which the work aspires.

The Adagietto separates the scherzo and rondo-finale like an exqu/dte
elfin spirit between giant elemental force& It is a reverie of IonelineM, of

world-ahandonment. Significantly, its yearning first me!,ody is an unmis-
takable paraphrase of the famvus Maider.Rueckert song Ich bin der Welt
abhanden gekommen" ("l am become a recluse from the world"). The
two po_esa undeniable lunship of content. Strings and harp are the only
instruments used in the Adagietto.

Just as Beethoven, in the finale of the "Eroica," had transformed the
normally d/Ajointed variation-form into a mighty framework suited to the
weightiest revelations, so Mahler, in th_ rondo-finaie, evolved a mighty
integral structure, equal to the fullest symphonic formulation of spiritual
triumph. From the chief motivating elements of the preceding movements
he constructs two v/tally rhythmic themes, not for a mere rondo, but for
a rondo-like structure into which he builds a masterful double-fugue on
those themes, crowning the whole with a magnificent chorale.

As for the musician who was at once the heart and mind behind thk
splendid first recording of Maider's great "Fifth Symphony," Bruno Waiter
has performed a true labor of love. For him this means more than just
artother recording. It is his supreme tribute to the loftiest manifestation of
his revered master's genius.

UNIV'BBSITY OF IOWA SYMPHONY 0ROHESTEA PERFORMS
MAEELF._'8 FIBST UNDEB CLAPP'8 DIBECTION

IOWA O]WY,IOWA, _ULY 16, 1947

From the first measures through the final surging moments of thk arrest-
ing composition by one of symphonic literature s most inventive creators,
the orchestra noted and made proper mention of each of the varying moods,
thetuneful melodies, the attention-holding harmonies, the emphasizing
repetitions---and then managed to weld these many musical moments into
a cohesive whole that made genuine symphonic sense.

Perhaps the one element above all others that makes of the playing of
Mahler compositions such genuine experiences on the University of Iowa*
campus is that Doctor Clapp somehow manages to transmit to his student°
faculty musicians a considerable measure of his own deep love for that
composer's works. In other words, the university musicians quite obv/oudy
enjoy themselves as they play, and thus enjoying are better able to _ the
audience's pleasure, too.

RON TALLM^N,Iowa City Press,Cit/zen

Conductor Philip Greeley Clapp can take a deep breath and rest in the
knowledge that last night s concert of the summer symphony orchestra held
in the main lounge of Iowa Union was a success . . .

Following the intermission, Clapp paced the orchestra through the ditti°
cult Nlalder Symphony No. 1 in D major. Professor Clapp, is certainly an
enthusiastic admirer of Gustav Mahler.

The music was descriptive, gay at times, sorrowful at others. With
every change of emotion, the orchestra projected the feeling with a force
that held the audience captivated.

DICK DAVlg,Daily lowan



MAHLER'B SECOND 8YMPHONY-IN NEW YORK
• AND BOSTON
I.

BERNBTEIN DEDICATEB HIB lVlR_T pEBFORMANCES
OF BES_CTION SYMPHONY TO MEMOBY

OF FIOB3_,LO IL LAGU_DIA

City Bymphony Orchestm m 0ondnctor: Leonard Bernstein; bloists: El_bel_
Davis. 8oprano, and Nan Merrlm_ Mez_bpmao; Chorus: Schol_ Oantoru_
Hugh Bo_, Oondnctor--OttF Oenter of Music and Drama. New York (Sept.
and 24, 1947-- Opening Ooncert8 of the Season)

On the afternoon of Sept. 22, .1947,FiorelloH. LaGuardh, the man re-
gardedby many thebest mayorNew Yorkeverhad,was laidto rest. He was
esteemednot only by l_s friends but by his political enemies as well, for
l_s was that rare politicalgenius that had translatedideals into action. He

I lovedpeople and he loved the finerthingsof life. A pamonate devotee of
s good music, one of his fondest dreams was the establishment of a great

municipal hall where the economically less favored might attend at low
cost excellent performances of the _orks of the realm of music,
operatic and symphonic. The City Center of Music and Drama was the
realization of that dream. Therefore it was peculiarly fitting for Leonard
Bernstein to dedicate his splendid heartfelt reading of Mahlers monu-
mental Resurrection Sym/_honyto the memoryof the man who had given
so much of himself to the spiritual betterment of his fellow citizens, as evi-
dented by this very temple of music which his dynamic personality had

i called into being. Here the music lover of modestmeans might share just
such experiencesof beauty as this great symphony, a work that had meant
so much to FiorelloH. LaGuardia. In his moving, spontaneous prefatory

tribute, Mr. Bernsteinsaid:"We are gathered here tonight largely because of the devotion

i and foresight of one man. That man is not with us tonight, for
he was buried this afternoon. Therefore, although this program

, has already been dedicated to a great cause, I should h'ke to re-
dedicate it--not to the resurrection of his soul, for he does not
need that from us. No man who gave and receivedso much IQve
in his lifetime could possibly need it from us. But rather we
shoulddedicate it to the things he stood for and fought for, along
with those two others so recently taken fromus, Wendell Willkie
and Franklin Roosevelt. Let us dedicate our performance of this
great Resurrection S_.,'mphonyof Mahler to the resurrection of
our world, that it may become the kind of world he hoped for
and struggled for with his very life."

To venture the Second of Mahler, a composerstill hotly debated thirty-
six years after his death, with any but an orchestraof major caliber re-
quires a conductor of morethan ordinarycourage and ability. But to per-
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form this ditficult and giganticwork at an openingconcertof any hut the
most seasoned band calls for something beyond the proverbial angd's tread;

• it demands a kind of daring born of flaming enthusiasm. Clearly such was
the daemon that swayed the young orchestra led by a young conductor
when the New York Symphony began its season with Mahler's Resurrection
Symphony. Under the circumstances a merely good performance could [
justly have been a source of keen satisfaction to its participants; the actual

Istirring performance can be hailed as a major accomplishment . So com-
pletely had the youthful leader communicated his enthusiasm to the players,
soloists,, and chorus that the fiery playing and singing more than compe.n-
eated for some shortcomings of polisbed detail. Cold, chiseled perfecuon
would have been a sad exchange, if achieved at the sacrifice of such over- "[
whelming warmth and _l. The principal rough spots evident at the first !

performance were ironed out to a great extent when the work was repeated, i
Mr. Bcrnstein built up the clhnaxes with amazingly mature skill; none of
the highlights of the work, whether dramatic or lyric, seemed to elude him. t
He painted its darker moments in especially sombre colors, its message of l
hope in truly radiant hues. As the strings sang and the music soared this ;
listener realized that Gttstav Mahler---Song Symphonist was indeed a happy /
choice for the title of the Mahler biography by Gabriel Engel.

Ellabelle Davis and Nan Merriman proved to be excellent artists. Miss
Merriman's singing of UTlicht will long be remembered as an outstanding
rendition. She had obviously mastered the deepest implications of the text,
so tellingly did she convey its meaning to the audience. Beneath her flaw-
less diction, the vibrant warmth of her voice, and her intelligent interpre.
ration the unutterable loneliness of the great soul from which this song
sprang found poignandy doquent tongue.

The gu_o of the choral rendition revealed the choir's own pleasurable

participation in the music. Its almost hushed entrance, its expectant pro- I_::nouncement of the passage, "Bets/re D/oh". and of the climactic dose
(sung rather than shouted), its invariably clear enunciation, these were

virtues of achievement reflecting great credit upon Mr. Hugh Ross, dis- 1
l tinguished conductor of the Schola Cantorum. 1The pubtic, which, in the words of the late William J. Henderson, is the

final jury, rose to its feet, cheering and whistling its approval at the end
of both performances.

MA.HIdg_'SB_SUEBEOTION SYMPHONY EETUENS TO BOSTON
AFTEB THIETY YEAES

Wins AeelalmofCriticsand Audience

BostonBymphonyOrch_nctor: LeonardBernsteln;Boloists:Ell_-
belle Davis, Soprano, and SuzamxeSten" Contralto; Chorus: Harvsnl Glee 01ub
and Badcliffe ChoralSociety, G. Wallace Woodworth,Director--Symphony Hall,
Boston, Feb. 6 and 7, 1948.

Why it has taken a generation to hear the "'Resurrection" Symphony
again one may only wonder, considering how many piddling items have
turned up in that time. Let us give thanks that we have heard it at long
last, for it is a masterpiece of splendor and noble vision and of a scope
that can only be called tremendous.

This is characteristic Mahler, full of that composer's painfully sharp
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sense of mankind's struggle and atptta6on, joy and suffering, mad of !_
unanswerable last question: What is the meaning of Life itself? But the

I peu/mism that overwhelmed Mahler in his later years of the Ninth Sym-
phony and "Das Lied yon der Erde" was yet to come when he penned the
megnigcent and profound pages of the Second Symphony.

3 He ended it upon a mtmcl of shining hope and reassurance, of eter__
life to come after the Last Judgment which his nfighty horns, trumpets and
.trombones so /mpress/vely herald. The sense of mystery, so essential a

part of Mahler's musical express/on, .l_'m_.tes the first movement and
most of the scherzo. The Primal Light section w_ on words taken
from the verses of "'Youth's Magic Horn," man asks for light to guide

t. him, is of a really poignant beauty. As for the majestic finale., that comes
as dose,I think,to anything one _ ever hear in suggestingThe Last

Trump and the choiroftheHeavenlyHost.
Yesterday s performance was the finest work I have yet heard from

Bemstein, who has caught the spirit and the style of MaMer. He showed
he can handle tr/umphantly the huge apparatus Malder needed to express
himself. Bernstein further achieved a personal and an emotionally over-
whelming performance. This was no less than mast_, ly and deserved every

i cheer and round of handclapping of the noisy ovation which followed the
last E-flat major chord. !

Miss Davis and M/ss Sten sang with absolute beauty of tone and style,
and the chorus produced a marvelous pi_i_simo, thanks to the excellent
preparation of G. Wallace Woodworth. The orchestra, especially the hard-
driven brass, was magnificent. Very l/kdy this w/ll prove the high point
of the Symphony sea.son.

C_us DUgOXN,The Boston Gbbe

4 It is difficult to write calmlyand impossible to write adequately about
:_ what took place at Symphony Hall yesterday afternoon. Before an audi-

ence that largdy did not know the music or pom_ly that such a piece
i existed, Leonard Bemstein restored to the repertory of the Boston Sym-

phony Orchestra the Second or "Resurrection" Symphony of Gastav Mah-
ler, previously heard here at two special concerts under Dr. Muck just 30
years ago. Mr. Bernstein s triumph, and inc/dentally Mahler s was no

; less dramatic than the Symphony itself.
sq It was obvious all along that Mr. Bemstein had orchestra and audience

_n the hollow of his hand, and the mm/c in his head and in his heart.
Through the three purdy instrumental movements the spell worked by
piece and performance was unbroken. Then Sxmmne Stem added her con-
tralto voice to the orchestra and sang, with deep devotion, the "Urlicht "°
(Primal Light), that is the key and clue to the work. the explanation of
that which has gone before and of the tremendous things that are to come.

The finale, which Mahler has directed should follow without pause, has
been described as a vast tonal fresco of the Day of Judgment. The orchestra

, sounds the crack of Doom; there are calls from the horns; there is the
tread of the hosts marching to the Judgment Seat. The chorale of the
funereal first movement is recalled and measures about to he sung are

played by the instruments. The voice of doom is heard again a_a_dagain
and after it those amazing bird-calls, in flute and piccolo, that slanbol/ze
the last living sound of a mortal world about to he di/solved. Then, as
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from the other world, the chorus--ah, so softly--intones the words "'Aufer-
steh'n, ja aufersteh'n wirst du, mein Staub" (You will r/se again, my dust),
and the Symphony begins to move toward its climax.

Yesterday this sublime setting of Klopstock's "Resurrection Ode" was
entrusted to the choirs of Harvard and Radcliffe, too few in numbers,
because of the restrictions of the stage, but mighty in valor. With the
chorus was Ellabelle Davis, to sing the measures for soprano solo, as these
particular ears have never heard them, and Miss Sten once more entered
the picture, with Mahler's own words, "Believe, my heart, you have lost
nothing.'_ All too quickly came the overpowering conclusion, in which
the bells peal and the very gates of Heaven are opened. When the audience
recovered itself, pandemonium reigned. The emotional storm which had ,
slowly gathered was finally released. And, you can take my word for it,
no such excitement has been seen in Symphony Hall in many a year.

W.'JU_N STO_Y SMIXH,The Boston Post

Mr. Bernstein achieved a major triumph yesterday with the performance
of Mahler's immense Second Symphony. It was an interpretation that
caught fire from the first stormy measures to the glorious finale where the
composer unleashes all the musical forces at his command. This achievement
was the more remarkable in that, owing to the subscription audiet_ce, the
stage could not be enlarged, and the augmented orchestra, chorus and
soloists had to squeeze in as best they could. It must have been very
cramping for the players in the hour and a quarter the Symphony takes,
but they did their duty with a will and turned in some superlative playing.

Mahler's genius was a strange one and he did not always succeed in
pulling off his grandoise designs. The Second Symphony, however, is uni-
formly and in the end overwhelmingly successful. It is my feeling that
too much is written about Mahler's music in the shape of programs for 1_
it. Does it really help us in I/stening to the third movement to read all
about St. Anthony and the fishes and the vulgarity of the world? Some.
thing, of course, about "Des Knal:en Wund_horn" and the texts of the I
last two movements should be noted, but for the rest I found Paul Stefan's
program mainly pretentious nonsen_. Whereas I enjoyed the m_tsic i
thoroughly and was never bored for one instant.

Some have professed to find the third movement one of the finest things tin all Mahler, but the truth is that the whole Symphony abounds in these
happy touches. For others the ineffable peace of the fourth movement will
have been one of the most moving things in the Symphony. And here,
incidentally, the effect was enhanced by the beautiful singing of Suzarme .
Sten. Mr. Bernstein secured a perfect accompaniment for her, and the tresult was peculiarly felicitous.

ALEXANDER WILLIAMS, The Boston Herald

I
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BIBLIOORAPHY OF BOOK_ ON BRUCKNER

2ALBENDROTH,_/'ALTER. Die 8ymphonicn Anton Bruclmers. Berlin, 1940.
Deutsche Musik der Zeitwende: E/he kulturphilosophische Per-

s_nlichkeitsstudie CiberAnton Bruckner und Hans Pfitmer. Hamburg,
1937 (2nd ed., 1941).

ALMegcrrH, C.,,aL. Wie d/e Bruckner-BCmte (Tilgners) enstand.
Vienna, 1899.

Anton Bruckners Himmelfahrt. Ein $ilvestertraum.
Vienna, 1898.

l Ai_BRUSTER, EI_IL T. A. Er,stdruckfassung oder "'Originalfaranng"?
Le/pzig, 1946.

Aueg, MAx. Anton Bruckner, se/nen Leben und Werk. Vienna, 1923
(2nd ed., 19_4, 3rd rev. ed., 1941, 4th and _th ed., 1943, Leipzig).

Anton Bruckner ats Kirchenmusiker. Regensburg, 1927.
Anton Bruckner, gesammelte Briefe. Neue Folge. Regensburg,

192L
See G611erich.

! See List.
B^CH_NN, LUISE GEORGE. Bruckner, der Roman der 8infonie." Pader-
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Anton Bruekners Schweizerreise. Lucerne, 194'1.
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burg, 192L
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8infonien, Messen. Karlsruhe, 1929.
i_ BRUCKNERFESTBUCH.(ed. by Karl Grunsky). Stuttgart, 1921.

BRUNNER,FRANZ. Dr. Anton Bruckner. Linz, 189L
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(New ed., Berlin 1930).
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FUNTEK,L. Bruckneriana. Leipzig, 1910.
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completed and rev/sed by Max Auer). Regensburg, 1938. (Other
editions 1922, 1928, 1932, 1936).

GKAEFLINOeI_Fi_NZ. Anton Brudmer. Se/n Leben und seine Werke.
Regemburg, 192 I.

Anton Bruckner. Bausteine zu seiner Lebensgeschichte.
Munich, 1911.

Anton Bruclmer. Berlin, 1927.
Anton Bruclmer, gesammdte Br/efe. Regensburg, 1922.
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$_MPHONYNo. S--New YorkPhflharmonioSymphonySociety,Bruno Walter,Con.
ductor. ColumbiaMIV[-718.
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"SALOME" AT OITY 0ENTBR _.

RALASZ00NDUOTfJMEMOB,ABLRPERFORMANOES

Although Chord dnd Discord devotes its effortsprimarilytowards pro.
rootingincreasedpublic interest in the mus/cof Brudmer and Mahler, it
has on occasion induded artides call/ng attention to unrelated musical
events of outstandingimportanceand merit. Indubitablyof this category
was the sex/es of presentationsof $ALOMEduring the spring and fall
seasons of 1947by the New York City Opera Company at the New York
City Center of blus/c and Drama.,.Here was an inspiredgroup heroically
working on an all too slender budget, yet with resultseo successfulthat
they might challenge the best achievementsof a long establishedoperatic
institution of foremo6trank.

The critical keynote of th/s fine productionwas struckin the spr/ng of
1947by Mr. Biancolliof the N. Y. World Telegram,who wrote following
the fast performance: ?'Anyway, the City Center Troupe haa finally h/t
the operatic jackpot with Strauss' S,_o_--and one can only applaud.
ira courageand cheer its success."

Appropriately, therefore, the 1'4.y. City _ Company opened its
fall seasonon Sept. 2_ w/th the Straussclassic, one of the toughest scores
in the repertory , according to Mr. Biancolli. Again, as in the spring,

:: criticsacclaimedthe productionas important musicalnews, while aud/enceschw.red--and with good reason. Here, a reality, at last, was that long
cherisheddreamof the late FiorelloH. La Guardia;the dreamof providing

i! thepeople of .the City of New York with the opportunity to hear grand• opera producedin the grand mannerat pricesthat the lesswell-to-domusic
lover could afford. "

i_ At a time when truly great performancesof operain/_nerica are redlyr_
I concededby some expertsto belongto a faded past, productionsconceived

in so h/gh a spirit of artistic fervor evoke nostalgic memor/esof that al-
legedly vanished operatic grandeur. With this SALOm_,however, we
are once again _cing a truly unifiedproductionof one of the most
compli_ted modem masterworksof the singing stage, again realizingthat
mumcdramaas conceivedby Wagner need not languish a mere unattain-
able ideal. We see again that, almost insurmountableohstadea notwith-
standing, m long as the work is given due careful preparation, it can be
translatedinto a living reality,stirringour emotionsto theirverydepth&
Und?ubtedly the most notable feature of S_Ou_, as presented by the "

. _ -"_'_x. uity Open Company, was the completesubordinationof eachpar,
!.

-. _tO the role in wh/ch he or she was cast. "I'htmgh8everalof tllem_: the nting of "star", yet none assumed the (alas, too faro,I/at)
rol_ o.fa planet trying to outshine the surroundinglesserlumimr_

_: _ ...-..., g the minor parts, st_cial mention dmuld be made of Norman
.... _ott s movingly beautifulrenditionof the lima about Jochanaan: "He

_ b a holy man--He is very genfle_ Every day when I bring him food, het_ttlk8 inc. "1

ii_/ William Home's clear, resonant vo/ce broughtout the pathos of the
lines of Narnboth. the weak, loves/&, unfortunate8yr/ancaptain. The

z"Er lg einhe/ligzrMann---Erist ,anft. flden Tagdenkh flunzueuea gebe,; dankter mlr."
!.
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uion in his voice when he sang the passage: "How hk is the Princem
lome this e_nning. "s literally rang throughout the hail. Vasso/tJrgyris °

Narrabothportnyal of the same role made one of the more important
characters of the drama, lle sang effectively and acted with great skill.

gnd ual surrender to the wiles of the young princess, culminating in
Narnboth s defiance of the Tetrarch I orders, and his growing expression
of despairatSalome s continued efforts to tempt J_, held the at-
tentionof the audience.

Ralph Herbert, the Jokaman in five pedormance_ uttered his dire pre-
dictions and condemnation of the promiscuous Herodias with great power.
The clarity, of his diction made the words wholly intellifsn_le. He has a
beautifully resonant voice. C,arlm Alexander as Jokanaan aim made the

chancter highly impres_._ve. His acting, singing, and appearance seemed
to intensify the Prophet s fanat/c/sm. Substituting for Ralph Herbert on
twenty-four hour, notice, the twenty-three year old Michael Rhodes, a
newcomer to the operatic stage, distinguished himself by his highly intelli.
gent portrayal of Jokanaan. His is a young voice, vigorous, fresh, pleating.

He seemed a somewhat more gentle prophet than the others. Memorable
was the religious ectasy he instilled into the lines: He is in a boat on the
sea of Galilee and is speaking to his disciples. Kneel on the shore of the
sea and call unto Him. And call Him by name...'"

Excellent as it was at the very outset, Frederick Jagel°s chencterisation
of the lustful, degenerate, neurotic Herod, _ by a vague, indefinable
fear, a role shot through with every nuance of abnormality, has grown
steadily more convincing. Through his artistry the character of Herod
takes on the significance the poet intended for it as one of the central
figures and prime movers of the tragedy. At his debut on Oct. 30th, Ed-

ward Molitore made it evident thathe had Oven a great deal of thought
to the role of Herod. The Tetrarch s vain attempt to hide from Herodias
his fear of the Prophet ("He said nothing against you. Bemdes he is a
very great prophet."),' his alarm at the thought that the dead might re-
turn ("What1 He _ the dead? . . . I forbid him to do that. It would
be terrible if the dead returned.");' his nervous delight while watching the
dance; his pleas that Salome accept almost anything but the head of
Jokanaan as a reward for the dance; his complete sense of f_swation and
despair as he utters the words: "'Let them give her what she asks. She is
in truth her mother's child:'"--all these were highlights in his excellent
character_tion of the unsympathetic Herod. Mr. Molitore has a rich
voice; his diction is clear for the most part.

Growing familiar/ty with the role increased the vividness of Terese
Gerson's portrayal of the degenerate Queen. Contempt for Herod swayed
her whole being. Voicing this scorn seemed to be of greater moment to
this Herodias than avenging Jokanaan's condemnation of her. She almost
meered as she addressed these words to Herod: "My daughter and I are

s "Wie sch_n ist dic PrinzemdnSalomeheute Abend."
t "Er ist in einemNschen au[ dem See yon Galilia end redetsu eefnen.3Ongern,

Knie nieder am Ufer des Sees, ruf ihn an und rule ihn beim Ntmen . . .
*"Er hat nichtsgegen dich gesagt. Oberdiesist er eln sehrKronerProphet."
e.,Wie, er erweckt die Toten?... lch verbiete /hm, das zu tun. Es wire

,chrcckllch,wcnn die Toten wiedcrklmcnl" '-
s "Man eoll ,_r gebzn, wu eie vtdangtl Sis ist ta WahrheitJ_ter Mutter gJndr'
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I of royal blood. Your father was a cared driverand a thief and a robber
J to boot."* Mary Kreste's characterizationof Herodias was wholly con-

t vincing. She directedher wrath at Jokanaan. Her determinat/onfor re-
venge never flagged. There was pa_ion in her voice as she urged Salome
to insist upon her "pound of flesh. She reveled in her triumphas she

told the miserableHerod: "My daughterdid the right thing.'s ,The writer does not recall a Salome comparableto Brenda Lewiss.
I Pleasing to the ear--and, what is so very rare in opera, to the eye as well
s --this extremelyintelligent,superb actresspossessesa voiceof greatbeauty,
[ wide range, and extraordinarytelling power. To hear a Salome merely

sing this ditficultpart with such ease/s an experiencerare enough,but to
t witness, in addition,an exciting interpretationof the Dance of the Seven

Veils rendersthat experience truly unforgettable. Her cajolingof Narra-
bothintodisobeyingtheTetrarch'scommandnottoallowanyonetosee

I Jokanaan;the scenewith the Prophet;her broodingafter Jokanaanspurns

her advances(as PursifairejectsKundry's); her firstseeminglynaiverequestfor the head of Jokanaan;her later ferociousdemandsthat Herod five up
to his oath; all these dramatichigh-spotsrevealedMissLewis asa consum-

• mate actress,able to carry her audiencewith her. She was a naive, yet a
I cunning, a brooding, neuroticallypassionate,yet determinedPrincess of
i Judeawho, despite the sinkqter,revolting spell in which her soul washope.
i lessly gripped, did not fail to arouse pity as she sang the words of thet
i ep_ogue: "The secret of love is greater than the secret of death." Per-
I hapethe suggestionof ultimate redemptionin the dosing song-likebarsof
[ the score is the artist'sanswer--compassion for even this supremesinner,

finally awakening,though only to the vaguest glimmer,to the _ormity
L of her sin.
r The settings designedby H. A. Condellprovidedan effectivebackground

for the sinister plot. Especiallyimpressivewere the floating douds hiding
' the sickly moon every now and then, creating the impressionof a bad

omen and lending emphasisto the words at the beginning of the play:
"Something temple will happen.TM

Leopold Sachse, the stage director, deservesspecial recognitionfor the
teamwork on the stage--teamwork that lent importance to the drama as
drama rather than to the individual singing-actors.

As for the mighty contrt_ution of Laszlo Halasz, artistic director and
conductor, "it would be difficult indeed to praise too highly his work in
unifying the presentation of so exacting a work. His intelligent, emotion-
ally inspired reading of the dramatic score projected its tragic spell with
an integrity that seemed to unite stage, orchestra,and listener in one per.
fect participating experience. His interpretation underlinedwith ever in-
creasing intensity the sultry, foreboding, tragic atmosphereof the drama,
but faintly relievedat the dose of the epilogueby the meresuggestionof
a motive of redemption.

For the discriminating,rich and poor alike, City Center productions
would be a bargain even at considerablyhigherprices.

* "Meine Tochter und ich stammen aus k6niglichem Blur. Dein Vater war Kamel-
trea_er, dein Vater war ein Dleb und ein Rauber obendrein.'

s "Meine Tochter hat recht getan."
e "Dae Oehcinmis der Liebe ist gr6sser als das Oeheinmis des Tode8."
so "$chrecklichee wird geschehen."
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GUSTAV MAHLER: heavy hand, on the:l_rrofthe conductor.
PolIo_g the .acu_om of ]_]er into

FIRST STMPHO?O" the _ mira of fancy, where nature
and-i_lmophy _ wu a.rewarding

Phthulel/_h/_ Orche,tra. DfmitH MitrE eXlX.denoe for the audience.
poulos. Conductor, (Robin Hood Dell . E.B.S., The £Ocnfng Bu_tfn
Concerts); ]uly 27, 1946.

The Malder Symphony repeated its AHTON BRUCIKlqL_:
success of last season. Though iome o|
Mahler's works are adjudged dull, th;, FOURTH SYMPHO_VT
opus belied its length, in its forthright
construct/on, firmness of mdodic line and Pbil_hlphia Ovckesera,DimledMitre,
frequent freshness. Mitropoulos condu¢, /3oulos. Conductor. (Robin Hoed Dell
ted with a keen insight into its musical Concurs); Augun 9. "1946.
qualities, and both he and the orchestra Broclmer mmpo_d with • wide _¢eep,
won an eras/oh, ruing all ch_ of- the orchestra fre_Jr,"

SAMUELL Smcea, l_Ut/e_arly the brm. • good instan©e
The Philadelphia Inquirer being the danc/ng Scherzo. The I;rst

movement has dmple themes 'v/goroudy
Musically, the most interest/ng program treated.

of the week took place st Robin Hood SAMUEL L SINGER,

Dell last night. Dim/tri Mitropoulos con. , The Phihdelph_ Inquirer
ducted, w/th his usual excellence. 8chu.
bert's Symphony No. 6, in C Major. and This is not the kind of symphony to
Mahler's first in D Major. Unformn- send you away whistling and it s easy to
ately, the fact that it was Saturday night understand its lack of I_pular appeal;
kept the attendance down to 3700 for But it dou leave you with a challenge
this truly rewarding concert, and the des/re to bear it again. Under

It (Mahler's I) is a piece which holds the masterful baton of Dimltr/ M/tro-
ths attent/on of the listener very closely, poulm and the superb playing of the
without bering overly intellectual and Dell Orchestra, it.proved an exciting and

without lacking spontaneity. Its sedum, st/mulaling _ence. Jul_e He_rgness does not exclude sensuous beanty.
The second movement, Kr_tig Bewegt. The Philadell_hfa Record
is particularly attractive_ almost light.
One welcomes the playing of a work As far as Philadelphia il concerned
which has aU the hallmarks of greatness the programming of • Bruclmer sym.
and is yet so rarely heard, phony is an extraordinary event and

C. S.. The Phihdelphia Record many have had to form their knowledge
and appreciation of th/a mawr, accom_

Franz Schubert and Oustav Malder. plishmcats through available phone-
not ohen asset/•ted on one Iprogram, gnphlc recordings or occasional radio
proved verdant pastures of music, where broadcast from other titles.
the lyric qualities of each composer, the It has been said that the lengthier
contemplative passages, and the joyom Bruckners symphonies m/l/tam against
pulse of life were selted upon by the their •cceptance in the concert repertoire
conductor and communicatedwith illu. --a specious argument in v/ew ot me
ruination, fact that in the seventh and eighth sym-

There were 3B00 pe.ons on hand to phonies of Shostakovich, not to speak of
enjoy this music, which was ixntponed other less-publici_ed orchestral creations,
from the regular Wednesday night present-day conductors and audiences
_chedule. They heard the rarely-played have not hesitated to welcome works of
,_fahler First Symphony in D major, a an hour or more in duration. In the final
_.:;,;gwork, whose beauties requirt gifted analysis, however, it is the worth, rather
;;_t.ition and a thoughtful, nther than than the length, of a composition that
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] should determine its recognition. A piece than that" a certain sense of modernity, of great musicmay consumea long time that led to the more sophisti_ted and
involved style of Mahler and others whoin performance yet seems short because

of its superlative qualities and elements, followed.
On the other hand a meretricious work, The element native to Bruckner, how.
while only taking a short time to get ever, was a sense of emotional naivet_.
through, will seem boring and much too of splendid visions and unwoddliness.
long. That element is on e_,ery page of the

For his listing of "Bruckner's magnifi- Eighth Symphony. Here. perhaps, is the
cent fourth symphony at the Dell, Dimitri fact that has kept Bruckner from achiev-
Mitropoulos is to be heartily thanked, ing wide popularity. It very well may be
He is one of our American conductors that concert.goers are still confused by
convinced of the high mer/ts of the com. the paradox of naive expression set in a

poser's music and its title to be heard by complicated and grandiose style, and that• audiences .... Prom start to finish the it is hard for them to distinguish between
i symphony's musical content is replete Brudmer'a highly developed technic and

with passages of touching beauty and re- the provincial simplicity of the man him-
i freshing force, and each of the four self.

movements supplies its own particular C_,xus DU_GtN,
features to stir and delight. In details of The Bogon Doily Globe
construction and orchestration it certifies

Bruckner's sure mastery. There are fas. According to bow you look at it the
einating modulations, remarkably, monumental Symphony of Brucknet was
wrought contrapuntal sections, and judiciously cortaOedor ruthlessly cut. The
themes of stunning contours and pat. performance consum_l not much over t0
terns. To the attentive listener, un- minutes and the piece should last doser
familiar with the symphony of Bruckner's to an hour and a quarter. In the case of
music, it will co:no as a revealing and the Adagio, always the climax, of any
stimulating experience, the strongest kind Bruckner Symphony. it is a shame to
of argument that we should have more omit a single measure. It is all too
of the same. For those here who already heavenly. Yet this is a restless age and
appreciate the grandeur of the symphony, rather than have his audience grow fidg"
the occasion will offer gratifying com.
pensation for having had to wait so long sty a conductor will use the blue pendl.
for a ' flesh and blood" performance of Nevertheless, we have had to endure theentire opening Adagio of Shostakovitch's
the work in this city. Eighth Symphony, lasting some 20 rain.

_.I'ILLIAME. SMITH, Urea;and Bruckner had a great deal more
Robin Hood Dell Review to say and said it a great deal better.

To turn to Bruckner's merits, we have
here, as elsewhere, themes of incompar-

ANTON BRUCKNER: able strength and beauty, wondrous har-
monies and magnificent orchestral sonor.

, EIGHTH SYMPHOJ_T ities. This simple, uncouthman spokewith the voices of Beethoven. Schubert
Boston Syml_hony Orchestra, Serge

Koussevitzk,y. Conductor; Oct. 1 ! ond and Wagner, not copying them but par-allaling their eloquence with his own. Dr.
12, 1946. Kou,evitsky gave theSymphony a fer,

vent and devoted reading, one in which
Two strongly contrasting symphonies,

Mendelssohn's 'Italian" and the Eighth the manybeautiesof _he mmic were fully
of Anton Bruckner, make up this week's revealed.
program by the Boston Symphony Or, WARi_N STOi_YSMITH.

chestra at Symphony Hall. Serge Kous, The Boston Post
sevitaky chose Bmckner's long and mas.
aive work as an observance of the _0th But the essential nobility and spiritual

fervor of the man .arewhat remain inanniversary of the composer's death.
Although composed and revised be. the mind after hearing the Eighth Sym.

tween 1884 and 1890, Bruckners Eighth phony. These qualifies were the more

I has certain aspects that looked consider, deeply impreued on tm by the intense

ably ahead of its time. In it you find the and sympathetic interpretation which Dr:
same German continuity and logic you Koossevitsky and the orchestra gave ol
lind in Brahms or Beethoven, and you the store.
lind Wagner to be the origin of much ALFIANDEltWILUAMSt.
of the instrumentation. Yet there is more The Boston HeroM

I
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ANTON BRUCKNER: GUSTAV MAHLER:

FIPTH STMPHO_[T FOURTH STMPHO_[T.

Chicago SymJ_hony Orchestr4. De,re San Antonio Symphony Orehen'r_
Dcfauw. Conductor: _ov. 14 and f_. Max Rater. C_qnductor:FrancesTeend.
1946. Soloi_. Dec. 19. 1946. First perjform•

ante in San Antonio.
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra

dedicated its concert at Orchestra Hall The mighty Fourth Symphony by the
last even'ing to Anton Bruckner, who controversial Bohemian composer, Gustav
died half a century ago last month. In Mahler, enjoyed an expre_ve, poetic
order to demonstrate that the composer reading by Reiter and the" Symphony.
really had been one of the notable figures The work is • wondrom poem which is
of his day--and is even of ours--Deslre transformed into a vis/on of heavenly
Defauw, who conducted, rev/ved his bliss in the third and especially the
Fifth Symphony, which had not been fourth movement where the poem, "'The
heard in Orchestra Hall for nearly 40 Heavenly Life," is sung by • soprano
years, soloist.

It had been played in Chicago only In the solo part of the Mah!er 5ym.
once before last night and then under phony and two Strauss lieder, Fecund-
the baton of Frederick Stock, who, we |iche-Vision" and "Kling, "° Mot.art's
believe, did less well with it than his "Alleluia" and Marietta's Song from the
successor, inasmuch as he omitted to pro- Korngo|d opera, "The Dead City," lvfiss
v/de the extra instruments of brass which Yeend displayed a rich, well-controlled
Bruckner added to the finale of his work. lyric soprano voice. In the scant time
In any case, the revival of this massive since lV[issYeend's last appearance here
score was a welcome one, for much of it with the Symphony---she. san_ the rote
is fine and noble music, sometimes, to be of Micaela in the organixata/on s produc-

sure, a little long.winded, hut fertile _onceo_ m_t_ea_ |•st Fe.brua_.--berwith thematic material of high distinc- e grownmquau anuty
t/on .... increased in range. This depth and te.x-

The performance was admirably con- ture were especially noted in the solo
ceived and executed. Whether the con- part of the Mahler work.
ductor's idea of the score was the most San Antonio Evening _ews
exalted Bruckner cannot he declared, but
it did achieve great richness of tone and
well molded phrasing. The brass pas- GUSTAV MAHLER:
sages were handled with impeccable taste,
not made too exuberant until the £nal D/kS LIED VO_ DER ERDE
moments, when the chorale was chanted
fortissimo, with all the stops pulled out. Dallas Symphony Orchestra. AntalDoratt, Conductor; Set Sva_holm and

FELIXboxowsxt, Surmnne Stot, Soloists, Jan. J2 and 13,
Chic,go Sun 1947.

A music and • performance of super,
It's too bad his (Bruckner's) over- lative beauty were heard here Monday

zealous friends have made a cult of night, an oct•s/on which the discerning
Bruckner. The great and superior rival hearer well may store in memory as one
of Brahms deserves to be heard more of the significant events o! his musical
often on his own merits, exEerience.

C. J. BULLi_V, the music was Gustav Mahler's "Das
Chicago Daily Hews Lied ,yon des Erde" ("The Song of the

Earth '), his last large symphonic work.

Both strings and winds bad a purity ' _ln "Miss Seen and Svanholm we had
of tone that fell happily on the ear, and two superb artists, vocally and artistically.
at the finale when the brass choir spoke When have we had a voice as brilliant
from its lofty place, it made you think and compelling as $vanholm's or one
there might be something to the Bruck- like molten gold as Miss Sten's? Aside
r_er school holding out for the gentle old from the appeal as gorgeous sound of
,'_u._t_ian'sapocalyptic visions, tone and quality, the service of fine

CLAUDIACAS$1DY, musicianship was devoted to the inter-
Chicago Daily Tr/bune pretation of the difficult score, dilgcuh



t Sy.mphonfcChronicle 87tschnically and enormously so emotion, lable8 of ruignatinn and fartmll closed
ally .... • his own life. '

"The Song of the Earth" is made up MILDUD _OILTON,
of siz movement,,allottedthree each to Los Angeles Daily _ew!

I the s|nge_ who v/rtually are a part o| . .
• the instrumental complex, and usel for . .

* text purported German translations of nwTc-rAxr xaAUnER, "
Chinesepoems. It was unfortunate that ............ :- •

the audience was not supplied with the LIEDER EI'_ES F,AHIVd_D/_
Englishvers/onof the text. The text re, GP_.SELLK3_ ".fleeted the trend of (leman intellectual "" ...... *' ^--'• era. E_
: a.- . .I... t ..... 0 t .!..... ' cancmnan oympnony uqrcnes a, _ ...m uu, xus .w_ r.,,+u.¥,l,+a+.. . ,,.,,_y,r_v. ' _- ¢"'...... C%,dni-em.. Dom_tldl_.cl.
"ent century, an inevitable devdoement s .... -"":":';"';'+_.n'--{7-+md---iS--194+---_.
through pessimism, negation an¢[ ms- son, o0,otn _ j . :.. _. ... :.i._;

f terialirm to disaster of which the _nt • Eugene Ooussens returnea to the _ym_
World War.wu a symbol rather then:a, phony Concerts Friday afternoon and..

I cause. •Even so, the poet_ic beauty of the put on a program of.-.suchpos/tive mR.
' text and itsveiled symbolism were Ideal. ,ic/anship.and such constant interest that
• stimulus to Mahler's soaring+ima_nation, it _ stand on its Own merits and matcl_

and the musical texture with v/aich he any other program of the season. Donald.
+ surrounded it is of exalted beauty, uma, Dickson also made a sure place for him+

terialked in a musical complex.r/ch _ -W.lf with C/ndnnati "Symphony pa_o_.the mag/c of inspired uses of insmunen by the llne way he interpreted'Mahlkr_
tal nuntns. ' • Mednikoff, Massenet and ILachmaninof:_.

_' A compelling' device .is theme of' Dickson hlsa bnlliant baritone voic_
mdodic formula A,G,E, which becomel that has the _vVagner/an tenor quality in
at the end a kind of dematerialked ex- the top notes--which does not mean
tendon of the tonic chord. The bright, that has scale was at any time uneven.
ness of the two middle movements, Dickson had unlimited power and he
named "Youth" and "Beauty," with colored soft tones so,that they were ex,
their pentatonic scale formuh, led on to ceedingly beautiful. His interpretation of.
the intensity of the final section, "The the four songs in the ldabler. "Lieder
Farewell, Wherein Hiss Seen sustained sines fahrenden Gesdlen" established
even in inaction the emotional exaltation him a future favorite."His German wn

: of the situation; dear and so easily titiderstood that the
r B. CL'tDu Wltrrl.ocr_ Englhh translation in theprinted

Fort Worth Stnr Telegrmm grams was unnecesdary, uoossens tna
the orchestragavehim sure support aria
the audience enjoyed, each song so much
that they interrupted the cycle with pod-

f/ live applause and eilled Dickson back
, • . to the platform many. times. .+"
: .-Howa_o W. Hmm,

_. GUST^VI_HLL_: _e C)'.annan..q'im_Su_,.
D_ LIED"VO_ DER ERDB • Works of Mahler'_'youth, betweene_

Los Angeles Phil/usmonfc. O_rdte._J. gagementaaschorus-master for the Italian
•Alfred Wallem_n, Conddcf_; _t opera semmn in Vienna and "director at
Suanholm and EuLs Be_l, Soloists, ]an. the Cassd opera house, the song-cyde

16 and 17; i947. • . . seemsinfluenced by diltmatic associationwith the stage. M=kler wrote both the

• GustavMahler'J,l_eatsong,cycle4D_m words and the music; the tunes
Lied yon der Erde, °occupied the atten, simple and folklike' and might appear
alGaof Alfred Wallenstein and the Phil- triv/al except for the effective orchestra.
harmonic Orchestra last night, tion, which was Mahler s real idiom.....

" Contralto Eula Bead and tenor Set The instrumental icoloring is kalddo*
Svanholm were soloists for the tender scopic, and the orchestra played it .so.
and bitter . soliloquies from (_dn.e fashion. The melodic line is simple b_ut
poetry to which Mahler set the mustc emotional, and thus 'Dickson sang it, lab
which many consider his finest. Even ,m/re well-controlled' from a tenor.h'k_e

: thosewho cannotgo Idl-outfor his sym- (3, all the way down to a full-blown_.
phordea have to succumb to its £nal bit. . Jo_x P. P,.tloD_tg
tenn_eetmoments, 'whose whispered _l" iCincinnati _nqu(r_
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AN'ION BKUCKNEK: puting the masterly quality of yesterday's
performance, which was as persuasive a

_IN'TH STMPtlO_T statement of Bruckner's. case as can be

Boston Symphony Orchestra. Bruno imagined. Dr. Walter left no beauty un.
Walter. (3o,ductor. Jan. 24 and 2L 1947. revealed, no climax understated. His suc.cess repeated that of last week, with ova-

Every time a work of Bruekner is per- tions again from audience and orchestra
f,,,_,.cd, and that _dly is not often, the for every number.....
whole question of Bruckner and Mah- L.A. Ss.oreR,
ler" is brought up again. Those two late The Christian Science Monitor

romantic composers of the 19th Century As a community we may be said to
are "regarded as great by some, and by enjoy an acquaintance with great music.
others as negligible. At any rate, while Some of it, thanks to our present.day
the music of Bruckner and Mahler is habits, has become almost a drug on the
still hotly disputed, the fact remains that market. It was an unusual experience.
Mahler is not frequently performed here, then--and for a fortunate few a rather
and Bruckner even less so. crushing and shattering one--to be

The Bruckner Ninth shares with its brought face to face at yesterday's Sym-
fellows those typical Brucknerian quail- phony Concert for the first time in 33ties of remarkable orchestral counter-
point, soaring expression, vast formal years with one of the greatest things in
scope and towering visions. It is really all music. The work in question, theNinth Symphony of Bruckner, was re,
a great symphony in its factors and in stored to us (in its original, unedited
what a noble if naive and peasant soul form) by Bruno Walter, and no hand
succeeded in expressing. It is at once would have been worthier for the task.
austere and intimate, general and per- To give Dr. Koussevitsky his due, he
sonal, passionate and tender as, in the has planned more than once to revive
greatest of all paradoxes, great works of the Bruckner Ninth; but intention is one
art can be.

If the first movement is the most heroic thing and accomplishment another. Ac-cordingly, to Mr..Walter our deepest
of the three, the closing adagio, rapt and gratitude. The three movements of the
exalted, is the peak and crown of the
Symphony. Surely it is true that while Symphony which Bruckner left unfinished

'the Ninth, from a formal point of view, on his deathbed, and which he desired
may be unfinished, no finale could follow to dedicate to "the dear God," are not
the adagio, which was Bruckner's vale. easy to take in at a first hearing. Norwould many yesterday have remembered
dictory. Incidentally, Mr. Walter gives the three previous performances in Sym-
us this week not the Ferdinand Loewe phony Hall between 1904and 1914. The
edition, but the "Us'text," the original advantage lay with those who have been
score as Bruckner left it. able to familiar/xe themselves with the

As last week, Mr. Waiter's conducting work through its recording, while only
is an almost miraculous blend of expres, last year Mr. Walter broadcast it from
sion genius, consummate orchestral tech, New York.
nic and profound scholarship. The tremendous first movement is a

Cyxu8 DUxc31N, direct descendent of the first movement
The Boston Globe of Beethoven's Ninth, and Bruckner,

alone among subsequent symphonists, was
The coon'oversy over the two versions, able to widd the thunderbolts of the

of Bruckner'a Ninth Symphony is mild Jove of Bonn. WAI the last trump sound
compared to the hoe_litica over Bruckner in more awful accents than the chief
himself. To his supporters he is a genius theme? Yet there are few things in
of the first order, to his detractors, a music more beautiful than the group of
gifted but clumsypeasant.Here again, mdodies that bring the needed contrast.
it is useless to join in the fray. If your Surely no one y_tetday could have had
predilection is for the Bach-Haydn,Mox, any difficulty with the scherzo, which an
art line you still cannot deny that Brock, early critic called the ugliest piece of
net, for 811his debt to Wagner, had in- music ever written, though many may

have found the long adagio a hard nut
to crack. In this music Bruckner tried

I dividuality and was a master of compoai,

tion and orchestration. If you belong to

the other wing, you will not mind, will to piece the veil which separates us from
indeed revel in, his episodic style, his the Beyond. You may lind some of it
verbosity, his surcharged emotion, cryptic, but blind is he who cannot see

Regardless of sides, there was no dis, in it celestial visions. Mr. Walter, who
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' conducted as a pdea before the altar, alway= giving hb best to hb mudc, du_t
J had Ida remurd, If he so conddered It, be never durred over a phrase or took

j in the chcen that tccompanizd his 6ntJ short cuts to the grand _xnales.return' to the stage. He had given us a Granted the symphony b long: many
{.. pedormanc_ th_we wall_notaoonfOrget. ' say it repeats it=elf, and that what is re;

w,utuN _iTOUY_urrx, petted b often clnldi.h and bezel. A_
' . q'he Boston Post hndly there Is less repetition in _l_hlcr

than in most dauic composer=. He:_J

"-' GUSTAV bIAItI_K: always saying new things. . . "..'
_:_j- -!: Maybe he say=too many of _em,.or,
':!_: u my neighbor remarked last ni_t,-may_.-'_ ' /r/F'Tlt SYMPHOYCT be "he tallu too much. The anm_.'._)_

i/., . to morea==Hew Torlb Bruno W=ltm', t:onauaor, that overlook nothing/n banging oat •die
".,-_:::." Feb. 6 dnd 7, •1947. , : pow_. " .'.:,;

Mr. Walnut's reacllng, for inmm_-

_i''" With a managedal_orm burs•big over More of that ilnd of performance and
_: /t= head, the Philharmonic-Sympbgny Or- Mahler 8 sympbonJes would soon become

!.;_.i_. chcetn wen•ira bl_the way in Cor:n2e" daily concert bread to local hal . ...'...
:" '_ " 1 _ last night with • memorable con • Lo_s BXANCOXJ_
t.: cert led by Bruno Walter. / . _. T. World Tek_r4 m
_/"!_': Except for the atonalspeculative dala-
i-'.,- • " chat In the lounge at hatermimiontlmeq -'_:.i/.,'

.),_,,.! ..: the concert moved ahead u if the midst 'Bruno Walter, the incomparable int_,:prater of Malder, chose the Atmlxlmthing in music was mtudc tad the main
ggople ifi It the ml_tt_J. ' . . compo_r's l=Jfth Symphotly to heglU

:,:_', - Twin-featored on last night's progttm seasonal engagement as guest conductor
,,: were a_tur Rublnstein's _rring render* with the f_'mlharmonic-_ympbonic Ot_

in= of Chop|n°• E minorplano concerto chum in Carnegie Hall last night. It
and • no less stirring reading of Gummy wu • triumphant occasion for all cow

'_ lvlahler', Fifth Symphony. .-;_ earned: composer, conductor and or,
For both theMahler/tes an• Kuum, .chestra, for noperformance of _y work,

steinlte8 were in dover last night; wbeth, no matter how superb, could have didted
er the two were always one andthe same the prolonged ovation tendered Mr. Wal,
wu hard to say. Probably Artur s fr/end8 t_r and the orchear_ had. the music ./to
outnumbered Omtav's. 0elf not been worthy of the czar•ordinary

But the ovation following the long, d/•course accorded it. . ._/

r akalvedMahlar _iece really did All of blalde:s symphotu_,bFm_. _I eve_ true ldahlerites heart good last cul.ttoperf.orm, but none prouaoJy .
aright. Tlds .seemed h_e one ofthe bi_- sum /nor•mate aemanas on me Dr?re.

I gest m'buter yet given the mus/c of th_ choir wh/ch is employed in this work .faz..

londy and trag/c genins.' . purdy,e._p..r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.m_."objectives to a .o.eg_e..
h b no ncm that Malxler'8 'case fn unputuel¢o m any other =ympnomc

New York/8 still an uphill struggle., product by • £rwnte com..l_Ser..........;
What b alm_ nero f_ a gre:a,t .i_6.rm, blalaler * _ 1 ?f _ r_

. aries=of .one of Iris 8ymp.ho.m.er amd roll rucher • climax, in _ sym..phony.._t__=,,ew,.,var=re=p.uon.. . .====d.,__.=_.,_L_..===pea,.,
• - .. Ovininn,..a8 umd,.was d/v/deal as.to . Ida art, _s uulUmtion oz aumonant mun-

whet_er thb acclahn went., tO • great un3mmt for emotional int_n_ifi_cau.'oa
eym_phony,or • peat .con.duct_... My .reach .neT he/ghta of •ccomp_t
fed_ng is that it _u_.ntto 0o_, wire.mine her_., heJgh_ hitherto.unttt=jn_ in.._m
extra warmth, no doubt, to _r. walter., earlier symphonies.. _mce _aJ_ar stun-

And Mr. Waltar deserved it--first for' boruly maintained that this C .hm_
the courage of rende_ng, so huge and minor symphony had no program it would
controvemd • gore; second,for. the de, be both hitale and overweening¢0 form.
voted attention given it. For only a di_ ulate one forhim; but this music _ure]y

•_ clple could .how the. Iov/ng care .he dkL encompasses • wide gamut of human .st-
-The man rode you fed the import?_ an'burn u it unfolds it= leo_hy course---

ance of the slightest phrt_,. He seemed the desolation of the funeral march,..the
to be saying allthe time: Don t fail to angui.h"ed despair of the second half of
notice tl_ and this and this. Ever/thing the first movement, the charactemtically

• count8 in tJ_ music." • Maldet'hutironic humor of the sch_
• I agreed with him.last night.. I felt the touch_ug inwardness of the adagio•to

" more |_rongly.than ever that _alder was and the Joyous abandon---culminating _n
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the radiant airmation ofthe eanduding GUSTAV IdAHLEK: :
chorale.

All of these moods were suggested by FOURTH SYMPHONY
Mr. Walter in a mannenr which only he. Cleveland Orchestra. Bruno Walter.
among living conductors of Mahler s Conductor; Deal Halban. Soloist. Feb. 20
music, can conjure from the intricacies and 22. 1947. Broadcast over Mutual
ofthe printed page. No other interpreta, Broadcasting System on Feb. 22. 1947.
tire musician has his profound percep,. Rebroadcast ouer WOR on Feb. 24,
tire insight into the azygous creative
world oft his still often misunderstood 1947.
composer. Nor could a finer account of Bruno Walter, distinguished musical
thi_ score from the technical and tonal advisor of the New York Philharmonic
aspects be imagined than that vouchsafed Symphony, Desi llalban. Viennese so-

"by the Philharmonic last night. Here prano, and the Cleveland Orchestra
was a truly miraculous transvaluation into thrilled a capacity audience at Severance
meaningful, unfailingly, sensuous sounds Hall last night with a gorgeous perform,
of a composer s inmost thoughts, ance of the Gustav Malder Fourth Sym,

JeRoue D. BoHu, phony......
The Mew Todt Herald Tribune Director Walter who knew Nlahler in

his Vienna days and has written a book

What Mr. Muench did recently at a in that connection, brings to this Fourth
Philharmonic,S_mphony concert for Bur, Symphony a sympathy and uncanny ex-
line of the "Symphonic fantastique" prassive act that points its haunting
Bruno Walter did last night, on the beauty, its occasional peasant jollity, its
same podium, in Carnegie Hall. with dramatic episodes and its shifting lights
Mahler's Fifth symphony. The hour.long and shadows with a feeling of expectancy
symphony made the firsthalf of a notable and reality that make up for its overlongscore. He'etched the ever fluid and glow,
program _mpleted by the performance
of Chopin s !_ minor concerto by amas, ing melodic line with clarity no matterwhere or how it shifted through the or-
ter pianist, Artur Ruhinstein. chestral choirs. And in Miss HalhanWe do not believe that a more elo-
quent performance of Mahler's immense with her nicely-ranged soprano of fine
score than this one could have beengiven, texture, he had a most artistic coHab-
Its revelation was the result of a lifetime orator. ELMOte BACON,
of devotion to music and of a profound The Cleveland Hews
inner faith in Mahler's message. We
leave aside for the moment estimates of Yet one had ample opportunity to taste
the worth of the symphony itself, in its to the full the typically Viennese char,
formidable length, breadth and thickness, acter of the music, its effusive up-beats.
The point is that Mr. Walter believes to its warm, leisurely flowing melodies, its
his last fiber in this symphony; he knows wistful humor, and above all its extra,
and loves its every note. He conducted ordinary scoring, where color demands
with the passion of a crusader, and so are so specific that the solo violin in the
struck fire frnm the orchestra and did eerie second movement is asked to play
everything that interpretive power could on an B string tuned a tone higher. Miss
do to impose the music upon the audi, Halban sang the folkish strophes of the
ence. last movement w/th sensitive and appro,

That this achievement was to he was priate feeling.
shown instantaneously, with the opening Heg_eg.W ELWELL,
trumpet calls of the "marche funebre." The Cleveland Plain Dealer
For a great performance, in music or
drama or on the forensic platform, re, . . . The i/art was rendered with under,
veals itself in the inflection and arch|, standing and taste by Des| Halhan, an
tecture of the very first phrase. In those Austrian singer new to Cleveland.
preliminary flourishes, which later enter The rest of the Symphony is in-
so importantly into the scheme of the tegrated with this mood of happy sam-
entire opening movement, there was felt plicity. There are mystical overtones.
the inevitable progress and summation of such as in the second movement, where
the entire work..... Death, the mediator of all this bliss, is

The symphony and the performance pictured as a good.natured fiddler who
were long and roundly applauded, is sure to get his fee in. the end.

Oul_ DOWNE$. A somewhat humorous effect is pro-
, The _[eul Todt Times duced by having the fateful fiddle tuned
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up s tone, glvinE • k|nd of queer strid- tione in love. Miss Thcbom understands
ency. Concertmuter Thavlu did well by about such matters as phrasingand she
this episode, takesthe high and low pointsof a song

The work presentsthe familiar Mab- with equally expressiveease.
lerian compoundof flavors: A German CLA't g.,dLeV,
folHneu iq the melody, a sugared View The Da/ly Tima Herald
nest harmony and figuration occas/onally
bordering on the frivolous, a highly in- OUSTAV MAHLER:
dlvidual sophisticated and witty orches.
tratloa, ands genera] atmosphere o( rod, FIRST SYMPHO3_T
liRoomness.... 'The Phi_msmo_ic-$ymphony $oc/c_

Nothing could exceed the loving cote of New "Fork. Efrem hurts, Conductor;
which Walter devoted to the proper March 20. 21. and 23. /947. q'he last
realization of the lines of his revered performance was broadcast o'oer CKS.
master. The Sympbony's many beauties

_ seemed persuasive under his hands, and One of the rests which conductors w_./-
the audience manifested an unusual en- come, if only for the reason that they
thusiasm at the end. some of which was furnish abundant opportunities for dis-
also intended for Miss Halban and the play of batonic sluR, are the symphonies
orchestra, of Mahler. Of these the First is one of

ARTHUR Loesseg, the best. It b deeply saturated with the
'/'he C/evehnd Press folk element which/s a sympathetic char.

acterist/c of this composer, and it is
GUSTAV MAHLER: pombly the least laden with bombast.

Mr. Karts approached this mumc with
LIEDER EF_ES PAHRL_DE_ evident sympathy,especiallyinthe pages

GESELLE_ which have the unn_istakabl¢ regect_oo of
nature, and the Hansel and Gretel-h_k¢

DolI_ Symphony Orchestra. Antal fragments of song.
Dorsal. Conductor; Bhnche Thebom. Ouxq Dowxqes,
Soloist. Feb. 23. 1947. q'he ]_eto Torl t Times

The easy harmonies and conventional. Everything was well performed and at
izod sentiments of rdneteenth century the end of Mahler's First SymphonyRomanticism. fell ongrateful ears Sunday
afternoon as an audience of 4,000 per- there _s cheering.
sons gathered for the thirteenth subscrip- Indeed, one is not accustomed to such
tion concert of the Dallas Symphony Or. transparent tonal textures, such dear
chestra at Pair Park Auditorium. _This balances and blends of sound in the reno
audience had been hearing things less dering of Mahler as Mr..Kurtz produced.
dulcet and caressing, to say the least. It The desire to treat this composer as emo-
was a beautiful, impeccably styled con. tioually profound has imposed, 1 think,
cert that Antal Dorat/ arrangedand still a certain obscurity upon even the scored
lovelier concert that he delivered. Of no sound of his symphonies. Mr. Kurtt has
little help were Blanche Thebom, Metro- approached the roarer more realistically,
politan Opera mexxo.soprano, as soloist though with an obvious love for the
for Brahm_a"Alto Rhapsody" and Mah_ music. By loving it and playing it deanly
ler°s "lieder sines fabrenden On•ellen he has turned the First Symphony from
and the Dallu Male Chorus, which par- an unconvincing essay in profundity into
tidpated in the Brahms work. • thoroughly convincing descriptive

• . . M/ss Thabom sang them with piece. This listener, for one, "is pleased
compelling intemdty, met their vocal ex, with the transformation.
actions and their emotional contrasts What the work is descriptiveof we
with complete success. The orchestra uno have been forbidden by the composer to
der Mr. Dorati found Mahler's plangent gum, So be it. The pastoral style re"
accompaniment another opportunity foe mains unmistakable in the first move°
some of theseason'sbest play/us, merit. So does the gypsy night dub style

Jomq ROSeNmeLD, in the third (ostens_ly a funeral march).
! 5"heDallas Morning 3_ews Later there is • passage that, whatever

itsoriginal intent, may_av¢ bee.n,would
Her performance in the Mahler wnp be ideal to accompany• conflagration in

was similarly breathtaking. She imparted the films, w/th love being reborn out of
color and drama to the composer's tl_ rudns,
laments, sorrowingaimpposed]ystemming Vlacn. THOMSOI_,
from one of Mahlcr'a numcroul frusua, 5"_e_sw York Herald 'rr_bone
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GUSTAV MAH_B.: tion or parody, in the spirit in which
Malder conceived it.

FOURTH $TMPHO_f ALeXSNDn WILL,US.
The Boston Herald

Boston Symphony Orchem'4. Bruno
W_ltcr. Coaductor; Derl Halban. $oloLtt.
March 21. 22. and 25. 1947. The i_t
/)er/orn_nce was broadcast over ABC.

First as disciple, then as a colleague,
and an intimate friend of Mahler, Mr. ,At the concerts of this week Mr. Wal-
Walter ultimately became the composer's tar is playing the Mahler Fourth with
greatest prophet. To him fell the re- Desi Halban as soprano soloist. Pre-
sponu_ility and honor of first perform- viously we had heard the eo_e sym,
ing, after Mahlers death. "Dos Lied you phony but once, in March. 194_. and
der Erda" and the Ninth Sylphony. ihe last two movements three years be-
Without' exaggerafon, it may be said fore. both1 times from Richard Burgin.
that everything in the way of profound In view of the fact New York has been
comprehension and special knowledge of hearing the work at intervah since 1904.the various conductors of the Boston
Mahlera musical idiom is possessed, and Symphony may be said to have been
uniquely so. by Bruno Walter. singularly remiss, for the Fourth is a

As the Fourth is the shortest and the masterpiece, though not without flaws.
lightest in texture of all nine Mahler The t/ouble with both Bruckner and
symphonies, so it is the most untroubled. Mahler is that they never could learn
The grotesquerie which pervades it is that enough is better than a feast. Evennaive and serene rather than demonic.
yet. as in all Mahler, melancholy lies trifling cuts in the first and third move,manta of the Fourth Symphony would
lUStbeneath the surface..And over the make it a work of unqualified defight,
whole symphony hovers that nervous in spite of the fact that the four move-restleemeu which is expressed by a con-
stone flow of counterpoint, from instru, monte offer iitde contrast. The7 are allon the leisurely side. the only measures
ment to instrument of the entire or, approaching real excitement occurring inchastra.

CYRus DURC'IN. one of the variations in the third. Hear-
ing this division yesterday, as set forth

The Boston Daily Globe hypnotically by Mr. Walter. there was a
• temptationto prodaimit the mostbeauti-
Yesterday's concert was memorable for ful slow movement since the Cavatine in

the ingratiating performance of Mahler's Beethoven'sB flat-major Quartet. Ho
4th Symphony, perhaps the best po_ble other .among Beethoven's suers had
introduction to the works of that corn- the secret of this quiet intensity, this al,
poser. Under the expert guidance of Mr. most unbearable sweetness. And yet we
Walter, who is probably the world's would not go far astray in caning Molder
leading interpreter of Mahlcr. the 4th the father of the modern symphony: in
Symphony yesterday could be regarded his disregard of symphonic conventions,
as an ac/d teat. in his capriciousness and whimsicality, in

Mahler is a composer whose name is the astoundin.g clarity of his orchestra,
too frequendy coupled with that of t/on and his "horixontal' writing. In the
Bruckner. Actually it should be poes_le first movement of the Fourth we find the
to form independent judgments of the eadieg example of neoclassicism, and that t
music of either composer without having 81umtakovitchhu sat at the feet of Mah,
both of them thrown at you llke a pair let is common knowledge. _'
of Siamese twins. This 4th Symphony is Des/Halban was the solo/st yesterday
one of Mahler's happiest and least in the foux_h movement. • settlng of a
troubled creations. Its intimate charm is folk .poem that depicts a peasant e or a
something very special among musical child s naive concept of heaven, Miss
oompoe/tiom, and a _ne performance of Halban has, indeed, the light, floating
it is something to cherhh, almost child-like voice that thk mu_c re-

Mr. Walter was fortunate in his choice quires..Yet some et211gratefully recall
of • _ger. as we were lucky to have Cleora Wood e performance of five years
him as interpreter of this music. Miss ago. At the end of the Symphony yes,
ltalbtu sang the music of the finale terday there were cheers for all con,
simply, gracefully and dearly. As wu ceru¢d.
to be expected under the circumstances WAlUtBNSTOUY S_lrtt, f
it was a performance without exaggera, The Boston Post
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GUSTAV MAHLER: ANTON BKUCKNER-

FOURTH $TMPHCY_T SEVENTH STMPHOY_r'F

Ch_:agn $)'ml)hnny Orchestra, Brunn S4n Fr.,nc_n Sympho.y Orchem_,
W_er. Conductor;Desi Hdban, Soloist, PL-rreMontenx, Conductor; M,,y 22. 2],
April 11 Bad 12. 1947. and 24. 1947.

Mr. Walter gave a superlative reading Alfred Hertz used to play the sym.
of the score, and his evident love for and phonies of Anton Bruckner when he
admiration of it clearly was reflected in conducted the San Francisco Symphony
his influence upon the orchestra. Every Orchestra 20 years ago, but, in all prob.
dcta_ was so da_,'ified, every nuance so ability, none of themhad been performed

; affectionately considered, it would be dif- here since that time until yesterday after,
noon, when Pierre Monteux directedticult to imagine a finer interpretation.

Withal, only the slow movement ha- Bruckner's seventh symphony at the War
pressed this listener as truly great music, Memorial Opera House.
and the depth of emotion in it, its elo. It was a welcome revival for many
quent tenderness made listening a joy. reasons. For one thing, Bruckner re-

FELIXBOROWSXI, minds you that compo_rs, performers
TEe Chicago Sun and audiences once had leisure. The

modern composer Roy Harris has written
a "'Time Suite" in which the basic for-

I real element is the minute, and Morton

Between that and the Strauss you knew . Gould, the well known radio musician,
the textures and colors of Mahler's Fourth has excc_ed his use of the word "sym-
Symphony would be in sympathetic phonette'" (in place of the conventional
hands. 1 don't mean Mr. Walter's, of "'sinfonietta") on the ground that, with
course. He is the supreme master of two syllables less in the fl0e, he can getan extra half-measure into the musi,"
Mahler in our time. I mean the orches- But no one ever held a stop.watch over
tra's, for that orchestra achieved one of Anton Bruckner. He was free to de-
the most remarkable performances I have velop his ideas as spaciously and grandly
heard it play, and I have been listening as the architects of those baroque Auso
to it for 20 seasons. It was a perform-
ance of tenderness, of power, of wit, and trian churches in which his spirit wasmost at home.

i it m superbly sustained the line that

spans the shifting Mabler moods that if Every work of Bruckner is an act of
| you insisted on calling the symphony religious faith, whether or not it is asso-

long, you could only steal a phrase and ciated with a religious text. To be sure,
hie symphonies have other positive quaff-

• make it, too, "the symphony of heavenly tics, too--a Sonority, and a kind of pro"length."
Perhaps Mahler's symphonies really are vincial heavy-handed force that led

"'mystery plays rootedin earth and reach- Bruckner's biographer, Werner Wolf, to
ing for heaven." The Fourth is a lovely call him a "rustic genius"--but the main
thing, with glinting brilliance, extraordi, thing about this composer is that he was
nary tonal textures, pacticularly in the a genuinely serene human being. He
second movement where the solo violin knew what it was all about and he knew

is sometimes tuned a note higher than it was good, and that is something worth._c- normal tuning (which is why John dinging to in our more nervous and
Weicher used two instruments), and t fearful time......
slow movement of such I_rofoundly mov. With Bruckner a symphonic move-
ing sadness it must reac_ to heaven for ment is an accumulation of-episodes, and
comfort. So the soprano, who was beauti- there arejoints and fissures between. H/s
ful Desi Halban, quiet as a good child music unfolds like pages in a diary; you
in white, enters to sing the reassuring can see where each day's ideas stopped
song of heavenly bliss from "Des Knaben and the next day's began. For this reason
Wunderhorn,'" a song which in its way people sometimes find Bruckner long-

| wraps up the whole symphony by sing. winded. But this Iong-windedncss is not
ing, "Our conduct, while truly seraphic, so much a matter of time consumed as
with mirth holds voluminous trafEc." For of a kind of flaccidity in the organza-
this is music for men, which reminds tion of the time. Bruckner's seventh

them of angels, symphony is agood deal shorter than
CL._trD_ C_ssmv. Beethoven a ninth, with which Montetrx

TEe Chfcagn Tribune will end the San Franciwo Symphony
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season next week, and nobody ever com- tom that gourhhed in Beethoven's day, _pla/or that Beethoven s ninth is too long. of performing separately the movements
The performance was big and broad, of a large work. As musicology it might

laid down the hugh linel of the piece not be sound, but it could make Mzhler
with appropriate weight, was crisp and a great deal more access_le.
clean throughout, and achieved the spot" Last evening the orchestra played the
mlypticclimax of the slow movement with work with zeal and devotion. The solo-
the true accent of glory. ists, Ellabelle Davis, soprano, and Nan

ALFRED FRANKENSTEIN, M • r r i m a n, contralto, performed so ..
San Francisco OsTonicle pretuly one wished they had had more

to do. The dry, unresonant properties of J
the hall. which often make the orchestra '4GUSTAV M__ILER: sound thin and watery, last night proved
admirable for this heavily-scored work,

SECO]_D SYMPHO.I_r'F which in more resonant halls (and es-
_[eto Torl{ C_ty Sym/_bony. Leonm'd pecially with a violently energetic con-

Berastein. C_ductor; Schola Cantorum, ductor like Mr. Bernstein) becomes a
Hugh Rou. Conductor; El/abelle Dm,_s. noisy blur of thick brass and cloudy
Soprano, ]_an Merriman. Contralto, $olo. overtones.
ists; Sept. 22 and 24. 1947. JoHN BtuGcs,

_[ew TorJ_Post (Copyright 1947)
Mr. Bernstein and the City Symphony

d/d full justice--for an orchestra grad- Even for those who do not take the
ually coming up in the world--to the Mahler gospel on faith, this is a work
Mahler work. There were two soloists, to be heard and re-heard as often as a
]Ellabe.lleDavis, soprano, and Nan Merri- symphony orchestra, a chorus and two
man, contralto. Besides, the Schola Can- soloists can be marshaled into doing it--
torum, in serried ranks, delivered the which is, approximately, once a decade.

choral parts of the last section, where It has, in its quieter, more introspective �¨�|

the composer required **the word" to passages, some of the most beautiful ._ 4complement his instrumental expression, music ever written, by Mahler or anyone
.... else; for which the listener must pay the

In any case, the performance was most price, in the "epic" pages of the score,
musical and finished, and it is to Mr. of enduring even more of the most hump- I
Bernstein's and his co-workers' credit that tious, empty noise ever contrived.
it came off as well as it did. Both Miss .... This is hardly a score to be
Dav/s and l_ss Merrimart were superb delivered unembarrassed by a pick.up
in the delivery of their _arts and the orchestra (which, essentially, the City
chorus sang effectively, l, Symphony is) and more rehearsals would

ROBI_.T_C_. have smoothed rough spots, improved
_[cso Tor_ Wo_lci Telegram the blend of sound. But it was a major

accomplishment for Bernstein to deliver
The richly.wrought mus/cal tapestry of the work, from beginning to end, with

Mahler's "Resurrection" Symphony un. as much articulation and clarity as he
rolled at the City Center last evening, as managed, and, w_thal, an insinuating
Leonard Bernstein led the N. Y. _ Sym- mood at many places. In addition to
phony in its first concert of the new Mi_ Merriman's luscious singing, Ella-
season, belle Davis, soprano, and the Schola

As usual, the'Mahler proved too much Gantorum performed affectingly in the
of a very, very good thing. It is too bad last section.
that present-day concert pract/ce is to do IRVINGKOLODIN,
things completeor not at roll. _Vh_ethis _eW '_/'or_.$un
custom prevails Mahler w_! I/kely re-
main in the revival category---abig pro, The New York City Symphonyopened ._|
ductionnumber undertakeninfrequently /te tfth season,and its third under the

Pand with a certain amountof trepidation. ¢onductorshipof Leonard Bernstein,last
,and aud/ences are the losers thereby, night at the lqew York City Center. The

for the "Resurrect/on" Symphony has program was dedicated to the ruurrec,
moments of seraphic loveliness, and in its tion of Palestine, and began with a work
maestoro moods it is quite overpowering, by a Padestine composer not previously !

The Brockner Society (v?nich also in- unknown here.

kterests itself in lvlahler) would be horri- Mr. Bermtein's interpretation showed
£ed, but _ome irreverent conductor might • notable understanding of this music;

revive for lvlalxler'sbenefit the cm. the performance was well integrated and
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balanced and expremi_e. Miu Davis and known flair for unctuous speech. And
Miss blerdman sang withplcadng tones there ary, plenty of qmts |or Mr. Kmm.
and interpretative sympathy; the chor. sevitaky s brau units to go to town on
isters sangcommendably,and at the dose all valves.
the participantsavoidedan imp.rs_ion,of There may be room for argumant as
overstraining in striving for culminating to whether last night's pedormanee
dimax, snared every potentiality of the scone oa

l_Nc_s D. PeltXJNS, the poetic side. A few places culled for
Mew 'rodt Herald Tribune deeper probing, and one or two passages,

deceptively naive and childish, .wereOV_o_stressed, almost inviting me cuuge o
Mr. Ikrmtein added that he wished to banality often brought against Bmckner.

Those were small matters beside thededicate it (Mahler's Symphony No. 2)
also to the memory of Fiurcllo H. La, over,all effect of the reading. With his
Guardia, who, as Mayor, brought about known gift for the dramatic,. Mr...g_a/
the organi_tion of the City Center and sevitzky managed to pack excitement mm
the Hew York City Symphony. At the all four movements.
conductor's suggestion the audienoe rose The big momenta were worth waiting
and stood in silence for • minute before for in the F2ghth Sympbony--momen_
the second half of the concert began, like the blunt, square.t6ed buff.oonexyor

"'" the Scherzo, the eerie crescendo ot theMr. Bermtein and the orchestra gave
both works expressive _dormances. In Adagio Just before the bra_es blare out
the Mahler, EllabeUe Davis and Nan • lush Wagnerian motif, and the piling

sonorities of the finale.Merriman contn'buted artistic solo sing-
ing and the chorus of the Schola Can, Louis BIAtqcot._
torum, Hugh Rma, director, did a good _eul TodL Vv'orid.Telegram
job with its share. Mr. lkrnstein made
the Mahler aymphony as dramatic as he
could, sometimes dramatizing it ezces,
sively. But it was lively, crisp, mettle- The program was unusual, beOnamgwith the vast Eighth symphony of Anton
some playing. How^tu>TAUBMAN, Bruckner, undoubtedly that compost's

greatest work in the classic form. C_n-
The _ew Tc_lt Times trusting with the fundamentally Ger-

manic score were two of the most soph;
isticated and skalfully organited works of
the Frenchman, Maurice Ravel.

These scores called for completely dif,
AHTO_I BRUCKNER: ferent interpretive approaches. They
EIGHTH STMPHO]_" tested variomly the powers of the ur-

cheatra, which remaim unrivaled for the
Boston Symphony Orchestra. Serge glow of its tone. its technical p_

J Koussevitsk,y. Conductor; Boston. ]_[ov. 7 and fine,s and consummate virtumity
and 8. 1947. _[em Vorlt. 3_ov. 13. 1947. which it has attained under its present

Years ago, the mere mention of Brock- leader. As • result Bmckner cameout
net would have brought on • stampede differently than he ever had before in
toward the nearest exit. Today the Aua- the writer's experience, the difference be-

trian composer, who hu been called half- ing thrown into the _ronger relief fc_-
peasant and half.mystic, is rated by many the effect of the Ravel pieces whichround critics u the "Fourth B" of music, lowed.
Hardly anybody now dips out of the For the symphony was not traditional
ball between movements .... Bmckner. The retold"were mostly latex

But the center of gravity--both in than those adopted, by German condu.c-
weight and quality--was the huge tom; the orcheknd tone was lighter to
Bmckner symphony lut night. Even the texture and in mlor more iuminom than
half.hearted Brocknerites in.the audience it was deep and rich in baroque style.
had to admit every phrase of the hour. At the same time, in point of thetork
long epic was crammed with high- and sheer orchemul effect, the seo_
powered brilliance. never sounded more gorgeo m and dr•-

On that point the symphony is almost . re•tic. Dr. Koussevitxky, if memory
tailormade for Mr. Koussevitsky s or- faithfully serves us, made advantagenus
chegra. Fortissimos come like doud- cuts which remedied the discursivene_mor
burst• and the long stretches of scoring various pages---a defect which can lessen
for maued strings bsing out the band's thz effect of Bruckner's grandest I_-
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ral_,", v.,h,', vhry ,.,J .... Iv v,_s s:riking, .. GUSTAV MAHLER:
;,Is,,. Iq, h_'.- th,' I:,;,,,,I I'l,J_i_s given a FIRS'T STMPIIO_T
.,.Sq,ld.. ,r_. :,lvl _ .t:.:fl,.itiv(illcs$ of nnance
whi,-h ,,t ..,,me,lt_ I.:,dt: one think _lf B_:l,.imore S)'mphouy Orchestra. Regi.

I;r;mck. Ilndccd tl,c,c ate analogies he. ltald Stewart. Conductor; October 29,
tween the music o| the Austrian and the 19.;7. I

Belgian mystics, both organists, both By repute, Mahler's work is ever won .
apostles of the faith.) derous, abstruse, overlong. But if the

And what a symphony! Only the last audience harbored any such impression,
movement is irremediably weak. The they were soon disabused. The first two
others are all masterpieces. There is the movements are pastoral impressionisms of
inner drama of the soul that supplicates an engaging character, climaxing in the
and cries out in its need, "Lord, I be- lull majesty of high sun.
lievc; help Thou mine unbelief." The Focussing the third movement Is a I
peasant laughter and smack of the soil supposedly burlesque funeral march, said
are in the inimitable scherzo. The slow to lampoon the obsequies of a hunter
movement, which is as the vision of John and scored with appropriate sound and
of Patmo:.. is perl_aps the supreme night fury, satirically phrased. While the finale,
of Bruckner's spirit. Then one asks, "'Is marked "sturmisch bewegt," works up to
Dr. Koussevitzky's conception, p r o, a fine frenzy of storm and stress.
roundly 'felt, that of Bruckncr?" and A trifle Iong_a modicum repetitious_
must leave that qucstion, in the light of but all in all, we are hoping that Mr.
a new interpretation, for the present un- Stewart will continue the public educa"
answered. Let it suffice that the sym- tion along Mahlerian lines. Last night's I
phony was given a bingularly eloqucnt was a spirited and revealing interpreta-
and effective performance, tion and was received with every sign

OLII'I DOWNES, of satisfaction.
The _[ew Yur_ Times HELEN A. F. PENNIMAIq,

The Baltimore Hews.Post

Concluding the concert, the Baltimore

$_,mphony gave Mahler's "Symphony No.
1' a fine performance, achieving mellow
tone and varied shading under Mr. Stew.

In these days it probably is necessary art's direction. The first three move- Ito snake cuts in the monusqental scorcs ments were especially successful.
In Mahler's music, one may find the

of Bruekner, with their long sequences
and what Pelix !Xreing._ tnncr callcd spirit of the Vienna of Schubert, Beeth-

"terraced progression.'" Mr. k_ou_c-¢it_l:y oven and Haydn, yet it is a Vienna I'

accordingly does rm&c cuts in three grown old. Perhaps Mahler's scores con.
movements, h'_ing _,nl_' d,c _'h_tzo it1. tain a prophecy of Ihc mood o| today,
tac_. But why does I.c :_,_d it e._-e.lJal ;,nd perhaps that is the re:lsoll 1._'Cmay
h) ,'ut (,u" _..._,'d_iz,i;c,l |!., ,.dal:i.' _vh;'i,. f,.rl closer to him th_.t_ did h_ t outem"
to make a very" unorig,ri.,_ t,bsclv:_:iol_, is pot t,ies. I
the finest movcmc,,i ¢,f _b. f:mr? _' "" Hiz "Symphony No. 1" :,eer,_s to tie,out .i

n,) aud,_.n-c w,,.i_t [;i_.. r,:_tivc x..i:;Ic /:i_t the warm colors and atmos)l,,_rc off
music of such o:l_.:_.,.l I,t,:Ht': w::. lb_,,:i_, the Austrian count,yside, yet there are

• on! dead leaves on the landscape.
Yesterday's per_crm'm,:,: was indec_d _ One o.r his themes _ugge.ste a rough,

miracle of ot,:l,estral r:,a::,tficen,:,-', wi_h peasant dance, yet all i_ not sirnl:'l_' joy.
all intricate dc_,ils, xuc:_!h oi _,_n_t,:r. _ _ini_tcr undercur,cn_ suddemy whips
poi,_t comis,_z t, ut ,. stxi .'rlativ¢ cl_'::_.: the ransi_ ix_to a frenzy'. ,
and d,:tail. A:, in the S'hum:,,_;_ C-,_' ,5 walt_ brings b_:k the mc_.ory of
certo, everything "'sang" ;_!1the ,¢.'_y. ";'!_e _,:tehee times, but ,_." danccis t,J_n t.r,
brass _,eetions, v..hicl, _rc the f-)tlnd.:l!t,n _:h,):,ts, and the ballro,_m |lcor is cover.'0
of Bruckner's _slchcstta, co.c_,.cl th_.- xvi;Y, dust. lronic:,lly, Mahler builds a

• !selves With gl)rT- .anti, prob_.bb', cx- I'uneral march on the folk theme ol
hausted themselves 0t the same time, for "Fteze Jacques," but this is no funeral
the Austrian compo:_e_ dcm_.nde,I a lot of tor a hero.
hard blowing. "l'ht qu.ditv of the tour "l'here are bird notes, bur _pring is
"'Bayreuth tubas," e_pceial]y, xv:_._ rich fast; distant huntinlz calls, but the hunt
and poised. _:,_,:er.

(_YRU5 DUR(:I:h _L'I_LDON'_:ALLAGF...
The Bosom Glni,_ 5"I.: Sun (B._ti_imor_:;

!
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• .- ANTON BRUCF_IER: _phon T a kee_L, udght into its-depth.
it8 sometimes long drawn out. gnrgenmly

_UFNTET beautiful revelation of the umr/utility
of things mundane. And he particulgdy

Little Oychesttdl Society. Thomas pointedthe sweepingphrasesof theMah.
Scherman.Conductor;November3. 1947. |er message. The Mahler music some-

The greatmusicof the firsthalf of the timesroseto Wagner/an heightsof splen.dor. And in the final movementoffered_rogram was the opening piece, the
ruckncr Quintet for strings, scQred for a funeral march to end all funeral

chamber ore.hearts. This 8core may have marches.
its weak places; in the sum it is noble Seldom do we hear music u beautiful
music, chanted rather than merely vi. u the fourth movement, a Song of

heatedby the strings. Beauty,which Miss Bernhardt sangwith
OlIN DOWNRS, fine artistry. A mandolin is used in this

`The New Tool 'Times with the harps and other instruments.
Her £ne contralto, warm and resonant.

The Bruckner Quintet for Strings brought out all the beauty, too. of the
(comprising two viola parts) was played "'LoneJyOne in Autumn° and provided
by the full string orchestra, the last s haunting view of heartacheand sorrow
movement being omitted for reasonsof /n the finale.
length. It is a warm and tender work, The Svanhulm tenor, o[ £ne quality
Bruckner at his sweetestand most con- and of Wagnerian power, was partic-
tinuous. The Adagio is particularlysaris- ulady sensitive in the Youth song and
factory,hut the wholework is more than the £fth movement drinking song.
agreeablyinspired. Through the Mahler magic the soloparts

VIRGILTHOMSON. seem to be merely another voice of. th.e
Hew TOO_Her_,d "Trdmne orchestra, outstanding, hut st_l definitely

• part of the whole.
GUSTAV MAH_R: ELUOU BACON.C:leveL,nd Hews

The ,_phuny concert conducted by
DAS LIED VON D£R £RDB Genrge Szell at SeveranceHall last night

especially notable for the presenta,
Cleveland Orchestra. C_ooge _ll. _sn of Gustav Mahler's Dan Lied yonConductor; Set Smnholm, "Tenor.

Louise Bernhardt. Contralto. Soloists; clef Erda." in which the Cleveland Or.
Novembey6 and 7, 1947. chasershad the assistanceof two excel-

lent art/m, Louise Bernhardt. contralto.
The capacity audience at Severance and Set Svanholm. Metropolitan Opera

Hall last night was fairly stunned to tenor, first heard here last spring as
s/fence for a short period following the Lobengrin. The hall was packedw/th an
intensely emotional and dramatic dose of enthusiastic audience.
the Mahler "Song of the Earth." Mahler's swan song of romanticism has

Director George Szdl and the Clave, never sounded more poignandy extras-
land Orchestra had the a_istence of siva or more troubling to the spirit. Drip,
Louise Bernhardt. contralto, and Set ping with sorrow even when it lifts its
Svanhohn. tenor, in praentinl_ this monu- heacJ and tries to be gay through the
mental work. And so emot/onally ._ tears, it is long in it8 singing[ of _Velt-
ping was the finale of the _qbscl_d" schmerz' and autumnal nostalgia. And
with. its haunting "Eternity, a mere it begins over again many times after it
whisper at the dose, that it was nearly seems to condude. Yet who with any
• minute before the pant-up enthusiasm soul in him would not wait out the long
of the big audience could be demonstrated waits to hear its many heavenly pages?
in applause. ' _ . " Beautiful productiun from Miss Bern.

Even though "The gongof the .Earth_ hardta furl.bodied contralto gave her
starts out with a drinking song there s part a mellow glow. and she wove it
death in the shadow of the wine cup. through the m_tic tonal web with the
There s a Hnt of tragedy, too. through- most sensitive artim_, rounding her do"
out this symphony of song--# mdancholy queue phrases with complete asshn_ation
boin of the _hinese plulomphy of sorrow of style aad content.
permeating the poem8 Mshler chose for The more exuberant portion8 allots, d
this work. The two soloists, making thair to Svanholm were sang with robust elan

Cleveland debuts, were particularly suited and.the virility of true tenor quality, _.-to the unfoldment of this great work. finitely more attractive than when "
Director SzeU brought to this six-part voice is amplified. Behind the soaring
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w)icc._ was an orchestral fabric of won- them, for the most.part, beautifully.
dwudy varied nuances, all receiving low Myself I find the work touching and
i.g attention and effective projection from musically interesting, as well. It is not
Szcll and his musicians, musically easy, however....

A modified version was used of Steua_t VIRGIL THOMSON,
Wilson's English translation of the Chi- Hew Torlt Herald Tribune I
nc_ poems on which the symphony is
ba._ed. Pew of them came through with GUSTAV MAHLER:
any clarity, more of them being audible
in the contralto than in the tenor part. FOURTH STMPHO_T
Skillful as he is, Mahler sometimes covers •
the voices with too interesting instrumen. Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra,
ration, but of"course he cannot be blamed Erich Leinsdor[, Conductor; Dorothy
for weakness of a translation which must Maynor, Soloist; December 4. 1947. First ,+
replace "'swig" with a word like "ever." performance in Rochester.

HL'ItnERTELWELL,
Cleveland Plain Dealer So far as this reviewer knows, Gustav

Mahler's Symphony Ho. 4 never has
"The Song of the Earth" has an elu- been played in Rochester. One wonders

sive beauty, a mystical quality. Corn- why, after hearing Leinsdorf's compre, i
posed in the imminence of death, it seems bending and persuasive interpretation,
to view that adventure as a kind of which opened the program.
boundary which outlines the joys of life Your humble servant is no anti-Mah-
all the more clearly, lerite, but never until last night has he

been an enthusiast over the music of the t• The long last movement, sombre and
serene, but with many tonal shreds and Austrian composer, a controversial figure
wisps, ends in eft'able peace: it is a whose works have aroused either bitter
climax, but of the depths rather than of condemnation or violent praise. Here is
the heights. This is Mahler'a greatest a symphony which creates no listening
work, many think, and it may be that problems whatever.
history will prove it to be one of the There are no profound utterances, only
great works of its time. one glorious song from start to finish, the

Set Svanholm, tenor, and Louise Bern- Viennese flavor present always. The first
hardt, contralto, besides evincing thor- movement suggests peasant dances, the

second is fascinating with imaginative useough vocal competence, sang their parts
with thoughtful sympathy. Surely this is of the wood.winds and the fiddle tuned
the highest commendation that can be a whole tone higher than usual, produc-
given singers in such a work as this. Miss ing a piercing etlect; the third entrancinl_
Bernhardt earns a special credit for her beautiful in its Schubertian lyricism ano
sustained effort in the final "'Farewell." simplicity.

The orchestral performance seemed It is not a choral symphony in the
generally admirable; it seemed in the usual sense, but Mahler, who depended
first movement as if Svanholm occasion- frequently upon voices to express him.

self, incorporates in the final movementally had to strain to hold his own against
a heavy instrumental background. Poe- a solo for soprano voice, setting of a
eibly the orchestra is often more import- poem ,, {rom 'The Youth's Wonder-
ant than the voice, yet it seems a pity Horn, this particular one a delightfully
to compromise the distinctness of the naive picture of the joys of Heaven.
words. Miss Maynor sang this deceptively

ARTHURLOESBBR, Cleveland Press simple finale with brightness and alive.
hess of spirit, the balance of voice with
orchestra good. Our _gratitude to ,Leins-

GUSTAV MAHLER: doff for this item overflowing with charm-
ing melodies and many moments of as-

. KI_D_RTOTLrJ_LIEDER tounding beauty, with its masterful or.
Little Orchestra Society, 'T'hom_l g. chestration.

Scherma., Conductor; /_rin Brangell. NOt_MAN N^l_+m+, ;
Contralto. J_ew ?l'or_.December1, 1947. Democrat _' Chronicle

Mahler'a "Kindertotenlieder," familiar Erich Leinsdorf knows how to provide
to local audiences chiefly through Antony novelties, as well as solid classical fare,

• Tudor's ballet ?Dark Elegies,' are as on his programs, and the spice of variety
intense in their sadness as the Schubert marked last night's Philharmonic mncert
_od_ i_ ip its loy. Karin Branx¢il sang in Eastman Theater..

.... ? • ,,'.'. ,..
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There was provided another effective sometimes tmid towering paahud hoary

demonstration of the progress of the or. nags peopled with the legendary lp;_lg.
chestra, which played extraordinarily well, sometimes traversing the gauds fields amid
while Miss Maynor, the celebrated Negro the plain people.
soprano, sang like a seraph. It was, in It is true that it is lengthy. But u
a word, an evening of unusual musical compensation Bruckner o_era music that
interest and beauty, and the large audi- has a depth, an emot/onal tension and •
tnce made the welkin ring with its ap- gorgeous coloring that few modern writer1
planse at the dose of the performance, can produce. The troubled heart of man-
as conductor and soloist were repeatedly kind is revealed in the opening dramatic
recalled to acknowledge the tribute paid gropings. And the Adagio stands out as
by a delighted house. • melodic outpouring that /s hard to

The feature of the concert was the match for sheer beauty.
Fourth Symphony of Oustav Mabler, the There are episodes of gay peasant rob
curiously controversial Austrian compo.ser licking•, and bnumy Wagnerian blasts
and conductor, who has his violent de- from the Brucknerian Valhalla. And in
tractors and his equally passionate ad. the finale there are places where hugh
mirers. Last of the line of Viennese climaxes lead one to look for the end,
"dasaical" composers, he completes the only to find there's more to come. Direc-

Romantic symphony form handed on t_ tor Szell and the orchestra deserved thehim by Schubert and Bruckner. But i high acclaim they recevied for • mag-
acquaintance with Mabler's music was nificent performance. By the way, only

• few short bars _ snipped out of theconfined to his symphony No. 4, which
was first given in Munich in 1902, one score.
would wonder why there has been heaped Et.Mote !_o_, Clevdmul Hew*
on him so much extravagant praise ann The audience showed marked enthusi-
so much bitter condemnation, for this asms alto for Sedl's reading of the Bruck.
score came to the ear with the gentle- net symphony, and with good reason,
hess of a Spring zephyr, filled with folk- for here was an interlaX'tm_n rare in
like airs, and almost constantly, there- those qualities of ndaxation and perspec.
fore, melodic. Its pastoral quality is per- tire necessary to hold in focus • work so
sistent, and although it tends to mow monumental and so leisurdy in its sung-
otony its spiri_ and mood are that of • like doquence. "
reverie. This milestone in musical evolution de-

Much of the symphony is lyrical and -. mands something fonfign to modern ]is-
there are moments of lofty eloquence, tenting habits. It iJ without sharp con-
the final movement being featured b_ the erasesin movement. It is grandiose., prolix
introduction of some verses from "Des and phenomenally distended. Yet, pre.
Knaben Wunderhon," which are sung sented with such. mastery and under.
in heavenly fashion by Miss May'nor, the standing as SzeU and the orchestra dis-
celestial timbre of whose voice has no played, the work retained • message for
counterpart on the concert stage. The modern ears. One could, in fact, fed at
symphony is too long, yet it is shorter home in the great nobility of its mellow
than Mabler's other symphonic works, brass choirs and the wonderful peaceful"
and its performance was of a cal_re to nee• which could eaia only in the spa.
bring out all that is best in the score c/on•hess of its cathedral-h'ke structure.
which Mr. Leinsdorf obviously loves. He HeueitT Ei.WleLI.,
conducted it with the utmost concentra, Olecdmul Plain Deakn
tion and warmth, and the music/am un-
der him. and Miss Maynor. contributed
their share to a presentation that stands. GUSTAV MAHLEK:
as a striking succeu. P/RST S'YMPH_

A.J. WA_NEa, '
Rochester Times-Union C'_nt'/n,uu_Sym/_oay Orchestra, Thmr

Johnson. Conductor; ]an. 2 and 3. 1948.

ANTON BRUCKNER: Mahhr's symphonies (as, in fact, do
£1GHTH STMPHOJTI" Sibdim s) sometimes keep the listener on

Ch_veland Orchestra, Gauge Szdi. tenterhook•---waiting, u it were, to see
what comes next. It all depends on theConductor, December 11 and 13. 1947. conductor, whether Mahler • mooch or

We might imagine the Bruckner Eighth his methods of comtmsit/on are tb¢ morn
• Germanic Old Man River flowing along, apparent. Less adept musidans than
mmetimes at ease, sometimes troubled, Johnson often reveal the skeletal Joint-
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, , J,, th_ AI, hi,t,, c,,I,,I,,,:.c*'s w(.SA, in tm. is foll,)wed by the majestic finale,
:,,,,1 I,y a I.,,'0"--- of pods.try, manage the Allegro movement which _ums up
I., *,. I d,,.,., st-L't,0 i._'lr_ihl)' I,.q'. the t,)tal of Bruckner's interpretation of

'll .... v,,,L m_ weighly lengths in the complexities of life.
I.' !,I,.,': I'i,:* Synq,ltt,,_y ye,.telday ariel. F.R.J., _eto Haven Journal.Courier
D,,, .,, (thth. v... one fairly sizeable cut
mth,. I,,'! mt,,t, ,(.hi, which did .or de. GUSTAV MAHLER: '
tc_,ct from el. ,,., ,i,ll cffcct). The music
w_ _.d,(..lli,;,' :,-d good theater .... but DAS LIED VO_ DER ERDE
,. '., , bl_g(:y. 'J;. i,l;*)'elS caught their Philharmonic. $yml_hony Society of
ctt,_, dove.t_ilcd and m_derlined each New 'Yor_. Bruno Walter. Conductor;
othcrs' speeches, and'avoided any prima Kathleen Pettier, Mezzo.Soprano. Set
donna iml.,l_es tlJ steal tile show. Svanholm. Tenor. Soloists: ]an. II, 16.

']'he mnsic is handsomc, if ever the and 18. 1948. (The last performance was
woDJ _pf,lied to music; it is colorful and broadcast over CBS.) I
it i,. cl, .' ,,, I In I:t,I. there are mo-
mrnt+ ol belch sheer he+,uty that the sos. A stirri.g performance of Gustav
ceplible listen('* almost winces with tide Mahler's masterpiece, "The Song of tide
sensuousness of it all. 1"he first move. Earth," marked the return of Bruno Wal.

ter to the Philharmonic podium in Car+
sent yesterday was other.worldly, and
at times in the second movement icy negle Hall last night ....
fingers tr+iled d-wn one's spine. The Still, the highlight of the evening was
cc._tu_y of crashing rhythms toward tile the Mahler reading. There Mr. Walter
close toads sitting still almost impossible, was on special ground. One felt a per-

JOrlN P. RHODES, sonal interest in the score, the concern
The Ci.cinnati Enquirer of a friend and devoted disciple who

treas.red the memory of Mahler.
But, whatever the individual opinion "finis is Mahler's testament of life and

of the merits of this first symphony may death, brimming on one side with a
be, there can be a degree of unanimity fierce love of life and on the other with
in the statement that the orchestra has the spectacle of vanishing youth and
seldom played better and that the preo beauty that haunted him all his life.
sentation was a labor of love on the part Mahler was obsessed with the Ili[_ht of
of Mr. Johnson. Perhaps sonle of the time, and his despair as artist ana man
irony purported to be contained in the was over seizing the glow of the moment
third movement _ the so.called C.,allot and making it last. No composer ever
funeral march--was missed; but on the expressed such nostalgia for things passed
other hand there was sheer beauty and and passing.
edifying restraint in the second move. And Mr. Walter knew how to give
ment and a noble climax in the finale, every nuance its full due of poetry. "this

J. 1[. TlluM^N, was music warm with humanity and help-
The Ci.cinnati Times.Star less protest, and one felt it in every fibre

of last night's reading.
ANTOH BRLICKNER: Miss Ferrier ought to make a perman-

THIRD STMP/IO_[T ant addition to the vocal wing of New
York music. The voice is warm and vi-

_l_ew Haven Symphony Orchestra. Paul brant, eas_y produced, and capable of
Hindemith, Conductor; Jan. 12, 19,18., rich applications of color . Phrasing and

diction both showed a sure grasp of styleAnton Bruckner's Symphony No. 3 in
D Minor, was superbly presented by Mr. and content.
Hindemith and the orchestra, the director Mr. Svanholm'a resonant voice sounded
evidently keenly feeling the Wagnerian even bigger and brighter than it does at
influence in the Bruckner work. The un- the Metropolitan. The lull tones came

usual parts for the horns were very dra. through with the impact .needed to
rustically revealed in this exposition of a heighten the effect of the grim outcries
theme in dOuble.rhythm as the composer of Mabler's text.
sought to present the various life iml_dses But then they all sank well last night,
controlled by the over-powering Prime the soloists in the actual vocal line, the
Source.. Th&re are both the depths and orchestra in making the accompaniment
the heights presented, with light and airy sound like one varicolored voice _ and
dance themes running concurrently with Mr. Walter, whose guideline you could
sober themes expressing the sterner side follow like a voice through every phrase.
of life.., thi_ vivacious third move- Louis Bomeot.u,
ment contains a gay folk dance which _ew Todt World Telegram



Symphon/cChron/cle tot
Making his first appearance of the sea- its £rst pedormance, in Munich in 1911.

son as conductor of the Philharmonic- Mr. Welter also has led it t_ce pre-
Symphony Orchestra at Carnegie Hell vioudy with the Ph/lharmonlc,./n" 1934
last night, Bruno Walter wisely included and 1941.
on his program Mabler's "Lied yon der As performed under Mr. Welter'l di,
Erde"; for few would dispute the fact rection, "Das L/ed yon der Erda" is an
that Mr. Walter is incomparably the absorbing musical experience, and one
most discerning interpreter of the Aus. which, thanks to Mr. Waiter's friendship
trian master's music and especially of this with the composer, may be regarded as
work, perhaps the most touching, aside definitive. Like most ofMahler's worb,
from his Ninth Symphony, of all his "Das Lied von der Erde" is wonderful
symphonic products, to listen to and dilEcult to write about.

The occasion was further distinguished The poignant work, rich with exotic
by the debut here of the young English overtones of the Orient, and conceived
mezxo-soprano Kathleen Farrier. who de. in a sort of exh/laration of despair, seeks
flvered the contralto solos. Miss Farrier, to express the inexp.rem'ble, and comes
known here hitherto through London very near to succeeding. . -
Decca phonograph records, which indi. JOHN 15mc_s,
eated that much was to be expected of _[ew Tor_ Pog (Copyright 1948)
her, proved to be a singer of uncommon
ability. Her voice is a fine, voluminous
one which has been cultivated with ex-
ceptional care. Her scale throughout the One's reason.- for admiring the "Lied
range employed was even, and there was yon der Erda'" are doubdem generally
no deterioration of quality in the rapid shared. The lyricism of the poetry hat an
sections of the fourth movement, "Yon inspired parallel in the completely lyrical

nature of the scoring both for voices andder Schoenheit." where most singers who
attempt this mudc are troubled by prob- orchestra. Tenor and contrelto--4ast eve-
lems of breath control. Miss Ferrier'8 ning the mezzo-soprano, Kathleen Perr/er
phrasing was exemplary and her daim to ---carry the burden of the song. But the
complete artistry rests not alone on the orchestra also, with its remarkable devices
unsullied beauty of tonal texture with of coloring and of dramatic accentuation,
which she invested her lines but on the sings its song, and intersperses the final

verses for the woman's voice with anunfailing perceptiveness and inwardness
which pervaded her conception of this interlude which is a "fled" of its own.
music with its blend of hopeless despair The very melodic writing needs no trans.
and resignation, lation or commentary to exert its immedi-

Set Svaobolm, who returns to the ate if sometimes obvious and sentimental
Metropolitan next week as a matchless appeal. Sentimental or not. the complete
Siegfried, sang with the utmost assurance sincerity of the music is unquestionable
andwith flawless musicianship. His tenor and affecting.
voice rounded rather inflexeule in the Saying this, one adds reluctantly that
opening "Das Trinklied vom Jammer der the performance, for one reason or an.
Erde'" and in "Von der Jugend," but other, began to fall before it was over.
with the fifth section of the work, Der This at least was the reaction of one
Trunkene im Fruehling," he achieved listener who is not a perfect Mablerite.
greater vocal elasticity and therewith Was this only due to certain charact_-
greater musical conviction, iJtica of the performance? Both soloists

were deficient in diction. Svanholm, the]esouz D. Bo.u,
The Hew Torlt Herald Tribune tenor, could only shout, in the opening

verses, against heavy orchem'a, and in
this Mr. Welter did not spare him.Bruno Welter, back from his European

triumphs, returned to conduct the Phil- But Mr. Svanhohn was prevailingly
harmonic-Symphony in Carnegie Hall last hard-voiced and lacking in variety of
evening. Orchegra memben rose as a tone color. Miss Ferrierhad but recently
m_oute to the £r_ appearance this season emerged from a bad cold. Her vo/ce be-
by the orchestra s mus/cai chief, which came freer as she went on. She could
tn'bute Mr. Welter proceeded to justify not, however, give the full significance to
by a performance of uncommon excel, her text and music. Some time before
lance. . the end was reached "Lied yon der F_rde"

The princip_ feature of the evening was becoming langwefling, lachrymose,was Mabler'J 'Das Lied vonder Erda," old4zshioned.
a work for which Mr. Welter has special OuN DowNes.
al_nity, since it was he who conducted The _[ew Torll Times
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")h,,_ w.,_ Mahlcl at el. J'h,lh._,moni¢. ct,_er, tl_e second performance of that
S).l,ll,l,,my last night in (lar,wgie ]fall, w,,rk in Anierica, although it is some.
1.1! ,,,, M.ihl, r "pruhh:m"; for the work thing like seventy years old. Its only
w.,shi. "l.wd v,,a dcr Erde," aboutwhich previousreading in the current records
vhtuallv all shades of ot,ininn are in was by the New York Philharmonic in

• a uccm,:,,!. If it is not the greatest music the middle "20s, when Willem Mengel.
e_ th,. c,,flury from Central Europe, it ht.rg, the Dutch conductor, held the post
is the 1,1.! grc,lt music written there. As there.
delivered I_y Bruno Wahcr, with master- A single hearing of the symphony
h,I i _'..: and ,t,.ip_dleesion, it was food s(rvcs to revive, but not to explain, the
for the mind and hahn for the spirit, n,ystcry of why Bruckncr's great ord_cs.

With texts from "The Chinese Flute" t, al works, so highly esteemed in Austria
as the unifying factor, Mahler's response and Southern Germany, have I_een so
to the states of mind expressed by such shw to move beyond their native borders.
wutd_ as "Schnsucht'" ("longing") _,_st of the symphonies are of great
"Stele" ("sour'), "l._hcn .... T(,d," I, ,l,th; the Second is perhaps tl,c sht,rt-
"lter_'" and virtually every other key ¢.t "of the nine. But many others arc
word ,)f German lylic p(xi:'y--- down to ]r.ng, too--Beethoven's Third ar,_ Hiuth,
and including "'swig" ("eternity")_has for example, and the Schubert C maine.
a clcancr structure and a long:r line than Perhaps the Bruckncr symphonies seem
anything in his purely orchc_ir_l writing, dull t- outlanders. The Second, uw
It is doubtful, for all of that, that he d,,ubtedly has its dull spots;bu't so have
ever invented elscwhcre the sensitized, i,.o.'t symphonies, if you pick the spots
compelling and wholly personal ideas that out of their context and quote them
flood this score; but even so, their course singly, as a politic/an does whe'n quoting
is better charmolrd, a strca,n ttraight front a rival candidate's apes-oh. |
thtou_:h from the source to the sea. Yet throughout the Bruckner sym•

It was a great return to the Philhar. r'._onylast night there were many beaut|-
tannic for Walter, who gave this work |ul episodes. Some of them were not
its world premiere in Vienna thirty.seven Workedout as wc are accustomed to hear
years ago, and has lived to see it accepted themes worked out by Brahms or Beetho
into the fraternity of the works that en- oven; and some were worked to excess,
dure. The ]_lahler who said, "My time a la Wagner. But the work typical of
will come," ha_, in Walter, a champion most carefully-written works in the late
who has seen that, for "Das Lied yon romantic per/od of the nineteenth cen.
dee Erde," at least, those were words of tury, abounded with melodies, beautifully
prophecy, not merely of hope. intoned by a master instrumentalist.

lp,vltq{;Kocom:4, _rw Toe/t Sun 'Ihere is no doubt that Bruckner had
almost a Wagnerian ear for sound; al-
most every phrase is placed in the or-
chestra to the best effect, and his use of

ANTON BRUCI[NE8.: al:_rnating strings and winds, if not

SECOK/) STAII'HO._Y Ili,:hly original, is mo_t effcctix¢ anda..rceahle. The symphony is quitc long,
Kac,s,ts City Philhar.,_.ic Symphony ;.1 modern symphonies go---almo_t an

Orchestra. E[rem Knrtz. Conductor. Jan. hour. But leisure was a mark ol the
27 and 28. 1948. (First i:er[ormance in o,mposer's age; while the " Victorian
Kansas Oty.) novelists were writing long novels, the

(:ermans and Austrians were writing
Hot quite the biggest, nor yet by any long symphonies and operas. Bruckner

means the smallest audience of the sea- was guilty, too, but not uniquely so.
son, braved the near.zero weather last Mr. Kurt,. gave the symphony the
night to hear the eighth program on the most careful preparation, and emerged
Philharmonic subscription concert sched- with one of the greater reading triumphs
ule. Those who turned out were well of the season. The tempi were always .
rewarded. They heard, most of them for interesting,/rod the climaxes well planned

and executed. The dose attention thethe first time, the great Second .$ym- ._
phony of Anton Bruckner.... audience gave to the long slow movement

The 'playing of the Bruckner eym- was evidence of interest unusual in an
phony last night was, so far as Conduc- unfamiliar piece of abstract music, i.
tot Efrem Kurt_ has been able to dis- C.H.T., The Kansas City Times
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Toned Turns Composer I-4-12
Toscanini and Bruckner by Max Smith Io3-12
The Turn to Bruckner by H. T. Parker I-3-8
Wahe:, An Interview with H-4-54
_alter Sees Bruckner as a Prophet by Louis Biancolli H-2.47
Word to Anti.Brucknerites by Th. Otterstrocm 1°1-$

BRUCKNEgMEf_ALOi' HONOR,TNB KILENY| l-4.Cover
AWARDS:

Professor Max Auer !-_-28
Philip Gredey Clapp • H-2-12
Dr. Martia O. Dumler I-_-27
Eugene Goossens ' II-3-14
Maurice P. Kessler H-4-7

1-8-21.Otto Klemperer
Serge Koussevitzky !-8-2 I
Erich Leinsdor[ H-4-66
Professor Pranz Moissl 1.5-28
Charles O'Conndl 1-8-21
Eugene Ormandy 1-8-2I
Artur godzinski ILI.$I
Prtderick A. Stock H.I-51
Arturo Toscanini 1.6.Oover
Bruno Walter j 1-$-27

i

BgUOI[NER,WOXK8
Symphonies of Anton Bruckner (I-IV) by Gabriel Engd ' I-lO-I
Symphonies, The Message of Bruckner°s by Felix M. Ga_ I4V19
Symphonies I, II, VI--Lest We Forget by Philip Greeley Chpp H-4-1
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Subjectand Author Vol.,No.,Page

Symphony No. I by Gabriel Eng¢l " 1,3,10,1-7.12
Symphony No. IV by Gabriel Engel I-9.1
Symphonies No. IV and VII by Philip Greeley Oapp 11.3.39
Symphony No. VI 1-7-11
Symphonic Tetralogy (IV,VII) by Gabriel Engel 11-1,39
Symphony No. VII! by John N. Burk 1-9.6
Symphony No. Vlll by Piers Sanborn II,3.23
Symphonies No. VIII and No. IX by Philip Greeley Clapp 11-4.41 !
Symphonies No. ViII and No. IX by Oabrid Engel II-2-31 !
Symphony No. IX (Original Version--American Premiere) 1,6,14
Symphony No. IX (Original Version) by Max Auer I-4-8 I
Symphony No. IX (Original Version) by Willi Reich 1.6-1_ [
Symphony No. IX by Louis Biancolli 11-4-36
E Minor Mass. American Premiere 1-8-f
E Minor Mats. Thoughts on, by Robert Simpson 11.4-30
Mass, Romantic. or Sacred Symphony by Mrs. W. Beckman 1-1.8
q'e Drum by Gabriel Engel 1-7-9
String Quintet by Gabriel Engel 11.3.9

Bxuc¢NeIt AND I_nLeX
Attitude toward Composers Changes by Warren Storey Smith 1-10-28
Americans Discover Bruckner and Mahler by Philip Greeley Clapp 1I-2-17
Bruckner and Mabler byBruno Walter I1-2.1
Case for Bruckner and Mahler, The 1-8,23
Bruck_er and Mabler, Their Spiritual Message by Mary R. Ryan 1-10-2_
Bruckner and lvhhler on WQXR and WNYC (1937), with short

sketcheso1 both composersby Gabriel Engel 1-9,31
Oabribwitsch on Bruckner and Mahler 1,4,18
Mann, (Thomas), on Bruckner and Mabler 1,4-7
Reaching for the Stars by Nora Wain 11-2.48
Their Time Shall Come by Philip Greeley Clapp 11-3-1
Thiess, Prank, on Bruckner and Mahler I-_.26
Van Loon, Hendrik Willem, on Bruckner, Mahler and Wolf 1-10.27
Wassermann, Jakob, on Bruckner aand Mahler 1.f.26
Unknown Bruckner, Mahler Works?, Why Not Excerpts of

by Warren Storey Smith II,2,49
Radio Talks by Gabriel Engel 1.9-1

Carrsc.a_ COUMeNT
Sidesand Asides I-I.16
Symphonic Chronicle (see under this entry)
Verdict of the Public 1-9.28

DI_MOCgATIZATION, A NoTe ON, sv GABRIEL ENGeL 1,3,9

DUMLEih MARTIN O. 1-1"4
Dumler's St_t Mater by Gabriel Engel 1-7-27
Dunder'a St,bat Mater. Premiere ' I-7,40
Dumler's q'e Deum by Gabriel Engel II-3-27
Dumler's Te Dsum. Premiere o1 11-4-90

JEie]t_ra.MUSIC BECOMES,BY GABXleLENOeL 1,3-6

Euaov_N ECHOES 1-2-22

Gurrel/cd_r. Leovox_ STOKOWSXloN THe 1,2-17

I_Gu,qJu)u_Baoaw_sT 11-4-89

lVlAHS.nU.Gusw^v
BodanzkyPaysTribute to Mahler 1,8,32
The ConductorGustav Mahler by Ernst ]. M. Left !-9,10
GustavMahler by Pran_ Werfel 11.4.49 i
Gustav Mabler the My_c by Max Oral 11.4-$1

I
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Indexto Chordand Discord
Subject and Author Vol., No., Page

Kousse_tzky on Mahler 1,1-15
Mahler and Dostoevski by Curtis Swanson 11.4-67
Mahler and the Student Critic 11-4-82
Mahler as a Potential Public Favorite by William Parks Grant 11.2-27
Mahler Chronology II.2.$7
Mahler in England (1935) !-_-19
Mahler--Last of the Romantics by Winthrop Sargeant 11-1-35
Mahlcr on American Radio (First Nation-wide Broadcasts) II-2-5F.
Mahler on Recnrds by William Parks Grant !i.3,61
Mahlerian Misconceptions by Warren Storey Smith 11-4-61
Mahler's Art: A New Survey by Will/am Parks Grant 1-5.14
Mahler's Music in Wartime Britain by Jack Diether 11-4-71
Mahlcr's Musical Language by Gabriel Engel 1-1.12
Mahler's Use of the Orchestra by William Parks Grant !.!0-15
M_hler World Premieres !!-2-58
Music. Mahler, and Mysticism by Ernst Left 1-8-6
New Light on Mabler by Willi Reich 1,4-19
"Peace Conference of Amsterdam" (Holland Honors Mahler and

Mengel_rg) by Olga Samaroff Stokowski 11-1-27
Sanborn, Pitts, on Mahler I-iO.l "-.
Symphonic Problem in Mahler's Works, The, by It. Tischler II-3-1_
Why Mahler, Too? by Warren Storey Smith 11-2,13

MAHI.ER MI'r,AI.OP HONOR,THe KILeNY! 1-6-22
AWARDS:

Artur Bodansky I-8-21
Philip Greeley Clapp 11-4-29

• Ossip Gabrilowltsch 1-8-21
Hans Kindler 11-4-481.9-28
Otto Klemperer
Serge Koussevitzky 1-8-21
Willem Mengelberg 1-8,21
Dimitri Mitropoulos 11.3-82
Eugene Ormandy 1-10-30
Erno Rapes 11-4-89
Frit,- Reiner 11.4,60
Artur godxinski II-4,75
Moses Smith 11-4-48
Bruno Walter 1-8-21

MAHLI_R,WOP.KS
Symphony No. 1 by Gabriel Engcl Ii-1-47
Symphony No. I, Symphonic Poem or Symphony? 1-4-1'_
Symphony No. I on Records by William Parks Grant 11-4-76
Symphony No. 2 by Jack Diether 11-1-45
Symphony No. 2 by Gabriel Engel 1-7-19,1-9.3
Symphony No. 2: A Verdict of 1933 by A. W. Hepner 1-4-21
Symphony No. 4 on Records by William Parks Grant II-4.76
Symphony No. 8 by Paul Stefan !1-4-65
Symphony No. 10 by Frederick Block 1.2,22,11-3-43
Kindenotenlieder by Gabriel Engel !.9-$
Dos Lied yon der Erde by William Parka Grant 1-6,10

MASS,TKe CONCeaT 141-21

MeT-EMPS¥Cl4OmS(]L_oM IMPUSASJOTO Dl_ec'rolt) BY EaNST L_tT 1-7-1

MOZARTASA Mumc DaAMATIST !-5-2_

ORCHESTRALBALANCBANDINSTRUMENTALCOLOR,EVOLUTIONOFMODEIN I-2-1$

PAPER TRUMPETSBYR. G. GREY I-I-I_
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Subject and Author Vol., No.. Pal_e

PERPOIXMAI_CES,LISTSOPBRUCXNeRANDMAItLER _
American (1932.1933) 1.2-_ |
Europe (1932.33), Partial List 1.3.11 I
1933.1934, Some Important Performances 1-4-25 .[
193_.40 11,1.$2

1941-1946 11-4.93 ]
World Premieres, etc. II.2._6, _9

PltONOGRAPH RECORDINGS, A NEW ERA aN 1-2.23 I

PROPHETS.SCRIBES.AND PHAmSEESBY GABRIELENGEL 1.7.21 i

RAPEE,ERNO.MAHLIBRMEDALAWAY) TO 11,4.89 .
)ROLLAND, ROMAIN |-|-II '

ROMANTICISM!.BACETO, SY BRUNO WALTER 1.3-1

SACHS. THE IMPERSONATION OF HANS, BY FR/EDRICH SCHORR I.I0-II

SANBORN. PITr8, TRIBUTE TO ]V|EMOKY OF. BY DEEMS TAYLOR 11-3.69

SCHALI[,FRANZ 1-1.10

SCHOENBERO, ARNOLD=--GurreIieder 1.2-16

SMITH, MAx--FRIEND OF TOSCANINI 1-7-10

STOKOWSKI,LEOPOLD,on the Gurrelieder 1-2-16

SYMPHONIC CHRONICLE (A RECORD OF CRIrI_LAND POPULARREACTION)
1.2-14,1-3.14,1-5-28,1.6-17,1-7,32,1.8-33,1-9-35,1.10-33,II-I-_3,11-2-60,
11,3-73, 11.4-99

SYMPHONICFORECASTS 1,4-1

SYMPHONICHORIZONS,NEW. BY GABRIEL ENGeL 1.1,1

SYMPHONIC NEW DeAL BYGABRIELENGEL I-6-I i

SYMPHONIC RENAISS.',NCe,THE AMERICAN. EV R. G. GReY I-2-I

VIENNA TO'DAY,MUSICAL,BY WILLI REICH 1,5"21

WAGNERMEMORIALPARSIFALSV R. O. GREY 1.3,1_

WALTER, BItUNO, A MESSAGEFROM 1-7,25 1

WALTER.BI_UNO I.I,I0



NOTES OH CONTKIBUTOKS

NEVILLE CARDUS, for many years Music Critic of the M.',,',TCH[ST[ROUAIIDIAN-
Author of Ten Composers and several other books. His Autobio_aphy appeared in
September, 1947, and was selected by the Book Society as the Book of the Month.
Remembered Ple_urcs, a volume of reminiscences on which Mr. Cardus is now
working, is being published in part by HAt.L_ in serial form, prior to its complete
publication as a book.

OABKIEL ENCEL is a graduate of Columbia Uni,'ersity. He was,a, P_itzer
Scholar. He is the author of q'he Life of Anton Bruc_ner and Gustav avlanier._ong-
Symphonist. Since its inception, he has been the Editor of CMOP,D AND DISCORD.
He has contributed to the Encyclopedia of Music and Musicians.

DONALD MITCHELL, born in London, 1927. Educated Dulwich College. In
film industry before Army service. Demob_ised 1946 and now busy lecturing and
school teaching. Editor of the quarterly review MusicoSurt'ey. Contributor to Man°
dral_e (Oxfo_'d) and A. L. Bacharach's forthcoming The Music Masters., Broad;
casts and does research for the BB.C. Made a particular study of tt_c tire ano
music of Max Reger.

DIKA NEWLIN, born in Portland, Oregon, on November 22. 1923, is assistant
ofessor and composer in residence at Western Maryland College, Westminster,
aryland..
While a high school student she composed her Oradle Song. It was orchestrated

by Vladlmir Bakaleinikoff and performed by the Cincinnati Orchestra under his
direction on December 28, 1935. Since that time it has receix'ed performances by
other concert orchestras.

Having entered Michigan State College at the age_of twelve, Dika New!in took a
full liberal arts course, majoring in French. In 1938 she began stuo_ng wlt,_ bcnoen-
berg, whose influence aroused her interest in the work of Bruckner and Mahler. She
was the first ever to receive a Ph.D. degree in musicology at Columbia University.
Her work there was under the direction of Douglas Moore and Paul Henry Lang.
Her doctor's thesis, bearing the title "BruckneroMahler'Schoenberg°:. was published
by the Kings Crown Press in 1947 and is about to go into a secono emoon, wmse
at Columbia she continued to study the piano (with Rudolf Serkin. and later with
Artur Schnabel) and composition (with Roger Sessions). Her one act opera,
PeathertolJ, based on Hawthorne's story of the same name, won the Seidl prize for
distinguished accomplishment in the field of the lyric stage. Excerpts from her second
full length opera, "/'he Scarlet Letter, have been played in concert.

ROBERT SIMPSON, born in London, 1921, originally intended to study medi.
cine. After two years of medical studies, Mr. Simpson decided to turn to music.
He holds a Bachelor of Music degree from the University of Durham. At the
present time he lectures and occasionally teaches in schools. He has composed
several orchestral and chamber music works. His article, Bnicilner and the Sym.
phony, appeared in the February, 1946, issue of The Mus/c Ret,/ew. published in
England.

WARREN STOREY SMITH, born in Brookline, Mass., succeeded Olin Downes
as Music Editor of the Boston Post. His musical compositions include orchestral
and chamber music works as well as songs and piano pieces. He became a member
of the faculty of Paeiten Pianoforte School in. Boston afar his graduation from
that school. He was assistant music critic on the lSoston "Aranscript. In nyzz ne
became teacher of theory and composition at the New England Conservatory.

WOLFCANO STRESEMANH, born in Dresden. studied law and music. After
practicing law for several years, he decided to devote himself to music. He has
written symphonies, songs, chamber music, etc.. and has conducted orchestras in
New York. Buffalo, and Princeton. He came to the U. S. in 1939 and became a
citizen. At the present time he is music critic on the Staats-Zcitung in New York.
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